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Foreword 

There is a growing awareness of the need for more varied portfolios of forestry 

development strategies and tile corresponding adaptation of forest policy and 

administration in Pakistan. Tile limited forest area, the continuing popuiation 
pressure, tile inportance of tree resources for socio-economic development 
and environmental protection both of degraded forests and non-forest lands 

have separately and in combination been conducive to this heightened 
perception. 

This growing awareness is reflected in a variety of field experiments and pilot 
projects in forestry extension, applying different strategies corresponding to the 

diversity of local ecological and socio-economic conditions. The creation of 
social forestry programmes and divisions is yet another indication of this 
growing awareness. 

At policy level the issue of sustainable management of forest resources is 
addressed in the National Conservation Strategy and tile Forestry Sector 
Master Plan. Each from their own perspective, both plans stress the importance 
of involvement of local people in the management of forest resources and call 
for the development of mechanisms to this end. 
At the field level 1he various projects involved in forestry extension 
development regularly exchange their experiences through an informal 
network. It was during these network meetings that the need was expressed for 

a more svst,m,:i, in-depth appraisal of emerging issues and strategies in 
forestry extension. This would facilitate the participants to relate the 
experiences from others to their own situation and thereby avoid the 
duplication of efforts, thtis stimulating a more rapid accumulation of successful 
forestry extension strategies. 

It was felt that development of successfll forestry extension strategies could 

only be achieved if policy makers and programme planners would be involved 
in tile conceptualization and design of forestry extension activities. The issue of 

limited coordination and collaboration between the various pilot projects, 
programme planners and policy makers has also been identified by FAO as a 

major issue in forestry extension development in Asia. As a result it was 
decided that, in collaboration with FAO-RWEDP & FTPP, a forim be created 

in which all parties involved could meet and set directions for future forestry 
extension development in Pakistan. 
It is expected dhat experiences from eflorts to improve such cooperation will be 

of great interest and use to forestry extension development in other countries in 
Asia. 

Yar Mohammad Khan 
Secretary of Forest, Fisheries and Wildlife 
Government of N.W.F.P. 
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Preface 
Pakistan is in a fortunate position that over the past 5-10 years considerable 
success has been achieved at the local level with innovative types of tree 
growing and foiest resource management. While approaches and activities may
have been somewhat different in each care, a key factor to their success has 
been the great emphasis on interactions with local communities and individual 
tree growers. 
Translating the common denominators of success at the field level into viable 
national policies and strategies for forestry extension was the main challenge 
tileparticipants of the workshop faced, when they started their deliberations. 
The present report shows the wisdom of the organizers to bring iogether field 
workers, policy makers and scientists for three days of intensive consultations. 

Tile results are aptly phrased in the Peshawar Declaration, in terms of 
* 	 recognition of rural people's capabilities to manage forest and tree
 

resources,
 
* 	 enabling policies and regulations, based on this recognition,
* 	 professional extension support, to foster local partnerships for tree and
 

forest resource management.
 

The experiences of those working with villagers in developing new
'partnerships' formed the core of the deliberations during the workshop. Their 
reports demonstrated that great strides ahead have been made in relatively
short time......but also the constraints in the development and
 
institutionalization of field tested participatory approaches have been much
 
clarified, as this report may also demonstrate. 

Though many of the lessons leartt in the forestry extension development
 
process in Pakistan, are of interest to community foresters in other countries,

it is particularly the manner in which those actively involved in this process,

share their experience that needs to be considered as an example to be followed 
elsewhere. 
The Forestry Extersion Network in Pakistan, and its mode of operation 
emphasizing the sharing of experiences and information in an informal manner,
is a most interesting and highly effective initiative. This is a major reason why 
tile
fbur regional community florestry development support organizations
invited to support the workshop, readily agreed to do so. 
It is on behalf of these international organizations and our colleagues in other 
countries of Asia, that I wish to congratulate th',"workshop organizers for their 
initiative, and thank them for the opportunity to share Pakistan's experiences 
with our colleagues all over Asia. 
It is also on their behalf that I pledge our support to the emergence and 
development of similar initiatives elsewhere in Asia. 

Egbert Pelinck, Chief Teclnical Advisor 
FAO-RWEDP, Bangkok 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
 

A national workshop on forestry extension was convened at the 
Pakistan Forest Institute illPeshawar on 6-8 April 1993. Among the 
participants were tilepolicy makers from the Federal and NWFP 
Government, a selected number of international ,,articipants, 
representatives of donor organizations and spokesmen from a number 
of innovative field projects. 

2 	 The need for holding this workshop was identified during a meeting of 
tile a group of professionals of"Extension Coordination Network", 
different forestry extension projects and programmes who meet on a 
regular basis. It was felt that there was a need to compare and 
consolidate the experiences of the various pilot projects in the field in 
order to identify strengths and weaknesses as well as determine 
requirements at field and ilstitutional (adirinistrative, financial, 
organizational) level. Based on this identification the workshop has set 
an agenda for filture action by policy makers, programme planners and 
field project managers. 

3 	 Afler a number of' introductory papers, the core of the workshop was
 
formed by a presentation of a bench mark study executed for the
 
workshop. This study made a comparative analysis of the extension
 
approaches of a number of field projects and drew some conclusions on 
strengths and weaknesses. Moreover it addressed the issue of' 
ins zatt participaltsiton of lOrestry extension. SubscqIently tile 
separated into working groups to generate recommendations for 
forestry exten sion on private lands, commu nity lands and government 
(managed) lands. A separate group dealt with issues regarding planning 
practices, policies, legislation and organization. All groups proposed 
concrete recomniendat ions fr policy makers, programme planners and 
field mariagers 

4 	 The workshop concluded that forestry extension has alr important role 
to play in improvinrg sustainable mna ii age orent of' natUral resources on 
private, Co inmuniiity and government (ma naged) lands. This role is 
certainly not restricted to tree plantirig only, bUt sIiouIld in fiact address 
managemirent of forest and tree resources iII guneral. 

5 	 Participatory planning and for ation of local organizations are key 
factors inairy people-oriented florestry progiamme. Soirre successtbl 
examples exist aid the Forest Department should attempt to replicate 
these. Innovative projects that develop extension approaches should 
tailor these to the capacity of the Forest Department in order to 
fhcilitate replication. 
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6 	 Currently forestry extension has only been implemented in a fairly rigid 
project framework which by its nature has limited scope, flexibility and 
life span. Through setting-up a monitoring and evaluation system that 
not only keeps track of physical outputs but also of eff'ects and impacts, 
an attempt should be made to plan better projects which have more 
flexibility and are based on lessons learnt from the field. In addition, 
forestry extension should become a regular programme within the 
Forest Department. 

7 	 Similarly, lessons learnt from the field should be fed back into tile 
forestry educational centres and should also determine the research 
agenda of these institutions. 

Forest 
Department. This will require major institutional changes in 
organizational structure, division of work, staffing, decision making 
processes, leadership styles and control mechanisms. The process of 
such an organizational change will have to be managed as a flexible 
learning process, 

8 	 Forestry extension needs an institutional structure within tile 

9 	 Tile workshop concluded by adopting the Peshawar Proclamation on 
local partnership in sustainable forestry, calling on all actors involved to 
undertake immediate actions to develop, enhance and strengthen local 
partnerships through institutionalization of forestry extension. 

TIlE PESIAWAR PROCLAMATION 

We, the participants in the National Workshop on Forestry Extension in 
Pakistan, held in Peshawar 6-8 April 1993, pledge our commitment towards 
achieving the sustainable and equitable management and development of forest 
and tree resources in Pakistan by: 
* 	 Recognizing that local partnerships are essential to realize the potential 

of forests and trees in order to make increased contribution to meet 
socio-economic and environmental needs, 

* 	 Considering tile rural conditions thatdiversity of,and changes in, 
impinge on the development, discerning use and sustainable 
management of forest and tree resources, 

* 	 Building on well tested experiments to actively involve rural inhabitants 
in the development arid management of forest and tree resources. 
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We call on the public at large, the political and social leaders, the Government 
of Pakistan arid of North Western Frontier Province in particular, the forest 
department and related departments, professionals, NGOs and all those 
interested in the sustainable development of rural resources, to undertake 
immediate actions to develop, enhance and strengthen local partnerships by: 
* 	 Reviewing and adapting legal, administrative and organizational
 

arrangements that constrain the development of such partnerships,
 
* 	 Promoting arid expanding the efflorts !,) build a forestry extension
 

capacity in the relevant government departments arid other relevant
 
institutions; including trainiing, research and other development
 
organizations, inclusive of NGOs,
 

* 	 Promoting the regular exchange of ideas, experiences arid field-tested 
participatory management innovations between practitioners and those 
involved in the administration of forestry extension development. 

* 	 Creating and maintaining an incentive structure for all those involved in 
successful forestry extension activities, in governnent organizations, 
non-governient organizations and villages. 

• 	 Promoting and ensuring the e(luitable distribution of'benefits of
 
improved forest and tree resource management activities,
 

* 	 Promoting the development and incorporating of relevant, field tested 
skills and knowledge of high academic quality in tie curricula of 
professional education and training institutions. 

We call upon all government agencies and professionr institutions with a 
mandate and expertise in the development and management ofnrral resources, 
to increase their efforts in developing the forcstry c:-tension capacity required 
for tire support of local forest and tree resource management partnerships. 

We also appeal to the international organizations supporting rural resource 
management in Pakistan, to accord the highest priority to forestry extension 
development. 

We strongly support the establishment of national and provincial fora for 
dialogue, r%;,'vew and guidance of forestry extension development initiatives. 

We urge all forestry related institutions to critically review the proceedings and 
recommendations of the Peshawar Meeting on Forestry Extension, and to 
consider committing themselves to this Peshawar Proclamation on Local 
Partnerships inSustainable Forestry Development. 

Peshawar, Pakistan, April 1993. 
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PART I
 

THE WORKSHOP
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I. BACKGROUND
 

The idea of forestry extension as a means of cc.nmunicating ideas on forest 
management and tree planting to laymen has been around for a long time, but 
did not really develop any particular focus in Pakistan until it was included as a 
component ofdonor sponsored forestry and integrated development projects. 
In Northwest Frontier Province this essentially began during the early 1980s. 

In July, 1988, the FAO Regional Wood Energy Development Programme 
initiated a dialogue with GOP Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Cooperatives 
to encourage the convening of a National Workshop on the "Planning of 
Forestry Extension Programmes in Pakistan". This initiative was intended to 
help bring together the representatives of the Forest Departments and the 
donor projects with forestry extension components so that they might share 
experiences and chart ;i course of cooperative action for the future. 

After much discussion and consideration, it was finally settled through the 
leadership of the Malakand Social Forestry Project, that a point of beginning 
could be made by first focusing on the forestry extension efforts in NWFP. On 
18-20 December, 1989, a "Seminar on Social Forestry in NWFP" was jointly 
hosted by PF and the Malakand Social Forestry Project. Representatives from 
six donor projects and all provincial forest departments were in attendance. 
The main recommendations of this workshop pertained to: 
* 	 involving local population in management of existing forests; 
* 	 involving.local population through local organizations in planning and
 

implementation of field activities;
 
• 	 creating extension and farmers' training capabilities and facilities within 

the Forest Department; 
* 	 involving women in forestry activities, both at Forest Department and
 

field level;
 
• 	 streamlining marketing of forest products at local level; 
• 	 strengthening forestry research and education for social forestry
 

purposes;
 
* 	 adjusting forest laws and procedures towards social forestry. 

Afler the workshop, the forestry extension technical advisors from the donor 
projects maintained close communication with each other. This developed into 
what came to be called the "Extension Coordination Network", which 
convened its first meeting in Peshawar in September 1990. Since that time, the 
group continued to meet two or three times per year, sharings ideas and 
experiences and primarily trading technical information material. Later, 
however, the focus shifled and the network started to discuss tree planting 
programmes (mainly on private lands) in general. Gradually the scope of these 
discussions became broader and increasingly structured and the meeting 
addressed fundamental topics like natural resource management strategies, 



local organizations, local level planning methods, transfer of technology and 
marketing. The discussions aimed increasingly at collaboration on ways and 
means of sustaining forestry extension as part of the Forest Departments' 
programmes. 

Today there are more than ten donor projects in Pakistan with forestry 
extension components. All are concerned with the sustainability of this 
impoalant programme as a meaas of improving the future viability of Pakistan's 
forest resources. This workshop comes at a time when significant changes are 
coming to fruition. Both NWFP and Punjab Forest Departments are in the 
process of setting up forestry extension "wings". Hopefully the comments, 
suggestions, and recommendations of this workshop will be of valtue in the new 
etrort. 

2. OBJECTIVES AND PROGILAMME 

2.1 	 Objectives 

The objectives of the workshop were formulated as follows: 
1. 	 to examine present fbrestry extension (social forestry) approaches in 

order to ;dentify strengths, weaknesses and requirements at field and 
institutional (administrative, financial, organizational) level ; 

2. 	 to set the agenda for future action by policy makers, programm" 
planners and field project managers in order to remove weaknesses and 
capitalise on strengths; 

3. 	 to improve the coordination and collabora, ion between policy makers, 
programme nanagers and field project managers in order to foster 
agreement on the future of forestry extension. 

2.2 	 Progranune 

In order to achieve these objectives a nuni" - )f plenary and working group 
sessions were held. These comprised the following (for a detailed programme 
please refer to 6.2): 
1 Introduction 
2 Policy and forestry extension programmes 
3 Experiences with forestry extension at field level 
4 Setting the agenda for the future (working groups) 
5 Plan of action for future development of forestry extension 
6 	 Closure: the road to the future 

After the key-note address in session 1, some general principles, issues and 
ideas concerning forestry extension were presented as wll as some experiences 
with FAO regional networks. 
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The second plenary session discussed federal polices, the national forestry 
sector master plan and finally forestry extension in North Western Frontier 
Pruvince. Session 3 laid the groundwork for the working groups and 
constituted the presentation and discussion of a comparative study of seven 
projects that was especially executed for the purpose of this workshop. Session 
4 wa: entirely devoted to working groups, only to be interrupted by two 
presentations highlighting the experiences with institutionalization of forestry
extension approaches in Thailand and Nepal respectively. In session 5 the 
working group leaders presented their respective recommendations to the 
house. Finally in session 6 the aggregated recommendations were presented
and the Peshawar proclamation on local partnership in sustainable forestry 
development was adopted. 

2.3 	 Structure of the Report 

Tile structure of this report largely follows tile programme of the workshop.

Chapter 3 presents a digest of the various presentations along with some
 
highlights of the plenary discussions. Chapter 4 offers tile main 
recommendations of the working groups. These seven working groups 
addressed tile issue of tile sustainability of forestry extension from two 
perspectives. On the one hand the sustainability of forestry extension efforts in 
the field was discussed based on the experiences of the various projects. This 
was further sub-divided in the sustainibility of: 
* 	 extension approaches to private lands 
* 	 extension approaches to protected and reserved forests and other
 

government maaged lands
 
* 	 extension approaches to communal lands 

On the other hand, the sustainability of forestry extension was considered from 
the point of view of the institution, i.e. the forest department, with respect to 
its planning practices as well as policy, and institutional requirements. This was 
further subdivided into: 
* polcies and legislation 
* organizational set-tip 
* 	 working procedures 
* 	 job descriptions 
* staffing apld staff'development 
e, finance 

The responsibility of the groups was to complete the list of issues already 
raised during the previous diiscussions and produce substantial 
recommendations for policy makers, programme planners and project
implementers. Chapter 5 gives an account of tile main recommendations of the 
woi king groups with some final conclusions and unresolved issues. 
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Part II of this report consist of the ten papers as presented during tile plenary 
sessions. First the papers with the experiences in North West Frontier Province 

are presented, followed by the papers on forest policy and extension in 
Pakistan and the papers with international experiences in forestry extension. 

3. SUMMARY OF PAPERS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Introduction 

The workshop was opened by Mr. Mumtaz Khan, Project Director of the 
Social Forestry Project Malakand-Dir. He presented the background of the 

workshop and its objectives and stressed the need for a change in the Forest 

Department in NWFP towards forestry extension in order to increase the 
efficiency of the department's activities. 

Next Mr. Muhamnimad Azam Khan, Chief Secretary NWFP, presented a key 
note address focusing on environmental issues in ielation to general 
development of the country. Ile explained the policies of the government, such 
as the national conservation strategy and its elaboration in NWFP. Further, he 
emphasized the need for involvement of the local people in the management of 
natural resources through forestry extension. Ile also recognized the need of 
institutioi.al adjustments within the Forest Department to be able to meet 

forestry extension activities but stressed the importance of remaining realistic 
with respect to the means of government resources. Finally, he mentioned the 

importance of practical follow-up to the recommendations of the workshop. 

The key note address was followed by a presentation of Mr. Cor Veer of FAO
RWEDP/FTPP. Ile discussed some principles, issues and ideas of forestry 
e-:tension development. IIe explained a shift in forestry approaches towards 
participatory management through forestry extension. He elaborated the 
concept of extension as "a professional communication intervention to induce 

change in voluntary behaviour" and emphasized institutional aspects, such as 

the need for local and technical support organizations and trained local zadre. 

He then presented a historical overview of forestry extension development in 

Asia from tree planting outside forests for fuel, through agro- and farm 

forestry, containment of encroachment and stabilization of shifting cultivation, 
to forest resource management partnerships and community management. In 

conclusion he highlighted the development of forestry extension through a 
"learning process approach" containing three phases: 
phase 1: learning to be effective through action research in order to 

develop new approaches 
phase 2: learning to integrate the new approaches in organizational and 

administrative procedures 
phase 3: expansion: introducing approaches and procedures to other staff 

4
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The last introductory paper was presented by Mr. Chun K. Lai of FAO-APAN. 
Mr. Lai illuminated the use of networks, as well as the networks which are 
currently being supported by the FAO in Asia. He explained the activities of 
the Asia-Pacific Agro-forestry Network (APAN) in more detail. Tile APAN 
network coordinates agroforestry research and development, supports the 
exchange of information and technology, organizes agro-forestry training and 
supports some innovative field activities, such as documentation of 
agroforestry innovations by farmers. l le expressed the usefulness of organic 
areas ofovLrlap and duplication to strengthen common processes. In addition 
he advised the forestry extension coordination network to link-up with existing 
international networ:s. 

3.2 Forest Policy and Forestry Extension Progr:immes 

The second session of the workshop dealt with the issue of forest policy and 
forestry extension programmes. The session started with r presentation by Mr. 
Abeed Ullah Jan, Inspector General oftForests, comprising a review of forestry 
extension programmes in Pakistan and opportunities and constraints of these 
programme,l lr.Jan indcaled opportunities to intensify management of public
and private lands. Iliealso advocat,_'d the opportunity to create a separate
 
extensio service within the Forest Department while at the same timhe
 
establishing NGOs to promote tree culture and spread environmental
 
awareoess.
 

Mr Jan contended that social forestry is more tailored to people than trees and 
therefore requires different skills ajid aptitudes which need to be developed.
This led him to the constraint that traditional foresters are not appropriately 
trained for this job, ald are not provided with additional incentives for the 
arduous social lorestry tasks involved. lTurthernore social florestry is promoted
under a project approach and no organizational social forestry structures exist 
as yet, except nominally in Plunjab, with untrained and frequently transferred 
st aff. 

The no,'elty of tire subject thdas leads to inappropriate arid contradictory PC-I's 
with respect to air organizational structure and staftrpositions. It then becomes 
almost impossible to change PC-I's due to inflexible rules and regulations. The 
project approach also leads fo terriiiution of stafrtonce the project is 
completed because staft'is provided througii the development budget and riot 
through the regular t)u(get. Moreover, the development budget is regularly 
cut, hampering the implementation of extension activities. Despite these 
-onstraiits, Mr.Jan l,,edicted great scope and potential for forestry extension 
with ' nrovements in training, organizational structure and specialization of 
staff. 
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The second presentation on forestry extension and policies focused on the 
National Forestry Sector Master Plan. Dr. Muhammad Ashraf expressed the 
need for forestry extension, as a result of the enormous effort required to 
support tree planting on private lands and the need to use persuasion and 
education as a means of involving people. The extension model proposed by 
the Master Plan would have the following characteristics: 
• 	 people friendly attitude; 
* 	 a Forest Department supporting private initiatives; 
* 	 multiple approaches based on multiple objectives of difterent target 

categories; 
* 	 an organizational structure based on public servants and private 

initiatives including the involvement of NGOs; 
* 	 expertise in fields such as sociology and economics; 
• 	 appeal to direct (economic) benefits for target groups; 
• 	 involvemen, of women; 
• 	 forestry extension research at PFI and feed-back mechanisms from 

existing projects. 

The Master Plan proposes the strengthening of forestry extension capabilities in 
all provincial government Forestry Departments. Moreover, it recommends a 
link between the Forest Departments and communities through existing and 
new NGOs. To conclude, Dr. Ashraf discussed the functions of the extension 
units. 

The third paper on policies and florestry extension dealt with the situation in 
NWFP and was presented by, Mr. Yar Mohammad Khan, Secretary of Forests 
NWFP. Mr. Yar Mohammad Khan explained the provincial policies and 
stressed the pivotal role of pcople's participation in these policies for reasons of 
mobilization of local financial resources and effective implementation. He 
described the major forest policy thrusts and their relationship with forestry 
extension as: 
* resource protection and conservation;
 
" promoting eflicient and equitable resource use,
 
• 	 resource improvement and development;
 
* research and demonstration;
 
" strategic planning, execution, monitoring and evaluation;
 
• 	 institutional development
 

At the levels of policy makers, programme planners and field project managers, 
the paper listed issues for discussions such as legislation, organizational 
structure, donor assistance, monitoring and evaluation, research and training, 
people's participation, field incentives and field coordination. Moreover, it 
explained tile strategy of Focus Green Sarhad for private and public sector 
involvement in forestry development. 
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Concluding, Mr. Yar Mohammad Khan remarked that he agreed with the
 
principle of assisted self-reliance, which contains elements such as,
 
* 	 creation, strengthening and involvement of local organizations 
• 	 multiple and complementary channels for action 
* 	 blending of"indigenous" and "modern" technologies 
* 	 sustainable (local) resource mobilization 
• use of paraprofessionals
 
* organizational re-orientation of the Forest Department
 
* 	 process approach. 

3.3 	 Experiences with Forestry Extension at Field Level 

Subsequently Mr. Mohammad Rafiq presented a summary of his background 
paper entitled "Approaches to forestry extension in Northern Pakistan with a 
focus on NWFP". The paper introduced a comparison of seven projects based 
on a descriptive analysis laid down in so-called "project profiles". The analysis
concentrated on the extension process of the various projects addressing the
 
contrasts and similarities between approaches for private farm lands and
 
community lands. The paper described the extension process in the following
 
series of steps: pre-project planning, planning of interventions, social
 
organiza'ion, fbrmulation of technical packages, management of interventions,
 
allocation of benefits and billow-up. It continued by commenting on the
 
current 	institutional arrangements (both Government and local level) and tile 
issue of post-project sustainability. Tile paper concluded with a number of 
recommendations concerning tile extension process, the institutional 
arrangements and post-project stustainability. The most important 
recommendations are as follows: 
* 	 The farm forestry approach as developed for private lands by the FPDP 

has been quite successfid and will be relatively easy to replicate. 
" The structured approaches for planning of interventions as are now 

pioneered by KIDP (PRAP) and SEP (VLUP), a step in the rightseem 

direction. Taking into account tile
issue of land tenure in this planning 
process is crucial. 

* 	 The model of organization ofcommunities has to be flexible in order to 
be appropriate for the large variety of conditions. Once established 
organizations should have a formal status as well as rules and 
regulations. For organizations aimed at management of community 
lands it is imperative tu have all relevant groups represented in tile 
organization. 

* Technical packages should not be defined too narrowly. Beneficiaries 
should be able to choose from a sufficiently wide range of pre-tested 
options. rn general, technical packages should become more attuned to 
demand from beneficiaries than to the type of service the government 
can deliver. 
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" 	 Recurrent subsidies should be avoided. If subsidies are necessary, one 
time grants are usually better. Establishment of communal saving 
schemes is an appropriate tool for management of communal areas. 

" 	 In general the private sector is efficient in marketing forest products. 
Enhanced flow of market information between end-users and producers 
will reduce tile possibilities by middlemen to make exorbitant profits. 

* 	 Monitoring systems for feed-back are important but non-existent. 
* 	 The existing institutional arrangements for forestry extension within the 

Forest Department are inadequate and should be reinforced through the 
separation of participatory forestry fiom traditional forestry. 

The presentation of Mr. Rafiq provoked a large number of reactions and a 
lively discussion, a sumnmary of which is presented in the following. First of all 
tile chairman of the session, Mr. AbdUllah, Director of the National Institute 
for Public Administration (NIPA), Peshawar, remarked that lie thought the 
projects were spending too much energy on creating new village organizations. 
He was of the view that the existing local mosque communities and other 
traditional organizations, such as thejirga(traditional council of village 
elders), were probably the best forum to focus extension programme delivery, 
along with the collaboration and involvement or local political bodies (union 
council, etc.). Ile also felt that more involvement with agricultural extension 
was called for. Ile concluded with the remark that in the comparison of 
approaches as presented, a financial analysis was not made, although that 
would be essential in the strategic selection between alternative approaches. 

The need for including the management of existing (state) forests and 
biodiversity, and not only tree planting in torestry extension, was brought up as 
an issue. 

It was also conteided that the transfer of plantations from the forest 
department to local communities has been neglected in tree planting projects 
for many years. It scems that the government is afraid to give away control to 
local communities, or is neglecting the fiture management needs in the 
conceptualization ot projects. 

The shift away from trees towards people in forestry extension increases the 
necessity to look at the wider needs of the communities. This requires 
coordination of forestry extension with other organizations, such as agricultural 
and livestock extension and demands a change in the curriculum of training of 
fbrestry staff. 

Extensive discussions were held by the participants regarding drafting and use 
of PC-Is. It was generally concluded that PC-Is are not being written by staff at 
the right level. Nor are flexibility mechanisms built into the document. 
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This could for instance be done by defining targets in general terms which
 
could be detailed later in operational plans needing approval of an annual
 
review board.
 

The need for subsidies was also debated. The general view was that, although
subsidies should preferably be avoided, it might on occasion be necessary to 
use them to initiate the intervention process. However, they should be removed 
as quickly as possible. 

Another issue which was raised, was !!le need to study the economic and
 
biological feasibility of forestry in various ecological zones. This would
 
generate appropriate technical packages per zone, and probably show the
 
limitation of pure tree planting interventions. Technical packages would need 
to be developed through the PF and not by projects that exist for only a 
limited period of time. 

The need for a separate social forestry wing within the Forest Department was 
also examined. The question was raised whether it would be an additional unit 
or be integrated into the existing structure. It was further discussed whether it 
would be a staff unit or one with its own operational capacities. 

The session concluded with specific reactions to Mr. Rafiq's background paper
from a number of the projects 

Gary Naughton, Fl'I)P, emphasized the farm forestry extension programmes,
and pointed out that the paper was too constrained in its analysis because of 
the inherent limitations of'the project approach. While there is great value in 
projects and in inter-project coordination, the real need is for an extension 
fbrestry programme. I le took the position that extension is a method and not 
an ohjective, and that tile existing bureaucracy is limiting the effective
 
development of forestry extension 
 Ile also called for a more responsive

involvement of I)F1 in establishing a linkage between extension and research.
 

took exception 

inappropriateness of VOs for larger villages, and described the AKRSP
 
concept of using represeIrtatlive strnmuctIres and "cluster" organizations.
Extension is a pI'ocCss of evolving change and takes a large investment in tinie. 
lis view of' forestry extension is that it should be the job of NGOs and not of 
the Forest Departments. Ilie saw a role for the Forest Departments and PFI in 
providing technical linkages and back-up. 

Javed Ahmed, A ,KRSIP, to some of the comments about the 

N.L. (Roy) Martin, FAO/Suketar, remarked that the Forest Departments need 
to implement forestry extension prograiries staff d by professionals on a 
career track. Extension education and field operational programmes do not mix 
well when they are the responsibility of the same person. '[ire extension 
proceduretused is not as important as the extension objective ofteaching 
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people to help themselves. The focus on income generation through extension 
is essential, as it will improve the livelihood of the people and enable them to 
take risks for resource conservation. 
He was especially concerned that the term wastelands should be stricken from 
all of our documents because it presents a negative concept. lie emphasized 
that the project approach of this analysis, while helpful, is much too limited by 
the existing bureaucratic structure to provide a comprehensive view of what 
might be. The project approach, in terms of implementing extension 
programmes, needs at least 15 to 20 years for delivery, with a gradually 
declining donor involvement staged in 5-year increments. 

Syed Akhter Ilusszain Shah, Ilazara SFIP, emphasized that the homogeneous 
social stnrcture throughout most of the IISF Project area is in contrast to the 
general observations and views of the working paper. Ile therefore presented 
an explanation of how the Village Development Committee (VDC)system 
works on his project. Ile defended his project's decision to provide fully 
subsidized interventions on the basis of the particular economic, social, arid 
environmental tIctors which constrain the participation of the people. lIe also 
emphasized that the project period of only 3 years was not likely to be 
adequate to ensure sustainability of the interventions, but that the economic 
viability of these interventions would be the key tctor. 

Dr. Faisul Bari, Pioject Director KII)P, emphasized that a high degree of 
con fidncei bt,ildin lneeds to be attained between the delivery agent and the 
audience before any efiective extension intervention can be obtained. Technical 
packages must be very clear and focused on the people's interests and 
concerns. The extension package must be consistent within a geographic area. 
The Forest )eparttment inid tile people should define and agree upon the 
activities which would be undCrtaken through a participatory approach. 
Training of local people and institutions can improve eff'iciency and 
sust:inalility by prepai ing them to take over certain activities now being done 
by the depa rtmens 

Alamgir (iandapur, )FO l)ir SFIlMI), stated that the project considered the 
paper to le biased towards using extension its"promotional forestry" with not 
enoughi emphasis oinmailament. Participatory lb restry, both public and 
private, needs more of a numnagenCnt, productionI,111ld COHSeVation focLs 
aid should not be concentrated on tree planting. Community organizations 
need to be reflective ofgrass-roo:s (local) concerns arid transparent in 
decision-making. AlIocation of benefits depends on local decisions, be it for 
comminity develipment purposes or redistribution among individuals. Unclear 
land tenure situations were sen as a major obstacle in the success of' forestry 
extension in conuriurral lands. Technical packages should be tailored to solve 
the problems of the beneficiaries, but it is essential that extension be thoroughly 
based on research (1I1). 
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3.4 Experiences from Thailand and Nepal 

The working group sessions were adjourned for two presentations; one from 
Mr. Pearmsak Makarabhirorn from Thailand and the other from Dr. Narayan
Kaji Shresta from Nepal. These two papers presented experiences with 
developing different extension approaches and their subsequent
institutionalization in other countries. While part 11of these proceedings
contain copies of these background papers, a suiimary is presented below. 

Mr. Pearmsak Makarabhirom highlighted the experiences and strategies on 
forestry extension in Thailand. lie presented a historical overview of the 
development of community forestry and agroforestry and the national forestry
policy in Thailand. I le explained the various approaches followed for restoring
and managing forests; such as the conservation area approach, the economic 
and social production approach and the watershed area approach. 

In addition, Mr. Pearmsak discussed the diflferent roles of forestry extension,
i.e., as a learning process to Understand people and their environment, as a tool 
to build tip some kind of cooperation with the people concerned and as a 
catalyst to promote community forestry management and agroforestry systems.
Extension approaches might differ based on these different roles, objectives
and specific sites e.g. commodity approaches (production oriented) or bottom
up approacles (environment oriented). 

In conclusion, lie described some lessons learnt frcm the experiences of various 
projects. The "Participatory forestry development through extension" project
helped in structuring the organizational set-up and approaches of fbrestry
extension. As a result of this project a forestry extension unit is functioning
within the Forest l)epartment since 1970. This unit developed different 
extension messages for difkcrent categories of farmers and different target 
areas. The efforts mainly emphasized income generation through agroforestry 
and tree planting. Ilowever the "extension for conservation" work took place
through an integrated watershed management project. The important role of 
village leaders in management of the areas was an important lesson learnt from 
this project. Furthermore the project concluded that it takes a long lead time 
before disadvantaged groups can be reached at an appreciable level of impact, 
and before extension activities bear fruits. A third project, the "Community

forest project", synthesized the iwo and worked both for the protection of
 
existing, and the development of new, village forests. For all these elforts tie
 
goveriniment stiimtila tes tile invol verne nt of NGOs in helping rural communities
 
with forestry activities.
 
Also the private sector becomes more active inl commercial tree planting
 
programmes with its own extension services, and various forms ofcontract
 
planting.
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Mr. Pearmsak concluded that the attitudes of those working in the organization 
are ofprime importance for the success of the forestry extension programme. 

Forest officers still tend to treat people as encroachers, despite the fact that the 
working procedures of the department have changed towards forestry 
extension. Moreover, a gap still exists between the field extension offlcers and 
the administrators at central level. Support to the field is vital. 

In the ensuing discussion of Mr. Pearmsak's presentation, it was concluded that 
institi'tional change in the organizational structure and staffing cannot be 
brought about by a project approach alone. Forestry extension concepts and 
projects have been promoted in Thailand over tl;e last 20 years by a gradually 
expanding core group ofofficers within the fbrestry department, who are 
actively involved in the pilot project activities including those supported by 
international agencies and NGOs, and maintain close links with support 
agencies such as universities. 

In the subsequent session Dr Narayan Kaji Shresta gave an account of the 
development of'omniunity forestry in Nepal. Dr Shresta started by giving a 
historical overview highlighting use of forest resources before the creation of 
Nepal and the subsequent development of a forestry service shaped afler the 
Indian forestry service in tile 1940s. This was followed by a transfer of all 
private forests into custody of the Government in the early 1950s. Just ten 
years later the Forest Act reversed the decision and handed back some of the 
forest resources to the people. Subsequently, the National Forestry Plan of 
1976 was supposed to give teeth to the involvement of local institutions in the 
management of forests through conducting a programme of "motivation and 
education activities to promote people's interest and participation in community 
forestry activities". Despite the fact !batlegislation was also promulgated to 
this effect tile Forest Department proved reluctant to share power with 
communities over forest management. At tile same time massive donor support 
for community forestry started pouring into Nepal mainly concentrating on 
forest establishment and protection. By the mid-1980s tile notion began to gain 
ground that despite generous budgets, a favourable government policy and 
legislation, little progress was made. Plantation targets were seldom reached, 
survival rates were low, forest management plans were imposed on the users 
and therelore never implemented and efforts were not directed at "sustainable 
management of local resources by the users". It was realized that attention to 
"people" should prevail o,,er attention to "trees" but at tile same time it was 
perceived that institutional inability and vested interest would oppose bringing 
about such a shift in focus. 
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Dr. Shresta then described a number ofprinciples that might help the
 
implementation qf true social forestry programmes. In essence these are:
 
* 
 to create an environment facilitating real participation, not only at the 

local level, but also within the Forest Departmcnt;
* 	 to gear efforts toward fulfilling basic needs on an equitable basis; 
* 	 to treat sustainability not as a mere slogan but as a practice for
 

communities to become independent and self reliant;

* to design programmes to be flexible to allow fbr a learning process;
* to restrict the role of outsiders to facilitating and rendering support 

only; 
* 	 to be consistent with one's principles. 

Finally the paper concludes that a major challenge is bureaucratic reorientation, 
including a change from authoritarian to participatory styles, and a shift in 
responsiveness from orders from above to demands from below. This change
will have to be initiated from above because it will be impossible for the lower 
tiers in the forest department to adopt a service oriented role while the value 
system they work in encourages them otherwise. Their changed role should in 
turn encourage user's communitiCs to become increasingly responsible for 
taking decisions with respect to natural resource management. 

The issues brought-up during these presentations formed an input for the
 
discussions in the working groups. The next chapter presents the results.
 

4. RECOMMENDATIONS OF TIlE WORKING GROUPS 

In the working group discussions the main emphasis was put on post-project
sustainability aspects, especially in connection with the institutionalization of 
forestry extensien. This issue was approached from two perspectives: 
* 	 the extension approaches in the field; 
* 	 the in:titution that has to implement these approaches. 

As explained in Section 2.3 the extension approaches in the field refer to 
intervetiugs in three different situations, namely private lands, government 
managed lands and communal lands. At the institutional level the working 
groups suggested recommendations for policy development and planning
practices. Following are the main recommendations of the working groups. 

4.1 	 Private Lands 

Given the limited resources of the government to undertake large scale 
afforestation by itself, the vast potential for tree planting and the low 
maintenance cost on private land, the government should promote successful 
farm forestry approaches developed by the pilot projects. 
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Such private tree planting and tree crop management initiatives should be 
encouraged and supported through: 
" the development of economically viable and socially acceptable 

extension packages; 
" the creation ofa strong linkage between research centres and extension 

services for information dissemination and identification of research 
topics relevant to the reality of the field; 

* 	 strong coordination and communication between line agencies at village 
level; and 

" 	 outward linkage by the Forest Department to NGOs, industries and the 
market. 

4.2 	 Protected and Reserved Forests and other Government Managed 
Lands 

All tile eflbrts ill extending tile forest areas in the province are void if the 
problem of depletion of the existing forest resources isnot halted. Comunity 
involvement is a prer,',lsite inexecuting tile mandate of tile Forest 
Department to protect these existing forests on government managed lands. In 
order to ensure meaningful community involvement, management plans for 
these forests should be prepared ill consultation with the local community. 

The development of these plans should start at grass-roots level, be oriented 
toward local needs, and be coordinated with other governmental and non
governmental organizations. 

These plans should meet both tile objectives of revenue generation for the state 
and forest based needs of the local commlunity. In order to meet these needs of 
the local population, local timber depots and energy plantations for instance 
should be established. 

4.3 	 Communal Lands 

In addition to the government managed lands there exist vast communal areas 
which lack proper management and hence are degraded. The Forest 
Department has an important role in restoring tile productivity of these 
communal areas. 

Planning interventions ill these areas should be based on a pragmatic integrated 
landuse approach, taking into account both bio-physical and socio- economic 
realities of the area. Special attention should be given to land tenure, 
identification of interest groups, both users and owners, and existing local 
organizations. 
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These existing organizations should preferably be used for natural resource 
management. If necessary they could be modified. Creation of new 
organizations should only be considered if there is no existing organization or if 
it has ceased to be functional. A procedure for the establishment and support of 
new village organizations should be developed. Sufficient time for community 
organization should be allowed before undertaking technical interventions. It 
should also be considered if there is a need for an umbrella organization to 
sustain community organizations. 

From the beginning, the Forest Department should involve tie village 
community in problem identification, decision making, planning, 
implementation, monitoring and evaluation of interventions. This whole 
process should be transparent to all villagers. 

The technical packages to be promoted should be economically feasible, 
socially acceptable and sensitive to local needs and knowledge. These packages
should be pre-tested through participatory adaptive research. 

4.4 Project an( Programme Planning 

It will not be possible to implement those recommendations at the field level if,
 
at the same -ime, issues related to project and programme planning are not
 
addressed. Some of tile recommendations in the field of programme planning
 
are described below.
 

To date, development ias all been planned and implemented in the form of 
projects that by their nature are limited geographically as well as in time. To 
overcome this it is recommended that fbrestry extension become a regular 
programme activity financed from tile recurrent budget. 

In the case of new projects it is t'lirthermore recommended to carefully guide 
the process of drafting of PC-Is in order to improve their quality and 
consistency. This will include ensuring that enough time is available and that 
these documents.are flormulated by the relevant people. 

The PC-Is should be kept llexible and annual operational planning should be 
used to modify tile course of a project. ihis will allow for a learning process at 
the project level, for instance, with respect to complicated land tenure 
situations or the need for social organizations. Moreover, maximuma benefits 
should be built-in from experiences gained with other projects. Finally the 
focus during implementation could be placed on the effects of the projects 
rather than on Output targets. 
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4.5 Policy Requirements 

The most prominent recommendations in the field of policy formulation are the 

following: 

Education & training: 
The Pakistan Forest Institute and Sarhad Forest School should fulfil an 

increasingly important role in providing extension training at both graduate and 

in-service levels. This requires overhauling the curriculum. To a large extent 

the training should draw on experience gained in the field by the different 
projects. 

Legislation: 
Existing forestry and other relevant laws should be reviewed and modified to 

provide legal back-up to forestry extension in general, and enhance community 

participation in state forest management in particular. It should be kept in mind 

that it will be important to enlist political support to this end. 

Subsidies & revenues: 
It is acknowledged that subsidies for field implementation should preferably be 

avoided. If necessary, however, these should be appropriate to tile needs and 

should be time, people and locality specific. As a mattcr of policy the recipient 

should also contribute to tile subsidized activity. Noreover, the subsidies 

should gradually decrease with generation of revenues. This will require the 

framing of a new policy on incentives and credits. 

For tile state forest, emphasis should shifi from revenue generation for the state 

to revenue generation for the local conunnity and resource development. 

Monitoringand eL'ahuation: 
It is recommended to establish qualitative as well as quantitative monitoring 
and evaluation systems. The evaluation criteria should be clearly defined 

beforehand and not only relate to output of the project but also to its effect. 

The outcome ot such monitoring and evaluation exercises should be fed back 

into new upcoming initiatives in a structured manner. 

4.6 Institutional Requirements 

Finally, the subsequent recommendations were offered regarding institutional 
requirements: 

Organizationalstructure: 
A separate extension service should be created within the Forest Department to 

address forestry on private and communal lands. The mandate of the territorial 
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organization should be restricted to the government lands. At field level,
however, no separation of tasks should exist between forestry and extension. 

Staffing of theforest lepartment:
The job descriptions of extension foresters should be clearly defined and 
codified. They should focus on motivation, training and education. The job
should be open t6 professionals with other backgrounds than forestry and offer 
sufficiently attractive career opportunities. 

Establish linkages: 
It is proposed to establish a nucleus of extension/outreach and continuing 
education at PH which would have close linkages with the field to tap

experience. The nucleus should have a focus on participatory adaptive

research. Coordination/commnication between agencies, agricultural bank,
 
other departments, NGOs, industries and the market should be enhanced. 

[ 5. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS J 
This chapter gives an overview of the gereral recommendations put forward 
during the workshop. It consists of two part.;. Section 5.1 describes the issues 
that should be put in practice as agreed upon by the workshop parlicipants.
Section 5.2 lists points that need to be studied firther. Those are points
considered essential by the participants, but on which no agreement could be 
reached because of difference in opinion, time constraints or otherwise. The 
issues are listed ic,-o ding to the type of people that need to take action: policy 
makers, progran me planners and field managers. Finally, some general 
conclusions arc drawn. 

5.1 Recommendations 

Policy makers 
I. 	 Policy makers should adopt a learning process approach towards the
 

institutionalization of forestry extension 
 No blue prints can be given, 
nor will a short term project approach work. Feed back mechanisms 
from the field should be developed to monitor the achievements in the 
field and make the necessary policy adjustments. 

2. Policy makers should allocate sufficient means of the regular budget for 
the establishment and running of forestry extension activities, e.g. by 
using tree planting budgets. 

3. Policy makers should decide upon adjustments in the training 
curriculum of foresters, this means the inclusion of extension related 
subjects in the PH curriculum. 
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Programme planners 
1. 	 Programme planners should plan for research, e.g. on-station 

component research, adaptive on-farm research, and farner-based 
extension activities clearly defining the role of' and linkages between, 
all parties concerned, e.g. researchers, extension workers of the forest 
departnent, NGOs and thrmers. 

2. 	 Progianime planners should establish monitoring and evaluation 
systems in order to learn continnotIIsly o in the field and make tile 
necessar-y adjustnments in ftorestry extension programmes. 

3. 	 Programme planners sIhold only plan tor local organii ations with 
resource mnaiingenie n tasks insituations wh icli are necessary for the 

ililenient at ion of'such activities 

4. 	 Progranime planers should only allow for Subhsidized tree planting in 
specific locations with specific target groups, and on condition that 
contributions by the target groups thenlsclves are made as well. 

-5. 	 Programme pkliiis should build in their programmes coordination 
mnechanisms with other t'orest ry extension programmes as well as with 
agencies, such as igm icultural and livestock extension. They should also 
maintain contacts with national and international forestry networks. 

'managersFiehll 


I. 	 Field lanalgers should make an analysis ofthe "problems with respect 
to latural resource itallagellielt in the local context" through 
participatory id rapid rural appraisal methods, also taking into account 
non-tree resources 

2. 	 Field managers should struclire and adjust their extension approaches 
ill such a way that they are replicable by the Forest Department at large. 

3. 	 Field managers aind researchers should define the technical interventions 
available to fairmers indife'rent ecological and socio-econoinic settiigs. 

5.2 	 Issues for Fnrther SWldy 

Policy 	makL'ers 
role of the general public and 

the privte sector in the management of natural resources. 
I1. 	Policy makers should clearly define tile 
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2. Policy makers should analyze the legal and administrative constraints 
that need to be overcome to make extension effective, such as working
procedures, land tenure sit,:ations and legal status of local 
organizations. 

3. 	 Policy iriokers should study the organizational so-up, working
procedures, joh descriptions and staffing requirements of an extension 
structure. Issues to be addressed include the relationship between 
extension activities and operations, the role of extension on government
(managed) lands, tie role of extension in resource management, 
conservation and improvement (e.g. tree planting). 

Programme p htner" 
I1. 	 Programme planners should investigate the standards and criteria for 

tie prepa rat on of forestry extension programmcs in diflferent bio
physical and socio-economic settings. 

Fiehl maitgers 
1. 	 Resc,,rchers and fiCld managers should develop technical interventions 

through participatory, adaptive research. 
2. 	 Field managers should experiment with diflerent extension approaches 

in different bio-physical and socio-economic settings with different 
nman ,ement objectives. 

5.3 	 Gene ial Colnclhsionm 

The workshop participants felt that it was not suflcient to make
 
re.onlmendaions 
as stated above. A genuine concern was expressed about 
future development of forestry extension in Pakistan. IThis commitment is 
reflected in tie Peshawar Proclamation, presented at the beginning of this 
report. Consequently, a suggestion wvas miade for fbliow-up to the 
recommendations ot'tie workshop through the establishment of'a working 
group consisting of pcople of tie Forest I)epartment and, perhaps, outsiders 
concerned with the development of lorestry extension approaches and the 
institutionralization thCreCo The working group woUld have as agenda of work 
the plursuancC of irplcreiCn1rtionoif the recommendations of this workshop. It 
would address (lquestionts sucih as wiat should be done, who should do it and 
how should it be done 
Generally, tile participants were of the opinion that this workshop was a step
forward towards tire acceptan,'e of forestry extension in tire main stream of the 
Forest Department's activities. It was f1it that since the first Social Forestry
Seminar in 1989, a wealth of field experience was gained and many of the ideas 
put fo rward during the first scminar have been followed-up in the field. For tire
furrther developmnlt arnd inrstitutionalization nf forestry extension it will be 
essential that in tire coniirig years the Iorest D iepartient persists Iil its 
comlmitment to change. 
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To quote Mr. Egbert Pelinck, speaking on behalf of FAO in his closing 
statement: "not change for the sake of change, but as a professional duty". 

As the forestry extension development process is slowly evolving from a 
limited number of separate experimental field programmes into a cohesive 
forestry extension policy, the issue of institutionalization of forestry extension 
will have to remain high on the agenda ofgovernment institutions and donor 
agencies. Additionally the build-up of critical mass" to support the creation of 
an inst;tutional environment that is conducive to forestry extension will have to 
receive unabated attention. If this workshop has only been able to underscore 
that message, it will have been successful. 
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1. KEY NOTE ADDRESS 

Azam Khan,
 
Chief Secretary NWFF
 

Inspector General Forests Government ofPakistan, Vice Chancellor 
Agricultural University, Secretary Forests NWFP, Director General, Pakistan 
Forest Institute, distinguished delegates, ladies and gentlemen Asalam-o-
Alaikum! 

It isindeed a matter ofgreat pleasure and a privilege to address you on such an 
important subject this morning. Development is a slow and painstaking process
in which people look for opportunities to meet their basic needs, such as food 
and shelter, in more convenient ways. The development ofan individual,
however, might take place at the expense of opportunities for others. People 
are struggling to get sufficient land to secure their survival or, similarly, people 
cut a tree before their neighbour gets the opportunity to cut it. This 
phenomenon in combination with the enormous increase ofpopulation leads to 
fast deterioration of commonly shared resources such as air, seas and forests.
 
This clearly observable process has brought the issue of environmental
 
degradation to the linelight of fhe development discussion. Development
 
should not only mean progress in economic terms, but it should also take into
 
account the sustainability of renewable natural resources to secure fitture 
benefits for our children. The National Conservation Strategy isthe national
 
expression of concern for such issues, At provincial level, NWFP government

has undertaken Sarhad Provincial Conservation Strategy (SPCS) which is an
 
eflort to translate the national strategy into an implementable action plan for
 
the province. An Environment Section within the Planning and Development

Department has been created to integrate environmental concerns in
 
development planning. Also, the provincial Environmental Protection Agency
 
is being strengthened.
 

In the discussion of environmentally sustainable development a major concern 
is the management of natural resources. In NWFP, the largest government 
institution involved in the management of natural resources isthe Forest 
Department. At least 14% of the area of NWFP isstill under forest cover and 
53% isreferred to as range and wastelands and form together the potential 
working area of the Forest Department. 

Management of'natuiral resources implies taking into account opportunities and 
constraints in achieving the goals set lbr economically and environmentally 
sustainable use of the natural resources. In the past, the local people were 
always seen by the Forest Department as a constraint in reaching a sound 
management system. People had .o be kept out of forest areas or else the 
forests would be destroyed. I lowever, this view is changing rapidly. Instead of 
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cons;dering them a problem, people are looked upon as means and end of 
sustainable management of the country's natural resources. Without 
involvement of the people in management of natural resources the areas will 

deteriorate more. Firstly, it is financially unfeasible, if at all desirable, for the 

government to expand its machinery for management of natural resources in 

each and every community. Secondly, often traditional management systems 

and a wealth of knowledge exist at local level which can be put to use for 

sustainable management, if properly tapped and supported. Involvement of 

local people would imply that local management systems would be maintained 

and supported for improvement. 
Neglecting these local systems would certainly mean their total disappearance 
and consequently the absence of any locally accepted regulations of resource 

use. This could lead to ILirther destlction of the resource base. 

"Forestry extension" addresses precisely this issue of supporting and enabling 

the local population to manage their trees, ,orests and rangelands in an 

economically profitable and environmentally sustainable way. Thus, forestry 
extension recogriises the importance of local people in resource management 

unlike traditional forestry approaches. Such an approach will be a new 

challenge to the Forest l)epartraent. In a wider context a forestry extension 

approach ties in with the overall development plans and policies of the 

government encouraging local initiative for self develop ent. The National 

Rural :,tpport Corporation and the Sarhad Rural Support Corporation are 

steps in the same direction. Village organisations created by these programmes 

could very well perform the tasks of management of natutral resources if 

properly guided and supported. 

Until now the experiences with this lbuidamentally diflferent approach towards 

resource management are mainly limited to pilot projects of which most are 

represented here in this workshop. Moreover, most of these effbrts to develop 

forestr extension are donor driven and a danger exists that these initiatives are 

too expensive and unf'a.Sible to be continued at the government's own expense. 

It is time to bring these projects to the mainstream of government activities and 

assess their validity according to government policies and their possibilities for 
institutionalisation. 

Theretbre, this workshop is very timely and appropriate. The new tasks ahead 

tbr the Forest Department need to be defined. The experiences of the pilot 

projects need to be analyzed in concrete terms as to what the Forest 

department should do or not do in dilftrent ecological and socio-economic 

conditions. Ihope the workshop also results in a concrete work programme for 

the projects themselves, enabling them to focus their attention on issues that 

are pertinent and approaches that are promising. 
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Similarly, the definition of (new) tasks for the Forest Department will not be 
sufficient to ensure their execution in tile field. For that to occur, one would 
need an institution capable of implementing these new tasks. The existing
capability of the Forest Department is admittedly inadequate to meet tile 
requirements for a forestry extension approach. An institutional adjustment of 
the department in the broadest sense would be necessary in order to increasc its 
capability. Changes might be needed in policies, organisational set-up, job
descriptions for different levels of staff pi ocedures of work, and criteria of
performance evaluation. !nstitutionalisation of forestry extension might require
creation of new positions. Ilowever, it needs to be kept in view that the limited 
government resources cannot albrJ large Expansion of the bureaucracy. The 
emphasis should be on increasing the etliciency and changing the orientation of
the existing organisation. More fiiindamentally, the stall'development system,
executed by the Pakistan Forest Institute in these prCmises, would need careful 
reconsideration in order to create a new genera tion of foresters, suitable for a 
job not only dealing with trees, but with people as well. 

But such a stage is still a long way oil', le creation of a proposed social 
forestry wing in the Forest Department of NWFP can le considered a first step
in the direction of'institutional change in the department. I lowe":r, the process
of iflstitutionalisation should also take place in response to the development of 
activities in the field. I hope the workshop outlines tile perspective of 
institutional changc, taking into account tile capabilities of the Forest 
Department as well as governnient resources. Issues such as the role of the 
traditional territorial fbrestry in extension: the role of the fbrest department in 
different land tenure situations such is protected forests, comnlurad and private
lands; and the needs flor social organisation, will Iopeftily belong to your
issues for discussion ii tile workshop. 

We look forward to the results of workshop and hope to benefit firom it in
 
shaping the govermlent's response to the donor conference 
on the Forestry

Sector Master plan scheduled next week and in planning flor tile US$ 
 100 
million loan thai the multilateral donors are considering for tile support of the 
forestry sector. Ilowever, the input in the design of new projects will not be tile 
only result of'the workshop. It will equally be important to elaborate a practical
follow ui programme for the atta rinent of'the objectives set in this workshop.
I wish you all success in your deliberations. 

On this occasion I would like to express my gratitude and thanks to the 
sponsors of this workshop the Government ofthe Netherlands, the FAO and 
USAID. Thanks are also due to the DIirector General Pakistan Forest Institute 
who has hosted this workshop. 
I wish you every success inl your endeavour. 

Thank you. 
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2. APPROACHES TO FORESTRY EXTENSION IN NORTHERN 
PAKISTAN WITH A FOCUS ON NWFP 

Mohammad Rafiq, Chief of Section (Environment)
 
Planning and Development Department NWFP
 

I INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND
 

The traditions of-forestry in Pakistan are old. This is especially true ofNorth-

West Frontier Province which has the country's most and best forests. For a 

long time, fbrestry in Pakistan focused ol conservation of the existing forests 

protecting watersheds. Promotional forestry including nurseries' raising and 

afforestation started in mid-sixties but the programme's pace accelerated only 

after the re-creation of the provinces in 1969. Since then, numerous 

adorestation projects have been undertaken in NWFP mostly with donor 

support. Most projects have been working on private and commu,nal lands. 

The approach has been for the forest department to seek the land owners' 

consent and to plant trees on their lands. Protection would also be the forest 

department's responsibility. 

The forest department has made considerable achievements in term of 

awareness raising, improvement of technical knowledge and skills, and 

restoring greenery to the denuded land scape. Ilowever, with the size of 

aftorestation areas under its management increasing, the department is faced 

with difflctulties to effectively protect and maintain them. It has to keep a large 

and expensive bureaucracy because few people are able and willing to assume 

the responsibility for their p.1antations' protection. The department too fears 

that the plantatiobs would bc destroyed if these are returned to the people. 

The plantations' sustainability is a concern with all. 

The problem of conserving existing state forests and forests on private and 

community lands in the custody of the forest department is also escalating with 

increasing population and dwindling resource. While the department has 

effectively protected some state forests, degradation of the several private and 

community forests has been inevitable. 

From this concern has stemmed the concept of participatory forestry. In fact, 

public participation is steadily becoming the approach of all major projects for 

afforestation on private and comm1unal lands. Some projects are also seeking to 

address the more complicated issues of state and community forest 

management through forestry extension. Most of the participatory forestry 
projects are donor assisted. 
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1.2 EXTENSION COORDINATION NETWORK 

In early 1990, the participatory projects in northern Pakistan felt the need to 
coordinate their forestry extension efforts and the informal network of 
extension coordination was born. 
The forum meets periodically on a rotation basis in different projects. Tile 
purpose is to share experiences, avoid overlaps, and possibly standardize 
approaches to forestry extension. The projects participating in the network 
are: 
- Agha Khan Rural Support Programme (AKRSP), Gilgit 
- Suketar Watershed Management (SWM), Miriur, Azad Kashmir 
- Forestry Planning and Development Project (FP&DP), Islamabad 
- Kalam Integrated Development Project (KIDP), Swat 

Fuel Efficient Cooking Technologies Project (FECT), Pesh,'war 
- 1-azara Socil Forestry Project (I ISF), Abbottabad 
- Social Forestry Project Malakand (SFI), Saidu Sharif Swat. 
- Kala Dhaka-Area Development Project (KDADP), Mansehra 
- Income Generating Projects for Refugees' Affected Areas, Forestry 

Extension Project (IGPRA -xtension), Peshawar. 

Some of the projects are actually area development projects with a forestry 
component. FECT project does not have any forestry component, however, it 
is collaborating with many of the projects in the energy conservation part of 
their activities. 

1.3 MOTIVATION FOR TIlE STU DY 

In one of the meetings of the extension coordination network, the participants 
expressed the need for a systematic study of the forestry extension issues and 
strategies in diflcrent projects. Thie 11udy would gather the available 
experience with a purll)OSC to help the projects in tile appraisal and 
improvement of their respective approaches, to avoid duplications, and to 
secure sustainability of forestry extension. 

Thus, it was proposed to hold a forestry extension workshop to provide a 
platform for thorough discussion of the forestry extension issues and 
approaches. The outcome of the workshop would be: (i) a synthesis of the 
successes and problems of the past; and, (ii) guidelines for tile projects, forestry 
departments and policy makers to stimulate the process of forestry extension 
on sustainable basis. A comparative analysis of the extension approaches 
would precede the workshop, and this study seeks to filtil that requirement. 
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2 APPROACIi TO TIlE STUDY 

2.1 DEFINITION OF FORESTRY EXTENSION 

The report employs the term forestry extension in its wider meaning. This is 
warranted by variations in the NWFI's environment for forestry extension 
which must deal with conservation of the state forests encumbCered with 
peoples' rights, raising and managing forests on community lands, improving 
productivity of open-access forest lands, and tree planting on private land. 
Moreover, in many areas, forestry is not a high priority despite forestry 
interventions being potentially useiul and necessary. Thus, beside being a 
communication process, fbrestry extension also has to be tile vehicle for 
institution building especially for comminity forcstry whose success heavily 
depends on the strengths and quality ofcoMIiunity organizations 

Accordingly, for the purpose of this study, forestry extension is defined as a 
cornmunication process to induce change as vell as an enabhlig mechanism ior 
the people to harness the innovations' benehts in perpetuity. More definitely, 
the term encompasses awareness rasing about the forestry issures to be 
addressed, motivating the people for changes, imparting them necessary 
knowledge and skills, introducing the innovations, facilitating their adaptation, 
and supporting o1 creating institutions necessary to sustain the innovations' 
benefits. 

2.2 SELECTION OF PROJECTS 

T[ie forestry extension network has 9 component projects, and the following 7 
among them are included in the sturdy: 
- Suketar Watershed Managenent Project (SWM), Mirpur, Azad Kashmir 
- Forestry Planning & Development Project (FP&DP), Islamabad 
- Kalam Integrated Development Project (KIDP), Kalam-Behrain, Swat 
- Fuel Efflicient Cooking Technologies Project (FECT), Peshawar 
- Ilazara Social Forestry Project (IISF), Abbottabad 
- Social Forestry Project Malakand (SI-P), Saidu Sharif Swat 
- Income Generating Project for Afglian Refugees, Forestry Extension 

Project (IGPRA Extension), leshawar 

AKRSP has been left out of compulsion. The disruption in comntrrnication due 
to heavy down pour and ethnic riots made visits to the project impossible. 
Reflections from the AKRSP's experience in forestry would have been a useful 
addition, however, not much is lost by not being able to access it. The reason 
is that all projects of forestry extension in the province that have been studied 
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are already influenced by the AKRSP's approach to community participation, at
least partly. Moreover, the data base has becr significantly reinforced by the 
experiences from a non-forestry project (FECT), a project from Azad Kashmir 
(SWS), and a country wide farm forestry project (FlP&DP). 

2.3 EMPHASIS OF TIlE STUDY 

The projects compare and contrast in their extension approaches substantially.
The study seeks to synthesize the similarities and differences into a common 
understanding in relation to the major interventions described above. File
 
analysis focuses 6n the process of extension, institutional arrangements for
 
extension and Ipost-project'sustainability.
 

2.4 I)ATA BASE 

Tile information used in the rLI)ort has been partly obtained from tileplanning
documents and other published and unpublished reports of the projects. A list 
of the documents consulted isgiven in annexure-ll. 

Most of the data isprimary, coming from three sources: (1)(iscLIssions with
 
project teanv:, (2) field observations, a1d (3) 'discussion with participating
 
farmers and co)mim1iiunities.
 

The opinions about the successes and problems of the extension approaches are 
largely based on the projects' own perceptions as revealed during the 
discussions. The field visits have generated contextual data enabling to discern 
between tilesitnat ions where a given approacI has becn particularly siccessfulI
 
or caught inProbIIems. Tl'he
fieId visits have also partly validated or refined the
 
information received in discussions with the project. 
 Since the fielid visits were
 
conducted inIpiciendently tile field observatious and coinmu nities' perception

used in the report are largely free trom proj'ct-bias.
 

2.5 PROCEDURE FOR ANALYSIS 

The first id'a was to put tiledata into matrices for all projects, and to compare
the projects across the matrices through deductive analysis. lIlowever, (lie to 
its large size and "soft" nature, the information did not lend itself to be 
arranged into matrices ina sllrt tinre. 

Thus, as an alternative method, the data have been syntiesized into sir inniary 
profiles for individual projects which have been compared and contrasted. Theproject profiles flollow a standard format with 12 ingredients. These inclurde 
project location, area, human population, average vill,-,w size, physical environ
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ment, economy, social structure, land tenure, interest groups in relation to 
forests or potential forest lands, project objectives, major interventions and 
extension approach. Description of the extension approach covers main 
elements of the approach, institutional arrangements for extension, assessment 
of the approach and strategic changes. 

The profiles do not carry all the data used in the report. Instead, these provide 
the contextual basis for comparison of different projects and the major issues 
across which the projects have been compared. 

Lastly, the study focuses on the extension approaches as policies and strategies 
for participatory forestry under different contexts and for different 
interventions such as private nurseries, community plantations and tilelike. 
The tools for extension (handouts, brochures, meetings, mass media and 
others) are not the subject of the study. 

3 EXTENSION PROCESS 

Extension as an approach is new to NWFP forestry. The provincial forest 
department has no extension set-up under normal arrangements. Tile concept 
has emerged as part of the few donor-assisted participatory forestry projects. 
Some of thesc projects are only a year or two old. The hands-on-experience is 
limited, yet sonic important messages are available. 

3.1 PRE-PROJECT PLANNING 

The pre-project planning essentially comprises of preparation and approval of 
PC-I. Basically a funding request for a project of defined scope, activities and 
phasing; PC-I is infamous for its inflexibility and emphasis on reaching physical 
targets at the cost ofobjectives' achievement. This concern is only partly valid. 
PC-Is do tend to be seen and followed rigidly; however, the rigidity is neither 
by requirement nor by intention of the governments. The governments would 
rather prefer PC-Is which lend themnselves to effective and efficient 
implementation. In fact, the character of a PC-I largely depends on its author. 
The difficulties ofinflexibility persist mostly due to the lack of knowledge 
about the planning prtoces' and the inability to use the available mechanisms for 
flexibility. 

The projects with TA components carry out operational planning once or twice 
a year. Thercfore, and due to the privileges of donors, such projects suff'cr less 
problems than the proje:cts with no TA input. 
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3.2 PLANNING OF INTERVENTIONS 

In the past, all projects lacked a structured approach to extension. No specific
policies for tile purpose existed. This resulted in failure and frequent changes
in some projects, retarding achievement of the project objectives. The 
extension approach in FECT saw frequent disruptions, and the approach of
Integrated Ex. tension Unit (IEU) in KIDP had to be abandoned only after a 
few years. Where the approach survived, the projects faced difficulties arising
out of the peoples' disputes among themselves and with the projects. In
Dargai, SFP had to see destruction of an established plantation due to the
problem in the Village Development Committee (VDC) that could not be 
anticipated in the absence of a structured approach to planning of interventions.
The projects like KIDP, SEP and FECT have realized the deficiencies and have 
decided for comprehensive planning and baseline studies to precede
interventions in the villages. However, doubts exist if the structured approach
would be implemented as eflectively as it is planned. Following the approach is 
demanding in terms of time, resources and commitment. Other projects

coniinue to lack a structured approach to forestry extension.
 

The new approach in KIIDP, called Participatory Rural Appraisal and Planning
(PRAP) is under,.ay. In SFP, the process is called Village Landuse Planning
(VLUP). The outcome in both cases is a plan for the village to implement.
The plan's implementation may be supported by the project or other sources
 
during and after the project's implementation. The KIDP's PRAP largely

depends on input from the local people with the project being a facilitator. The
input from the people is slow to come and increases the cost of the exercise.
Planning by the people themselves also entails the risk that environment related 
activities may escape the village plan if not a high priority with the peeple. The
 
outcome of the VLUII under SFP has been only partly documented.
 
Nonetheless, it supports the KIDP conclusions that the professionals' team
 
needs to interact more in the planning process to compensate for the lack of 
information and skills in the villages. 

Many of the projects have inadequate conceptual input behind their 
approaches. This explains for the numerous inadequacies in the formation and
operation of VDCs in IGPRA Extension and SFII. Frequent changes in the
extension approaches of KIDP, and extension running separate to operational
activities in SWM is also partly attributable to this factor. KIDP did not have
in-house extension capacity, and the extension's support to SWM had been 
intermitt unt. 

Two projects (KIDP&FECT) were to end last year but have been extended. 
Another project (FP&DP) was to end this year but is now extended through
1994. The projects fear post-project sustainability problems. It seems, the 
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latest extensions are prompted by the sustainability factor, at least partly. The 
sustainabidity issues did not receive due thought and attention early in tile 
extension processes, and different mechanisms are now being instituted for the 
purpose. 

Moreover, the past is replete with examples of projects collapsing after tile 
donor support dried up. The conclusion isobvious: sustainability has to be a 
concern from the beginning and has to form an integral part of the extension 
approach. It isonly with timely action during early life of the project that a 
smooth transitioil can be hoped. 

3.3 SOCIAL ORGANIZATION 

3.3.1 Basis :nd size of community org'mizations 

In discussion With mnIaLtgement of the projects (SFI I, SFP, KIDI), SWSM), an 
issue has been presenting itself as to what shoUld be the unit tr comm ttmnity 

organization. Sh;ll it be the compact cluster of houses alone? Shall the 
individual households around the cluster be also a part of the organization? 
Shall there be one community organization tbr the village regardless it has 20 
1111 or 2000 1111? And, shall the organization be broad based or 
representative? 

The idea ofcommunity organization in the pioneer lbrestry projects (KIDP and 
SFPM) has been partly borrowed froni Agha Khan Rural Support Programme 
(AKRSP) Both the projects opted for representative organizations despite 
knowing the emphasis of AKRSP on broad based organizations. In contrast, 
Sarhad Rural Sip PLitIrogra miie whichcienanated from AKRSP, went for 
broad based organization. I lhowcver, the recent review mission of SRSC also 
colcludced that the AKRSP a pplolCh to coiiii Liility organizat ion can iiot be 
replicated unalte'l eveiyvlicre. The main reason is the social heterogeneity 
and large size of the N\V'FI villages in difference to Giluit and Chitral. Thus 
the approach of replrese iitative organization sceis appropriate. I Iowever, the 
problnem of intra-cLollllUllity coiniunication will have to be solved, if the 
projects coiitiiie with representatiie organizations. 

To this e d, KII)l intends to standardize the uiiit of communiiy organization 
oin lLIOSULIiC This iiiiplies, one village can have morebasis. than oiit 
indelndeiit coininutyiii organization. It is feared that suchia approach imigit 
add to friction iil the villages, especially ifthey woLIld be sharing the ownership 
or use ofresoiurces. The thiiking in SP is to go do\vii iLi organize the 
coiIiiiLIliitiCs Oil SLIb- CCtiOii basis. It entails similar problemns as with the KIDIP 
nmosque idea. In addition, the (lLICStioln arises as to how far one c~in go down. 
Villages have one or ltre tribes, each tribe has sub-tribes, sub-tribes have 
sections and onwards. The iieed for puLting a limit is obvious. 
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3.3.2 Political influence in community organizations 

None of the projects having a community organization component have explicit
policies to exclude politicians from village organizations. Yet most of them 
endure to keep the organizations free from political influence. For the reasons 
explained in para 4.2.2., it is fair for the projects not choosing to work with 
political institutions, but a deliberate attempt to keep them out is not good
either. The main problem with the political institutions is the peoples' lack of 
faith in the legitimacy of the political process. I lowevcr, ifa politician is indeed 
a popular person and the interest group he seeks to represent has fiaith in him,
the projects should have no hesitation in accepting him to the community
organization. A genuine leader could in tact prove to be an asset. 

3.3.3 Social environment 

A lot has been written about the social factors responsible for the success or 
failure of a participatory programme. Elaborating on them is neither the 
requirement nor the intention of this study. 

Nonetheless, field visits and discussions in the different projects have re
affirmed that small, literate, homogeneous, mobile, oppressed and needy
communities are generally easier to work with. Given the clear and
 
enforceable tenure, effective local leadcrship and a committed extension
 
worker participatory forestry is likely to succeed better in such areas (KIDP,
 
SFP, SVM).
 

3.4 TECiINICAl, PACKAGES 

3.4. t Inflexibility 

Sometimes the technical packages to be supported by extension give very 
narrow choices to the farmers. Examples are the multi-pot stove offiered by
FECT, and working with a single species of Eucalyptus by FP&DI The 
people have virtually no choice and are forced into a situation of "take it or 
leave it". This reduces participation. people hoping and asking fbr alternatives 
are excluded. The risk of working with a solitary product is also large in the 
event offalilure, say if market does not develop for Eucalyptus plantations 
tunder FP&)P. 

3.4.2 Tlmehnic.1l infeasibility 

Frequently, the packages sought to be promoted by extension are not 
pretested. The first tests are with the people themselves. This is exemplified
by SFP promoting reseeding of hillsides with grass seeds and seeking to 
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improve productivity through the use of fertilizers. The practice did increase 
productivity but returns to investment have been low. The farmers and 
communities are already accusing the intervention to be extravagant and 
wasteful. The extension would certainly have a difficult time to motivate the 
people for an alternative technical package. 

3.4.3 Inconsistency with local demand 

Each project has its own objectives which oflen do not reflect true aspirations 
of the people. For, they are not involved in the project's preparation. 
Consequently, the projects end up offering what they think is good for the 
people and not what people want. Example is pressing for grasslands' 
improvement while peoples' preference is for tree planting or vice versa. 
Similarly, few if any of the projects involve people in the choice of species for 
raising nurseries and plantations. They raise arld promote trees which they 
consider good for the people. The project's perception of what is good for the 
community may be right but it may not be thrust on the people. In such an 
event, a good educational and motivational effort would have to accompany or 
preferably precede interventions. 

3.4.4 Weak imiplementation 

Weak implementation of the technical packages greatly constrains the 
extension eflbrt. Examples from SFP as well as from the watershed 
management projects indicate that, at times, the areas for which the agreement 
between the Forest Department and the village has been expired are 
inadequately stocked with trees or grasses. Now that the extension's task is to 
motivate and prepare the people for assuming the plantations' responsibility, 
they are reluctant to accept the under-stocked areas. The extension can not 
escape embarrassment. 

3.5 MANAGEMENT OF INTERVENTIONS - PLANTATIONS' 
PROTECTION 

Social control especially in relation to plantations' protection has also emerged 
as an issue. The projects' experiences as well as individual opinions in the 
projects vary. Some, especially TA, hope that community organizations can 
grow strong enough to exercise social control for effective plantations' 
protection. Others, mostly locals, are pessimistic. They feel social controls 
would have to be reinforced with additional measures such as employment of 
watchmen. It is hard to disagree with the second opinion. 

The lesson from plantations under watershed management projects is that the 
same person or group of people were able to effectively protect their 
plantations which were close-by and were in sight of the households. The same 
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people failed to protect plantation when it was out of sight (SFF). This implies
that someone would always have to watch for tile plantation regardless of its 
ownership, location and tenure. Moreover, even the implementation of social 
controls has to be watched by someone. 
Some people suggest to revive the old system of protection by all house-holds 
in the village on rotational basis. However, this option is fraught ;vith
problems. Firstly, improved accessibility and greater mobility is causing
exodus ofmanpower from the villages. Some households may not have any
male member to assume their turn. Secondly, a lot of people are involved in 
small trade or other jobs. They would have to sacrifice their day's income to be 
available for their turn, and this may not be making economic sense to the
 
household.
 

Given these facts, it seems, plantations' protection especially on community and 
open access lands would always warrant a watch-man. The community may
well pay for him. The extension approaches need to reckon with this reality,
and work on enabling the communities to employ chowkidars preferably before 
the termination of the project support. 

3.6 PROVISION OF INPUTS AND ALLOCATION OF BENEFITS 

3.6.1 Subsidies and incentves 

The projects are working with incentives. Some are directly subsidizing their 
activities, some indirectly. All share the experience that, once granted, subsidies 
are difficult to withdraw without risking the project objectives. Moreover, it 
increases the people's dependence and depresses their initiative as experienced
in the watershed management projects. Thus, recurrent subsidies like 
protection cost of the plantation all through the project period need to be 
avoided. Where essential, subsidy may preferably be a one time grant such as 
supporting an infirastructural improvement activity in the village (KIDP, SFP),
and providing free saplings with no liability for planting or protection costs 
(FP&DP, SFP). At the higher level, the agreement might also resort to 
modifying the tax structure to encourage growing. 

3.6.2 Diffused interest in common resources - village savings 

The individuals' motivation to participate and contribute towards improvement
ofcommunal lands greatly depends on benefits of improved management. The 
returns to improved management are substantial indeed (SFP). However, if the
income is distributed over the population, the individuals' share becomes too 
small and insignificant to inspire them for support to improving productivity on 
tile community lands. In such a situation, it is more useful to bundle the returns 
into a village saving programme to finance development activities ofcollective 
interest to the people. This has a greater discernable impact, and increases tile 
peoples' interest in the plantations. However, with the growth in savings, tile 
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temptation and demand for individual distribution of the find also grows, and 
maintaining the saving process becomes difficult. 

3.7 FOLLOW-UP 

3.7.1 Monitoring and feedback 

The extension approaches suffer from lack of feed back and follow-up. 
(FECT, IISF, IGPRA Extension, SWM). Barring odd exceptions, projects do 
not have adequate monitoring and follow-up mechanisms. The lack of good 
monitoring and follow-up has implications for adaptation and replaceability. In 
FECT project, the extension stal" very ably demonstrated the advantage of 
improved stoves to tile communities. I lowever, in many places, despite being 
convinced of its advantage, the households did not use the stove. Some even 
sold them. The m1ain reason has been the lack of fieed back and fbllow-up. File 
SFP is face, with a similar question of whether or not the community 
plantations would be managet! under proper management plans, if there is no 
follow-up by the forest department. 

3.7.2 Marketing 

The notion of l'brestry being a long term investment is changing. The 
introduction of fast growing species, declining forest resources and increasing 
demand have much shortened the period between planting and the first harvest 
becoming available Thus, even the projects of short duration confront 
marketing issues 

The projectS included in tile Study do not have substantial marketing experience 
except sone activities under FIP&DPI, FECT and SFP. KIDP produces a large 
volume of timber but, due to its mnopoly on timber harvesting, Forest 
Development Corporation markets tile timber directly. The local people are 
not involved, 
The experience of FFLCT with sale of stoves and understanding of FP&DP is 

that the private sector is already efficient in marketing, and tile public sector 
needs to support the process instead of inducing alternatives. 

In marketing trees, the 'middleman' is accused of getting large profits and 
reducing returns to growers. lhe institution of middleman is riot necessarily 

bad. In fact, lie is providing the iuch needed investment, management, and 
experience in maketing. F&IP)P is seeking to address tile issue by improving 

COIlilurnlicatiori channels to enable growers and consumers to make informed 
decisions, 

Suggestions of iarketing committees are also floating around to substitute the 
middleman. Thus, if'greater return to growers can be ensured through better 
mirket inforriation, the 'midlemarn' can be allowed to operate and even be 
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supported. Tile public sector has a role to play in facilitating the dialogue and 
communication between the different interest groups. 

The FP&DP's conclusion regarding the usefulness and efficiency of the
 
middlemen is also supported by limited marketing experience in SFP. Tile
 
SFP's experience also is that it is more efflcient and economical for the
 
communities to sell their grasses, shrubs and trees on stumpage basis.
 
Managing tile cutting and marketing by the committees themselves proves
 
difficult and expensive.
 

Another manifestation ot rnarketing support is to understand the market. Thus, 
a market oriented extension programme has to interact in the survey of markets 
and marketing processes (FECT, FP&DP'). Beside ensuring better prices for 
tree growers, the survey results could also be input to choice of species for 
nurseries and plantations. Ilowever, the existing demand assessed through
marketing surveys may not be the only guide to the choice of species.
Sometimes market may be supply driven. This is indicated by tie increasing
interest of industries and small consumers in Eucalyptus afler its propagation
under FP&)I. Eucalyptus is a non-traditional tree and was in little demand 
initially. 

4 INSTITIIIONAL ARRANGEM ENTS 

Institutional arrangements for forestry extension have three components:
 
government institutions, community organizations and NGOs.
 

4.1 GOVERNMENT INSTITUJTION 

Forest department is the government agency concerned with forestry
extension. It is responsible for the management of the existing forests and is 
mandated to promote forestry on private and community lands. Forestry
extension is institutionalized in none ofthe projects. In the projects with TA 
(SWM, SFI, KII)I') extension is mainly the TA's concern. The expatfiates do 
have local counterlpar-ts hSut they are unlikely to stay in extension work after the 
projects end. In the non-TA projects (IISF, IGPRA Ex-tension), extension is a 
part of the job of government foresters; however, these projects too have anuncertain fIture. Their life is short, they lack extension expertise, and their 
extension component is weakly conceived and implemented. Otherwise, it was 
a good opportunity fbr forestry extension to start and stay in tile ranks of the 
forest dcparinent. 

Th. inadequacies of the institutional arrangements for forestry extension can be 
categorized into four: (i) deficient procedures, (ii) lacking expertise, (iii) 
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inadequate incentives to employees, and (iv) inappropriate organizational 
environment. 

4.1.1 Rules anaid procedures 

Forest Department was established in colonial times mainly to protect the 
forests. The job description of foresters and the practice of forestry did not 
include extension. This arrangement still prevails. 

The laws supporting forestry neither provide for forestry extension nor 
mandate the forest department for it. Especially, no provision exist to form 
community organizations and to work with them. 

Elaborate rules and procedures exist to guide the activities like timber 
harvesting, forest conservation and afforestation. No such procedures exist for 
extension. 

The financial rules delegating powers to various levels of forest administration 
are not attuned to extension. For example, a DFO has full powers to sanction 
expenditure on tree planting, he has only nominal powers to sanction 
expenditure on printing (extension material), and has no power to host a 
meeting of a village dcvelopment committee or a group of farmers. 

4.1.2 Expertise 

The curriculum for foresters' training at the solitary Pakistan Forest Institute 
does not include forestry extension. Thus, few foresters have professional 
knowledge in extension. The few participatory projects are providing some on 
the job exposure but the efflorts are not clearly targeted to capacity building in 
forestry extension. This is not to suggest that the forest department needs to 
import large scale technical assistance in extension. The need is for goud and 
enough expertise in extension which may be locally developed with some 
expatriate TA for a limited time. 

4.1.3 Incentives to foresters 

The forester's traditional job has a status, perks and privileges associated with 
it. A DFO responsible for state forests' management would have a free family 
accommodation, a Fill time transport, and a lot of administrative and financial 
powers and means. The forestry extension job offers few, if any, of these 
facilities and on a considerably smaller scale. Thus, projects have enormous 
difficulties in getting and retaining good foresters in extension work. This is 
despite additional financial incentives offered to them formally or informally by 
the projects. 
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4.1.4 Organizational environment 

The organizational environment in the forest department is not conducive for 
extension work. Being a full time extensionist isnot attractive to foresters for 
the reasons already ncotioned. An alternative is to integrate extension with 
other activities in fie foresters' mandate. This is hampered by the lack of 
expertise and provision in the rules. Few would accept the additional work of 
extension, if they can do without it. 

The persons assigned to forestry extension are oflen inexperienced or those 
who are not liked or trusted by the administration for other jobs. Tile 
incumbents see their transfer to extension as a punishment. They try to avoid 
the job or to endure it for as little time as possible. This translates to frequent
transfers in forestry extension. The donors' influence occasionally causes 
exception to this phenomenon for their specific projects. 

Tile preceding analysis holds good for all forestry extension programme in tile 
studied projects. Examples from the past and from other provinces also support 
this conclusion. 

Forest division isthe unit ofadministration in the forest department. A DFO 
looks afler one forest division. Mostly, the development projects too are 
implemented by DFOs. Same DFO's perform specialized jobs such as 
silvicultural research. Given this scenario, the forest divisions in the 
department can be grouped into three: 
- Territorial torest divisions which are mainly active for protection of the 

state controlled forests. Occasionally, forestry activities on private lands 
may also be undertaken (I laripur Forest Division). 

- Projects which mostly deal inafl'orestation and soil conservation on 
private and community lands (SFP). 

- Specialized units (Working plans, silvicultural research). Only the first 
two categories are relevant to the present discussion. 

The examples of popular projects of FP&DP and SFP suggest that forestry 
extension is more successful when the participatory projects are separate
entities independent of'territorial forestry. When extension forestry iswith 
territorial foresters, they have to firequerntly swap the two conflicting roles of 
policing and extension which is diflicult and even counter productive. 
Moreover, motivation and opportunities for a meaningful involvement in the 
extension work are lirited under territorial ibrestry. This explains the 
difficulties continuously faced by KIDIP to get their territorial forest staffinto 
the extension work. Similar is the experience ofFP&DP. Their activities in 
NWFP were initially carried out by territorial forest stafl'but were later placed 
under a separate DFO Social Forestry. 
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A comple': situation is presented by KIDII which deals with state forests with 
community rights in it. There, participatory forestry can not be easily separated 
from territorial Forestry. This in fact holds for all the state forests in Malakand 
civil division and Guzara tbrests in I lazara. 

While separation of participiatory forestry from the protection fbrestry at higher 
levels is considered to be useful, the experience from SIP, IGPRA Extension, 
and SWM suggests , within the individual participatory forestry projecis, 
extension and interventions' managentent need to be integrated. Pu rsu inrg 

extension as an aim through separate extension pe, ...mnel, working parallel to 
the management staiffin the project, is inelttctive and wasteful. SFP started 
with oine RFO dealing with all'orestation, pasture imtprovement as well as 
extension. Later, the activities were split and assigned to different RFOs only 
to re-discover in the next two years that, fuor participatory Ibrestry to be 
successf'ul, extension and inter ventions' manargemcnt have to be integrated at 
the field level. 

TIe successful exanmples in KINP, SFIP, SVNI, F&IP, I ISF all indicate that 
S"Iccess ofthe exlension approacI greatly Iepens Oil thi person carryinrg out 
the extension work Expertise aind good institutional ernvironment alone are 
noi eriough. It Ias to le tile right person tvith ian aptitude for ext errsion 
working iii a conducivC Civirorirerlt to riake the exteil-ion a strccess. 

lie Observatioris friih di1reitll projects (FICT, SFPNI, F&I)P, KII)l, 
IISF:) suggest that the privale sector has a great proiise to take over part of 
the lIrestry activities and Ioreduce tie burden Oil public finances. Private tree 
nurseries, and privalatirion ofproductior and marketing of stoves in FECT 
project are exaiples. This iniplies that private iristitutions need to be 

icCO. raged to, steadily take over vhat they can successfiuly do. Snuch an 
ericouragemerit warrants effective linkages of the private sector with forest 
departnment and IT Yet, the conclusion firoi all the projects also is that tile 
private sector :an noit completely substitute lfbr all public services, especially, 
ext ensionr. Forestry exteisionr is a recCurreitt process of suplporting tire farmers 
with growing kn owledge aid 'Iranging teclirhnol ogies. Thus, ai institutionalized 

extension arraiig leent will always be needed lbr feed back, flIIow-up and 
improvement )Irparticipatory lbrestl y. 

4.2 INSTI'LTIONS AT COiINI INITY LEVEl, 

From cornarrson of the different projects, two distinct approaches have 
suirfaced iii relation to institution,-.! arrangeients at tIre village level: (I) key 
communicators, and (2) coiu;u-nrriiy organization. 
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4.2.1 Key communicator 

The "key communicator" approach is common to all projects although different 
terms are used for the purpose. SEP calls him "village mutivator". Tile Field 
Demonstration Advisor in FP&I)P named him as "Key person". For FECT, it 
is "respected couple". InI all it means that a person or housChold with better 
understanding and initiative is chosen to serve as cormmunication channel 
between the project and communities, and to act as a focal point for farmers' 
training. The approach is predominantly used for diflsions ol'innovations 
working with indivi doual Iouseholds soucI as private tree nurseries, c planting 
on private lands and farmers' training. In a ftev projects, it has also been used 
for raising awareness and mobilizing community support for the project 
activities (FECT, SWN, I ISF & IGI'RA E-xtension). 

The approach has been particularly successful in working with individuals on
 
private lands with clear and enforceable tenure. Using the approachlbr mess
 
awareness 
has a limited effcct dtue to the slow pace. Similarly, tile use of key
 
comm iinicators alone is not en our0r to mobilize comunities for lanragenrent
 
of the village colIrons.
 

4.2.2 Comnunity organizaltions 

Two among tIre studied projects (KIDI & SFIP) have some years of experience 
with coriimurity organization. The iistitutions resulting from the process are 
called Village Organization (VO) in KIDP and Village Development 
Committee (Vl)(C) in SFI1. For convenience, this study refers to boti of them
 
as coriirfltrity orgafiizations
 

The community olganizaltion approach in KIDP & SFP is warranted by the 
coriirn na ilna tore of the lbrests or hillsides trhey deal with. Admittedly, tie 
individuals' irlterest inrthe communal property is difl'used and small. In tile 
absence of'coritniunal manragement, the resoirce use decisions are taken by 
individuaIs indieperidet of each other. This resilts ii tie resource abuse and 
deterioration. To relabilitate such lands for sLrstainable productive utilization, 
decisions Must be taken collectix Ay and the eventual benefits shared equitably. 

KII)P & SFP bot ' ,hiare the experience that the decision making process in tilevillages is in transition. The traditional village institin of''Jirga' (a village 

body doiat ed by inflire ntial village elders) Is steadily eroding. Tlh political 
and local government institutions present themselves as aIternative but they 
are young and iricx CrieIc ed. Moreover, (irue to tire instable political process, 
these instittitions exist interriittently arid lack credibility. 

The inlluence as well as relevance of"jirga" has decreased. This is (ifue to the 
society loosing its tribal fleatires to the proccss and ooutCO11ie of scio
economic developient. The "Jirga" is not representative especially of the 
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lower tiers of the society. In competition with the elite, other and new interest 
groups demand a role in decision making. Likewise, against the old and elderly 

people manning the "jirga",youth want agreater say. Yet the traditional elders 
retain considerable power and influence. Given these realities, both the 
project; are supporting new village organizations which, they hope, would be 
more re iresentative and would spear-head local self development. Practically, 
this is a modification of the old "Jirga" system. Tire lesson isthat the 
traditional decision making institutions in the villages may be inadequate but 
they are not altogether irrelevant. 

Despite the numerous successes of KIDP and SFP with community 
organization, their approach shows considerable need and room for 
improvement. The major weaknesses in tilecommunity organization process 
are: (I) all interests groups are not duly represented in the organizations, (2) 
their training islacking either in intensity or content, (3) they are not formally 
anchored into the system, (4) their working procedures are not adequately 
elaborated and fc,llowed, (5) their involvement in interventions planning is 
weak, (6) their obligations especially to post project sustainability are not 
clearly understood and formalized, (7) the distribution of the projects' benefits 
is left open resulting in disputes, and (8) comnunication between tie 
community members and their organizations is lacking. 

In relatively developed and prosperous areas, comnuity organizm';ons 
generally include elders who do not feel answerable to the remaining 
community. They take decisions and think the community members will agree 
with them. Rarely do they iniorm thn community members about their decision 
and its outcome or solicit their opinion. The communication gap makes the 
community members weary of the organization and induces them to raise 
problems or withhold cooperation (SFP). In contrast, community 
organizations are more representative and better commun., lting in less 
developed areas (upper part of KII)P). The existing community organizations 
have a long way to go before they can become strong and stable. They lack 
management capacity. They are also financially weak and legally fragile. 

communityIISF, IGPRA Extension and SWM have recently embraced tile 
organization approach. Their experience islimited yet important. In all these 
projects, the approach is weakly conceived and implemented regardless of its 
need, contextual requirements and implications. In some cases, it seems, the 
concept has been imposed on the project. The approach is destined for failure 
if not properly reinforced arid streamlined. This may undermine the otherwise 
promising concept. Should it fail in a few places, it will be very difficult to sell 
the idea to policy makers even if it succeeds in some other cases. Community 
organization is not the answer to all problems and in all situations. The 
projects need to be selective in opting for the approach. 
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4.2.3 NGOs 

None of the projects have active NGOs component except FP&DP which has 
been seeking a role for them. Setting up ofTree Farmers Society (TFS) and
NGO Support Unit are steps in this direction. Likewise, FECT is supporting
the emergence of an NGO from with in it which will address environmental and 
energy education issues under the project. Besides, it has planned to involve 
existing NGOs in its activities. KIDP too is planning to enccurage their VOs 
to form associations, and eventually one or more NGOs. Against no or limited 
NGOs involvement in the past, most projects understand and anticipate a role 
for NGOs in the future Fire NGOs are generally seen as sustainability
mechanisms providing some of the projects' services to the farmers in post
project period.
 

4.3 EXTENSION - OBJECTIVE OR MEANS 

In many projects (1ISF, IGPRA Extension, SWM), extension is implemented as 
an objective in itself, contrary to its conception as a support mechanism to
 
other project activities like afbrestation and soil conservation. The extension
 
goes independent of the other interventikns and pursues its own targets of
 
nurseries raising, demonstrations, training and distribution of educational
 
material. Frequently, the extension achieves its own targets but iails to
 
enhance adaptation and sustainability of other major activities. 

Regardless the existence or lack of statements in the project documents about 
its aims, the objectives of extension in actual application are unclear. No 
distinction is made between awareness raising and innovation diffusion which
have different extension requirements. In FECT project, the piumotion of 
sa!es of cooking stoves had to be taken out from their Environment and Energy
Education (EEE) Programme. The promotion of stoves required different 
techniques than those followed for awareness raising. The two could not go 
together. 
Thus, the projects need to be clh',rer in what they expect from their extension 
programmes. If ihe objectives d be awareness raising (FECT project), use 
of mass awareness techniques like print and electronic media and seminars may
be useful. lov.,ever, if the extension is expected to change attitudes and 
modify practices, as is the purpose in most of the projects, frequent person to 
person interaction would be necessary. 
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5 POST-PROJECT SUSTAINABILITY 

The sustainability aspects of the extension approaches have been mostly dealt 

with under different issues in the preceding paragraphs. Nonetheless, 
conideilig tileprofound concern of the forest department and the donor 

community about post-project sustainability, findings about the key issues are 

summarized in the ensuing paragraphs. 

5.1 COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION 

The organizations are deficient in their composition, they are not legally 
protected, they are young and inexperienced, they lack management capacity, 
and they are not financially viable. Thus, the community organizations are not 

sustainable in their present torm. They need to be considerably strengthened 
and reformed before they can stand on their own feet. 

5.2 INSTI'UTIONALIZATION OF EXTENSION 

government, forestry extension is not likely to be sustainable unless the 
forest department is considerably restructured, its extension capacity enhanced, 
and its mandate re-defined. Removing procedural constraints to extension 
would also be necessary. 

In tile 

5.3 COMMUNITY FORESTRY 

The communily "orestry model(s) will lend themselves for replication but, 
unlike the approaches for individual households, these will not be universally 
applicable and will have to be adapted to different situations. Since the success 

on community lands is heavily dependent on the socio-economic fabric of the 
commUnitie'; which vary greatly and frequently, any sustainable approach to 
comnmnity forestry has to be tailor-made according to the specific conditiL,,s 
of the area. 

For comunity torestr',, community organization are the hope but they still 

have a long way to go. Strong and stable organizations would all likely sustain 
community forestry but solutions to sustainability of the organizations need to 

be found first. 

5.4 FAWMN FOREISIRY 

The success of farm forestry model comprising private nurseries and 
plantations on individual farmlands has been adequately demonstrated. These 
activities call stay and replicate given the modest policy back up from the forest 
department, whid may not be difficult to come about. The institution of "key 

communicator" is quite reliable for farm forestry approaches. 
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6 RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1 EXTENSION PROCESS 

6.1.1 Farm forestry 

(a) The farm forestiy model has been successful in most of the projects, and 
may be propagated. 

(b) The success of the private nurseries is facing a threat from tile forest 
department nurseries which provide free or subsidized saplings. Therefore,
saplings production in the public sector should be adjusted according to the 
supply from private nurseries. The private nurseries may be given increasing
responsibility for saplings' production, with the department only producing to 
meet the unsatisfied demand. This will release some of the scarce public funds
presently committed to forest nurseries. 'he forest department may also 
reconsider its policy of free or subsidized supply of saplings. 

(c) Each year, NWFII forest department is allotted ftinds for sowing and 
planting Under normal biidget. '[be allocation for 1992-93 is Rs. 19.198 million.Part of these funds are used lor nurseries to supply saplings to tilefhrmers. 
These funds can I'econveniently utilized for promoting farm forestry in which 
the only input from the department is free saplings and technical advice. This 
calls for a policy decision which may not be diflicult to take. This will also 
partly overcome the concern for the follow up of the farm fbrestry activities
 
under FP&D1 project.
 

(d) The ftrmers have proved willing and able to assume full responsibility for 
planting cost and maintenance, if they are assisted with saplings supply and 
technical advice on indi vidual farm lands with clear and enforceable tenure. 
The forest department's policy of fully subsidizing tree production on such 
lands should be discontinued. Tfhis will promote private initiative and save
 
public funds.
 

6.1.2 Conunnity forestiy 

(a) The community forestry model should be flurtier streamlined and 
perfected. The model can be replicated but care must be taken to adapt the 
approach to the socio-econoinic environment of the area where it is introduced. 
The approach to comnmnity forestry has to be tailor made for each area. 
Sometimes comnuniities within the same area may require different variants of 
tile
model. 

(b) Bulk of tile wastelands in the north are community owned. Likewise, most 
fbrests are either community property or burdened with community rights and 
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concessions. These lands are most vulnerable to abuses and degradation. Thus 
community forestry should be a major emphasis of forestry extension 
programmes in the area. The ease of working with individuals on private lands 
may not be allowed to distract from the difficult yet important task of 
community forestry. 

6.1.3 Interventions planning 

(a) The PC-Is for participatory forestry should be flexible. The provision for a 
competent review board can help in attaining flexibility in physical targets and 
their phasing. To this end, annual operational plans would be needed to serve 
as a tool for seeking re-adjustments from the review board. 

(b) Forestry extension, especially for community forestry should follow a 
structured approach. Adhoc intervention should be avoided. The approaches 
of participatory rural appraisal and planning (PRAP) and village landuse 
planning (VLUP) undertaken by KIDP and SFI- respectively are stem' in tie 
right directions and should be continued. H-owever, the planning exercise 
should seek a greater input and interaction from the participating experts' team 
to compensate for the lack of knowledge and awareness in the villages, with 
least sacrifices in the comunnities' input. Moreover, the procedures should be 
simplified and codified such that local experts can implement them without 
reliance on expatriate technical assistance. 

(c) The forestry extension interventions should be guided by the socio
economic tabric ofthe participating communities. Generally, small, literate, 
homogenous, mobile, oppressed and needy communities are easy to work with, 
given the clear and enforceable tenure, effective local leadership and committed 
extension worker. These factors are ofparticular relevance in community 
organization for participatory forestry on common or open access lands. 

(d) Land and tree tenure have emerged as the most important factors which 
determine the people's motivation for participation in forestry activities and 
must remain focal to all thoughts and plans on forestry extension. This also 
signals the need for clarifying and documenting the landuse rights before 
planting, especially where formal land settlement has not taken place. 

6.1.4 Technical aspects 

(a) The technical interventions to be promoted by forestry extension should be 
flexible. Instead of a single package, the people should have more than one 
option-to choose from. 
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(b) The package should be pre-tested for its technical feasibility and well
 
executed to minimize failures which shatter peoples' confidence in the
 
programme, particularly in early years of the project.
 

(c) The support offered should address the needs and demands of the people.
If the proposed interventions are not in demand and yet necessary, extension 
campaigns should piecede to create the motivation and demand for the 
envisaged intervention. 

6.1.5 Marketing 

(a) Trie private sector is efficient in marketing forest products and should be 
encouraged. The institution of"middle man" is not iiiherently bad and its 
substitution with marketing committees or other alternatives may not be better. 
The distribution of benefits among the growers, middle man and consumers
 
should be rationalized through better market information and improved
 
communication enabling then to make informed decisions.
 

(b) The sale of stumpage is more efficient and economical and may be 
preferied to harvesting and sale of forest products by tile communities
 
themselves.
 

6.1.6 Monitoring 

The innovative approaches and dynamic process of forestry extension and the
 
complexity of the forestry issues dictate 
 that a good monitoring system must
 
be in place to improve supervision, to provide feed back, to refine the
 
extension approaches and to ensure follow-up. The system should be so
 
designed as would facilitate performance evaluation based on implementation 
and outcome of the extension activities. Designing the sN stem will require
considerable thought to identify and screen the variable for the qualitative 
assessment. 

6.2 INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS 

6.2.1 Government ;vs.'tutions 

(a) Tile existing instift,-:.nal arrangements for forestry extenson by the forest 
department should be reinforced. The proposal of separating participatory 
forestry on private and community lands from tie protection of state forests at 
the provincial level should be pursued to its logical end. The forest divisions 
and projects with no or limited state controlled forests should fall to social 
forestry department. The division and projects predominantly concerning state 
controlled forests with no or little private and community forestry component
should remain with the forest conservation department. For units having both 
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state controlled forests as well as components of private or community 
forestry, extension forestry should be separated from territorial forestry even 
with in the forest division; RFOs dealing with social forestry and their stair 
being different than RFOs and their staff'dealing with protection of state 
controlled forests. This does not necessarily mean creating numerous 
additional stalt positions. Internal re-organization in the forest division or 
project may well serve the purpose. 

(b) Except wher .iwareness raising is the only aim of a project, extension Must 
be integrated with interventions management at the field level. Such an 
integration will considerably help overcome the problems of creating 
institutional environment and incentives that are needed to attract people into 
extension when it is a separate activity. Ilowever, where extension would have 
to be separate, adequate incentives (fiscal and career) must exist to bring in 
good and willing workers, else tbrestry extension will only stay a desire. 

(C) Transfierrinig the kno wIlcdge and responsibility of lurscries and tree 

planting to tle people should not imply a diminished role of the forest 
department instcad, tie departinent should have niore capacity than befbre. 
Ilowevcr, its role should chanLIge fromn planting trees for the people to 
sup porting the peopIc to plant and manage the trees themselves. 

6.2.2 ViII:ige institutions 

Key Comi unicators: 
The institution of "Key Communicator" is very etective in promoting private 

nurseries and tree planting on private lands. They have a role in innovation 
diflfiision incollmmunity forestry as well. This arrangement should continl1e. 

Commilnity orgaiiziation: 
orlgiializiatiois are a Stor coinnity forestry 

possible existing organiiitatoiis should he supported to colliborate with. New 
CO mmuniiity org iZai Olis Stuld oinl y he created where necessary. 

(a) Conmunit lusl As fiar as 

(b) Politicization of the organizations should be prevented. Ilowever, political 
leaders enjoying geniine confidence of the section they seeks to represent 
should not be dcliberately avoided 

(c) Where new coiunity orga niz,ations are needed, the community should 

not siinply be asked to make an organization. They shotlld rather be assisted, 
especially with Colisensus building. Otherwise, potential conflicts will be 
subdued only to re-surlface later to the surprise and disadvantage of the project 
and commtunity. 

(d) The offict bearers in the commnLunity organizations may be for fixed 
duration. An indefinite period to hold tIhe office allows them to persist even if 
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a change is necessary. The communities' rights and opportunities to streamline 
their organization too are reduced. Replacing an office bearer in such a 
situation is difficult and entails the risk of promoting personal conflicts to tile 
detriment of the organization. 

6.3 POSTr-PROJECT SUSTAINABILITY 

6.3.1 Government institutions 

Beside the institutional restructuring proposed in para 4.2. 1., the following
 
measures are recommended for post-project sustainability of forestry
 
extension:
 

(a) Elaboration of revised job descripiions fbr different levels of foresters and 
amendment in the relevant rules including the rules governing delegation of 
financial powers. This will also introduce extension as one of the criteria for
 
performance assessment of tbrcsters.
 

(b) Creation of extension expertise in the forest department especially at the 
level oflDFO and helow. This does not mean putting expatriate technical
 
assistance with each l)FO. 
 Instead, it shoUld be a well conceived extension
 
training and re-onint ation programm e implemented inia phased manner over
 
several years. It Would be both formal and on-the-job training. The donor
 
assisted projects with TA inextension could provide the platform For such
 
training. 

(c) Placing proflessional xtensirion expcrts with each Conservator of Forests in 
Social Fore:try to provide conceptual and planning support to his l)FOs and 
their staff'in tIhe field. 

(d) Development of simple yet comprehensive extension procedures and 
manuals to assist the extension foresters. 

(e) Development of ibrestry extension knowledge inPakistan Forest Institute,
Peshawar. Such a developinerit is essential for research in tbrestry extension as 
well as for imparting extension skills and orientation to the new entrants in 
forestry prolcssion. 

6.3.2 Community organizations 

Orgalnizationall suistalnahilify: 

The commniity organization should be representative ofall interest groups,
formed through a process ofconsenlSUs building. They should have well 
defined rules of' procedure and should be assisted to properly follow them. The 
intensity and content of training the organization should be improved with a 
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clear purpose to enhance their ability for decision making and management of 
self development. The decision making process within the organization should 
be transparent which warrants greater communication between the office 
bearers and members of the organizations. 

The obligations of the member and the distribution ofeventual benefits among 
them must be clear, pre-decided and formally documented. 

Financial Sustainrahiliky: 
(a) A major question to the sustainability ofccnimunity organization istheir 
financial resources. Generally, forestry alone isno, enough to sustain 
community organization. Where community organization are predominantly 
based on forestry, increasing their financial stability must be a concern for 
extension. In areas where communities receive royalty from existing forests 
(Kalam, Dir), diverting part of the royalty into village savings to be managed 
by the community organization should be endured. 

(b) In areas where such an arrangement does not exist, the projects should 
seek e ily retuns from the plantation they help the communities with. This has 
been successfully tried in SFP. The returns could go into village savings. The 
priority for the savings' investment should be for the plantation protection and 
maintenance. Only the surplus, if any, may be invested in other community 
projects or distributed among the members. 

(c) In such a situation, community forestry projects can not be for short term. 
Instead, they must be there to take the communities through at least one cycle 
of planting, maintenance, harvesting and regeneration of the plantations. For 
fast growing species in hilly areas, this means a period of 10-15 years. The 
approach of short term projects of 3-5 years (I1SF, IGPRA Extension) will 
simply not work. 

(d) The community organizations can also benefit firom the NGO Support 
Fund set up in the Environment and Urban Affairs Division, Government of 
Pakistan. The fund finances environment related projects of Non-
Governmental Organization upto a maximum of Rs. 1.00 million for an 
individual project. Rs.30.00 million are available in the fund for the current 
financial year (1992-93). The eligible NGOs must have a functioning board of 
directors and a written statement ofaims and working procedure (bye-laws). 
They must also be registered under one of the existing laws: 
- The Societies Registration Act 1860 
- The Trust Act 1882 
- The Cooperative Societies Act 1925 
- The Volunteer Social Welfare Agencies Registration and Control 

Ordinance 1961 
- The Companies Ordinance 1984 
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With some effort, the community organization can be made to fit into the
 
above framework and thus qualify for the financial support.
 

Institutional sustainability: 
The institutional sustainability of the community organizations is also very

critical. There are no easy answers, nonetheless, the following
 
recommendations are made:
 

(a) The government :it higher level is encouraging multi-disciplinary
community organizations through SRSC in NWFP, and now through NRSP at 
the country level. Considering the limitation of forestry to sustain community
organization alone, the forestry extension projects should preferably work with 
such multi-disciplinary organizations where they exist. Where they do not, the 
projects should try to link their specific community organization into the larger
network with clear goal to eventually integrate them. This warrants establishing
communication and functional linkages with SRSC and NRSC as tile case may 
be. 
(b) Registering the community organiz..tion under one of the existing laws 
mentioned above will provide legal anchorage to the community organization.
Ilowever, it is unclear if such a registration would suffice for organizations 
dealing with forestry. These organizations specifically needs power and 
authority to protect and manage their plantations, with legal support but least 
control from the government. Sections 17 througr 19 oflIazara Furest Act
 
1936 provide for the appointment of village officers with powers to manage

forestry on wastelands, and to take cognizance of violation on it. A similar
 
provision may also exist in Pakistan Forest Act 1927. It may be possible to tap
these provisions is additional legal support to community organizations. 

(c) A universal unit of community organization can not be recommended 
either on village size basis or tribal or sub-sectional basis. Instead, tile 
following arrangement is proposed, which is partly the idea from a school 
teacher participating in IGPRA Forestry Extension Project in Mansehra. 
- For small villages (less than 100 households) broad based community 

organization may be formed in which all members take part in 
discussion, meetings, and decision making directly. 

- For medium size villages (101-400 households), representative 
organizations may be formed on the analogy of SFP and KIDP. The 
decision making will be through the representative body. 'file persons
representing different groups will regularly inform and consult their 
members. 

- For tihe bigger villages (niore than 400 house-holds), a representative
nrganization may be formed on village basis. Under this umbrella 
orgnizotion, sub-organizations may be formed either on sectional 
(tribal) basis or geographical division (Muhallah) basis. The choice for 
sub-organization would depend on the condition in indivi(Iual villages. 
Each sub-organization would work independently, yet unde;r the overall 
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coordination of the main organization. To ensure such a coordination 
and communication between the main organization and sub
organization, the heads of the sub-organizations may be members of the 
main organization. 

(d) The community organization is misunderstood as the answer to all forestry 
problems, especially concerning tree planting and management. The approach 
is mainly relevant to community forestry including conservation of existing 
forests with communal rights, and tree planting and management on community 
lands or open access lands. To thrust community organization on irrelevant 
contexts is dangerous and should be avoided. 

(e) For the protection ofplantation on community lands, and open access or 
remotely located private lands, social controls alone are not enough. The 
community must be encouraged to decide and implement so( ial controls, but 
watchman or "Mali" Would have to be employed even for enforcing the social 
controls. This requires financial investment. The extension should not 
overlook the need, and should prepare the communities to make such an 
investment. 

6.3.3 NGOs 

(a) The NGO activities initiated by F'P&DP such as Tree Farmers Society 
should be extended to other projects. 

(b) Several participatory forestry projects are working inMalakand. More 
such projects might come. The sustainability of the community organizations 
concerns all. The projects should consider the KIDP initiative of supporting a 
local NGO to explore it'one or a fw NGOs can develop to service the 
community organizations aiter the projects' termination. 

6.4 FOR PRONIPT ACTION 

(a) Eliminate community organization component from the projects where it is 
not relevant. Streamline the process where it is applicable. For the new 
projects, appraise the land tenure situation carefully before going for 
community organization. 

(b) Provide extension expertise to the participatory projects which do not have 
them. Specifically, help them with elaborating a conceptual and 
implementation iamework lbr extension. 

(c) Integrate IGPRA Extension project with its operational component. 
Extension running parallel and separate to operations is being wasteful and of 
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no material help. The recommendation is for integrating extension with
 
operation and not for eliminating the extension component.
 
(d) In projects with functional community organizations (SFP, KIDP), attend 
to their strengthening in management capacity, legitimacy and organization
(more representalive, better communication with members and transparent 
decision making). 

6.5 NEED FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATION 

Participatory forestry being a recent initiative, information on certain key
aspects of forestry extension is lacking. The identified needs for further
 
investigations are indicated below:
 

(a) This study concludes that while fltrm forestry model can be easily
replicated, community forestry lends itself for replication only if it would be 
adapted to the area of introduction. It may be worth investigating as to what 
modifications would be nededed under diflfhrcnt socio-economic and physical 
conditions 

(b) Notwihstanding the report's recommendations, the type, size and basis of 
co mt1111111ity organi .ations constitutes an important area for flurther
 
investigations
 

(c) Inst itutionali-,t ion offbrestry extension in the forest department is a 
complex issue The recommendation made in the report needs to be appraised
logt her With other possibilities. The creation of extension expertise in the 
lorest departmeint is not as big a problem as is the creation of a conducive
 
institutional envirnmntcn for extension.
 

(d) The fin ancial poers to be delegated to tlie DFOs to enable them to 
elfectivelv undertake forestry extension also need to be determined as a part of 
the study suggested above or as a separate investigation. 

(e) Some possibilities for legitimizing community organization initiated by
diflcrent projects have been indicated in the report. The issue definitely needs
 
fitirther thought and exploration.
 

(I) One obstacle in public financing of the extension is the lack of resources. If 
forestry extension is to become a continuous support eflert to the communities, 
a certain public investment in institutional inf'rastructure would be necessary.
The government decision for such an investigation will be considerably
facilitated if returns fromltie p!antations warranting extension support could be 
quantified. Such hn exercise may include direct returns to the treasury (taxes,
duties, royalties) as well as indirect economic gains (job creation, capital 
generation, self development) 
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(g) The provision of free or subsidized seedlings to the people is a part of the 
current debate on forestry extension. There are strong argumei.ts on either 
side. The impact of this activity on private nurseries and tree planting is 
obvious. How positively or negatively the two are correlated is not clear. This 
relationship and its policy implication needs to be clearly determined. Tile 
report's recommendations about tile issue are based on the projects' perczptions 
and available information which isadmittedly limited. 
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3. FOREST POLICY AND TilE ROLE OF FORESTRY 
EXTENSION IN NWFP 

Yar Moh:mnnad Khan
 
Secretary of Forests Fisheries and Wildlife NWFP
 

1. BACKGROUND 

Forests cover more than 14 percent of the land area in NWFP and another 67 
percent of our area is marginal and lit only for forestry activities. This makes 
forestry not only the largest land use of the province, but also the most 
important one, on which depends our agriculture, water and power generation,
industry, environment, tourism, community stability and a host of other 
activities that affect our well-being. 

Well if forestry in our context is so important, its relationships with th people
must be many, large, complex, intricate and hence delicate and critical, and 
therefore need to be brought into sharp focus for better understanding and 
control. The guiding principles thr defining these relationships have been
 
sorted out, enunciated, adopted and followed in the form of national forest
 
policies, such as those of 1894, 1956, 1962, 1980 and 1991.
 

Although the impact of these national forest policies on increasing forest 
wealth at the country level has been less than encouraging, at the prcvincial
lcvel there has been a significant increase in the forest area (from 12.8 percent 
to 14.6 percent) particularly in the years from 1987 to 1992. 

To reinforce and fiur-hci strengthen the national eflbrts in this regard, the 
provincial government has embarked upon two important tasks, i.e., the 
formulation of a Provincial Forest Policy and tile Sarhad Provincial 
Conservation Strategy. Tile Provincial Forest Policy has been framed to layout
broad parameters for strategies and programmes that are more definite, 
relevant, innovative an(d action-oriented so as to bring them in consonance with 
the great physical-biological variability and tenurial complexities that
 
characterize our province. 
 Similarly, the Sarhad Provincial Conservation
 
Strategy is more focused and aims at enabling people to care for "heirown
 
environments and attempts to integrate development and conservation. 

All along in both these policies, i pivotal role has been given to peoples'
participation as the building block of the policies. The logic is simple: any
meaningful resource conservation and development effort is going to be 
infeasible, costlier and difficult to implement and enforce without the active 
participation of the local populace. As the problems of forest scarcity and 
environmental degradation are people related, these problems therefore have to 
be solved through their involvement and cooperation. 
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This directly establishes the need for forestry extension, takes us out of the 
academic arguments in favour of participation, but lands us into tile vast ocean 

ofotnce tainty and the more ditlIcult question of how to go about it? That is to 

say, who is to do what, when, how, and where? But before one can become 

prescriptive, the descriptive aspects have to be taken care of first so as to 

provide the basis for the suggestions / prescriptions made. 

2. MAJOR FOREST POLICY TllRIJSTS 

One constructive way to plan for the future is to take stock of the current 

status of forestry extension in NWFI and fron there on move toward shaping 

our future based on projected requirements. Although this could be done in 

many diftirent ways, one of which is to analyze and compare forestry extension 

approaches adopted by various projects, I find it useful and fruitful to take a 

different and brouder view of the forestry extension situation in NWFP so as to 

relate forest policy and florestry extension. The situation analysis pres;ented 

here is, thcrefore, in the form of major policy thrusts, which could be 
cat.egorized into the following: 
- resource protection and conservation 
- promoting efficiet and equitahle resource use; 
- resOurce improvement and development; 
- researchI and denio,,tration, 
- strategic planninng, execution, monitoring and evaluation; 
- institutional dcuvclo pw int 

2.1. RESOU RCE PROTEI'CTION AN) CONSERVATION 

Resource protection and conservation for watershed, amenity, ecological and 

environmental reasons is an important forest policy Objective. But protecting 

and conserving our existing forest resources and other ecosystems against the 

ever-increasing huiman and livestock populations, urbanization, rising standards 

of living and attendant expectations is a lormidable task indeed. The prevailing 

attitudes of people in general toward quick liquidation of forests is adirect 

derivative of the resource being DISPERSE-, REMOTE, OPEN, and 

Such being the case, measurcs for ensuringVALUAI3LE ("Green Gold"). 
resource protection ,ind conservation have to be based more on promoting 

"Social Responsibility" and less oii adopting "Punitive Measures", the latter 

being expensive, ineffective and hence unsustainable given tile above 

characteristics o)four resources. The emphasis in fbrest policy therefore has to 

be shifled from exclusion through coercion to acceptance and conformity 

through better public relations and inculcating responsible behaviour with 

respect to resource protection and conservation. 
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2.2 PROMOTING EFFICIENT AND EQUITABLE RESOURCE USE 

Wise and just use could relieve a substantial part of the increased stress to
which our forestry and allied resources are subjected. Given the present state 
of technology in wood use for fuel, construction, industries etc., and the high
degree of asymmetry and skewness in fbrest land ownership and access,
improvements on both counts -efficiency and equity- are possible. Recognizing
this efficient and more just resource use isbeing promoted in the Provincial
 
Forest Policy.
 

2.3 RESOURCE IMPROVEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT 

But no matter how well do we protect, use and manage our forests, a simple

statistical fact is: it isnot going to be en1ough. 
 The need for resource 
improvement and dvelopment isan imperative that is inescapable. Large-scale
aftbrestation and improvement eftorts have to be undertaken with public and
private initiatives to ex)and thc resource base and thus satisfy the ever growing
requirements of timber, fuielwood, fodder and other products and
 
environmental needs.
 

2.4 RESEARCH AND DEMONSTRATION 

Although both basic and applied research is needed in forestry, the former is
usually done by academic institutions such as the Pakistan Forest Institute.
The departmental research thrust is therefore on a problem-solving oriented,
adaptive research .Isthe done thesuch one by ILO-assisted project,
Technology and Training in Afl'orestation and Soil Conservation", and various 
Harvesting Technique ImprovmCent measures. 

2.5 STRATEGIC PLANNING, EXECUTION, MONITORING AND
 
EVALUATION
 

The successfil translation of policy declarations into workable programmes, 
projects and plans, and their efficient execution, monitoring and evaluation arepre-reluisites for optimizing achievement of organizational objectives. These 
also provide a framework for managerial decisions and serve as basis for
control and as an input for future decision making. That is why in the 
Provincial Forest Policy, strategic planning, execution, monitoring and 
evaluation have been given dlue priority. 
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2.6 INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

To operationalize the policy statements made above, an adept institutional 

mechanism in terms of organizational structure and culture is needed for clarity 
of purpose and strategy, efriciency, and coordination between the 
interdependent parts of the organization to ensure organizational effectiveness. 
A proposal for re-organizing the NWFP Forest Department so as to give it the 
structure and therefore nurture an organizational culture that is conducive for 

peoples' participation has been put forth before the provincial government. 

3. DISCUSSION ISSUES 

A number of issues need to be discussed so as to facilitate the adoption of 
effective forestry extension in the province. The purpose in identifying these 
issues is twofold: to serve as flash lights or alert points and to sharpen our 
understanding of these issues for better tackling. 

For convenience these issues have been lumped together into three broad 
categories: 
- issues for policy makers; 
- issues for programme planners; 
- issues for field project managers. 

3.1 ISSUES FOR POLICY MAKERS 

Policies, legislation and regulations: 
What kind of policies, type of legislation, and set of regulations do we need so 
that the forestry extension strategy trajectory or flight plan follows the course 
envisaged for it? 

Institutional and organizational issues: 
Based on available evidence, an organizational structure for tile NWFP Forest 
Department has been proposed to the government to further the cause of social 
forestry in the province. Similarly different institutional mechanisms at the 
community level are being tried toward the same end. However, we need to be 
open and learn to work in an evolving process mode. Therefore, 
organizational structure and institutional structure have to be periodically 
reviewed and evaluated for needed changes. 
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Investments: 
Are the present investment trends in forestry extension of time horizons, of
magnitudes, from sources, and directed toward activities to build the needed 
extension capacity? 

External assistance: 
Where is the external assistance -technical, financial, intellectual- going to? Is
it better utilized for producing direct results or for strengthening local
capacities for initiating, managing and sustaining activities with respect to
income generation, resource management, productive physical infras-ructure 
creation, and enhancing quality of life? 

3.2 ISSUES FOR PROGRAMME PLANNERS 

Project and i)rograinme planning:
How should the social forestry and forestry extension projects and programmes
be planned for the various physical, biological, ecological, land use, land 
tenure, and socio-economic situations that are encountered in the province?
Could we or should we follow and replicate the Malakand Social Forestry
approach for institutionalizing social forestry through a three phased strategy
comprising of a Trial Phase) Developnicnt Phase and Expansion Phase, each 
with a 5-year time horizon 

Monitoring an evaluation: 
What should be monitored and evaluated, at what stage, how, with what
frequency, and how to incorporate monitoring and evaluation results into 
forestry extension projects and programmes? flow to deal with qualitative
variables that defy measurement such as social and attitudinal variables? All
 
these questions require discussion, investigation and , laboration.
 

Coordination and collaboration: 
Now that the informal networking of forestry extension projects in Pakistan 
and NWFP has taken a step further and formalized in the form of holding the 
present workshop, what next is needed to further build the on-goingon 

coordination and'collaboration? 
 Shall we continue with the same approach or 
give it a diff'erent direction flor develoning and re-enforcing horizontal and 
vertical linkages? 

Training and education: 
Most of the social fbrestry projects ini NWFP are inter-disciplinary and 
therefore involve many technical skills such as forestry, agriculture,
horticulture, livestock husbandry etc. So shall we adopt the Integrated
Extension Unit approach to do the job -cross the board Uy somethingor 
different? How to infbrm the policy makers about forestry extension efforts? 
Through workshops like this? And !ow to increase the capabilities and skills 
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of project planners and project managers? What kind of training and education 
will be needed for these? What about the adequacy and relevance of trainers, 
training institutionis and training materials? 

Research and demonstration: 
How to identify relevant research needs, and assign priorities and 
responsibilities for implementation? Ilow much of physical and biological 
research and surveys vis-a-vis socio-economic research and surveys? In the 
same context, how much time and money be spent on issue analysis? 

3.3 ISSUES FOR FIELD PROJECT MANAGERS 

Project and programme imlplementation:
 
How should forestry extension be implemented? Shall we integrate forestry
 
extension and activity execution in promotional forestry, but separate extension
 
and protection in conservation forestry? In a nutshell how to operationalize the
 
extension strategy'?
 

Awareness raising:
 
Are the present public awareness campaigns of forestry extension adequate,
 
relevant, realistic and appropriate? Ilow to link and weigh awareness raising
 
and attitude changes?
 

Peoples' participa tion:
 
The present approach of village development committees is a "Representational
 
Model'. Shall we equte this representation with participation? Do village
 
representatives on these committees represent all interest groups? Or shall we
 
go for a much larger participation in the form of village assemblies to qualify it
 
for "Participation Model"? And then the basic questions of participation in
 
what, where, how and at what time'?
 

Field incentives:
 
Ilow to motivate field workers and village communities? What incentives
 
should be given, in what form, how much, when etc. so that 0he incentive
 
achieves what it is intended for and does not promote dependence of village
 
communities on the project?
 

Field coordination:
 
I low to coordinate various project activities in the field so that these contribute
 
to the stated objectives individually and in combination rather than countering
 
e-ch other?
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My intention in presenting these forestry extension related issues has been 
analytical rather than historical or narrative. By so doing I tried to avoid giving
individualistic definite answers (of which there are not many!) and thus hop. to 
invite discussion and thus eventually some form of consensus. 

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

While I have posed too many questions aid raised too many points to ponder 
on, I am glad to share with you that the NWFP Forest Department has 
conceived a comprehensive 20-years Forest Resource Conservation and 
Development Programme under the banner of "FOCUS GREEN SARIIAD" 
(FGS). The programme runs across the board and involves both private
(farming communities, business coininii ity, religious iistitutions, NGOs and 
public representatives) and public 3ectors (government departments, academic 
nstitutions, uniflorned forces) to further the cause of forestry and allied 

resources in the province through developing extension ipproaches for the 
various actors and factors involved. 

For any florest development programme it is irportant to remember that 
experience in general ru ral developrrerrt has shown that neither the "top-down" 
nor the 'btottoir-up" strategy of development is as promising as the "Assisted 
Sclf-lReliance" appro ach tirat transcends both ia pp roac lies. The tnderlying
principle of Assisted Sel F-Reliance is working with, rather than for tire people. 
This strategy, which is heing adapted and adopted for FGS, "implies no fixed 
design but a host of elements to be comined in appropriate sequences and 
arriounits'" Just an a quick through of theto give idea, run elements of tire 
strategy is givenr below: 

Local organizations:
 
Creation, strengthening ad involvement of local organizations that establish
 
both horizontal and vertical linkages should be pursued.
 

Multiple channels for action: 
Rather than rely only on just one form of' institutional linkage whether 
burCaucratic, co-operative, NGO, it more conducive foretc.- is resource 
conservation and developmnrrt to involve multiple channels for action thereby 
fostering comnpetition and complenicntarity between the channels. 

Blending "indigenois" and "modern" it'chnologies:
 
Many of tire traditional technologies and resource management systems (as
 
exemplified by various grazing systers in Dir Kohistan) 
are not static and in 
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fact represent an empirical adaptation to prevailing conditions and thus could
 
be upgraded with some outside inputs for a better fit.
 

Sustainable resource mobilization:
 
While some external assistance is likely to be needed and appropriate , sole
 
dependence on outside sources is unsustainable and outright risky. Local
 
resource mobilization mechanisms therefore have to be designed.
 

Use of paraprofessionals:
 
Paraprofessionals from within the communities have to be trained so that the
 
services are available within the villages at the programme conclusion.
 

Organizational re-orientation:
 
A full-fledged organizational re-orientation is a long and time taking
 
phenomenon and therefore has to come in increments rather than in an instant.
 

Evolving process approach:
 
Extension is a process that evolves over time and the main building blocks of
 
which are human and social capabilities and not material or mechanical. Even
 
tle latter capabilities come into being and use only through peoples' ideas and
 
motivation. The key to the "safe" therefore lies in human ingenuity, which it is
 
hoped will be available in plenty in the discussions!
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I 

4. REVIEW OF FORESTRY EXTENSION PROGRAMMES 
IN PAKISTAN: OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS 

Abeed Ullah Jan 
Inspector General of Forests 

INTRODUCTION
 

Farmers have been raising trees for fruit fuel and tbdder since times 

immemorial bit forestry extension as a science is relatively recent in Pakistan. 

Extension programmes are controlled and guided by foresters who have 

adequate koew!edge of growing trees but they are not well conversant with 

forestry extension techniques. The role of a forester as an extension agent and 

his/her associated opportunities and constraints, is discussed in the following 

discourse. 

Provincial Forest Depatments have, traditionally and historically, performed 

two functions namely: 
- to manage, administer, protect and utilize the existing forest resources for 

providing sustained benetits to the owners; and to the state; and 
- to establish new plantations on private and public lands and modernize 

management techniques to increase wood production to meet the 

staggering needs of the growing population 

Forest Departments have performed these tinctions with varying degrees of
 

success. The eflkits made and ,ucccss achieved (both on private as well as
 

public lands) can broadly be classified into:
 
- Aflorestation arid watershed management,
 
- Intensive Forest Management
 
- Integrated Development;
 
- Introduction ol species through adaptive research;
 
- Education and training (public and private sector)
 

Afler offering a concise description of sole historical developments, the
 

following chapter will present Abrief review of the various programmes. It is
 

then followed by an analysis of opportunities and constraints for further
 

development of lorestry extension in Pakistan.
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2 REVIEW OF PROGRAMMES 

2.1 SOME HISTORICAL NOTES 

Clios act 1900: 
In Punjab, a Soil Conservation Act Popularly known as "Chos Act" was 
promulgated in 1900 (NWFP was a part of Punjab in 1900). This act is much 
more elaborate than the Indian Forest Act, 1927 or the I lazara Forest Act, 
1936 which have only a few sections conferring powers on Govcrnment 
functionaries to take over private property for management. Under the Chos 
Act, a large number ofsmall and scattered patches of private lands were 
successfully p! nted with suitable tree species throughout Punjab Province. 

Anti-erosion closures in llazara: 
Prior to 1955 when the first Five Year Plan was launched, there was no 
distinction between developmental and non developmental activities. The 
developmental activities were financed from normal budget with the help of 
regular staff. Large number of small patches of forests were raised at 
vulnerable sites in I lazara Civil l)ivision but Bherra near Nlansehra (100 acres) 
Hissa (70 acres) and Kashtra near Garbiullah (50 acres) gained wide publicity 
due to a greater degree of success and higher rate of survival. These closures 
constituted the first phase of forest extension in I lazara. 

The first working plan flor -,zara forests in I laripur which was completed in 
1963 covered 200 Anti -erosion closures having a total area ot'26176 acres 
treated under Sections 14,15,16 of Ilazara Forest Act, 1936. 

Thai experience: 
The second best example of an extension programme in the fiflies was an 
afforestation campaign in the ThaI desert of the Punjab. Since it was not 
possible to do agriculture without taming the sand dunes and sand laden winds, 
trees were considered a prereqluisite for settlement. The new settlers were 
provided planting stock free of cot for planting along water courses, on field 
boundaries and farm roads in the form of single or multiple rows. This was 
done by setting up a network of nurseries to deliver plants to farmers at the 
village level. Mosques, schools and other public places were used as 
distribution centres. Trucks were engaged to deliver the cuttings and saplings 
at the door steps of the farmers. The dry, dreary and drab landscape of the 
desert was gradually transformed as millions of trees were planted over a short 
span of time. Later, the same approach was adopted in the province of Sindh 
when water was made available from rivet Indus for development of 
agricultural lands. 
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2.2 AFFORESTATION AND WATERSHED MANAGEMENT
 

Afforestation financed from development budget: 
The concept of a development budget or Annual Development Programme 

(ADP) was formally introduced in 1955 when the first five year plan was 
launched. With financial allocations made in the succesive five year plans 

forest areas increased partly due to the establishment of new plantations as 

shown in table I, and partly due to the merger of erstwhile states of Amb in 
Hazara and Dir, Swat and Chitral. 

Tree planting campaigns: 
Pakistan is a forest-poor country, with 0.03 ha. of forest per capita of 
population compared to the world average of 1.0 ha. The gap is enormous and 

is still widening with population increasing at more than 3%per annum. It is 

not possible to narrow down the gap through Government efforts alone. 
Involvement of the private sector is considered essential. Tree planting 
campaigns are observed twice a year, once in spring and in monsoon seasons to 
motivate general public to plant trees and then protect them. In the beginning, 
it was a difficult task. A few incentives like giving saplings free of cost or at a 
very nominal rate of one paisa per plant to defence and civil armed forces and 
10 paisa per plant to general public; opening of sale points at convenient 
places; giving wide publicity and dispatching mobile vans to serve remote and 
isolated villages in tile The programme achievedcountry side were offered. 
remarkable success with the result that demands now far exceed tileavailable 
supply of planting stock. Sixty million saplings were distributed in 1980 while 
the target exceeded 180 million in 1992. 

Table 1:Increase in forest area 

Plan Plan period Allocation Area forested 
(million Rs)* (million ha)** 

1 1955-1960 39 1.28 

2 1960-1965 87 1.68 
3 1965-1970 140 2.08 
4 1979-1978 214 2.83 
5 1978-1983 1223 2.96 

6 1983-1§88 1623 3.15 

7 1988-1993 1927 4.22 

Source: * Five year plans 
** National Commission on Agriculture (1989) 
•** Forestry Sector Master Plan (1993) 
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Watershed management on private lands:
With the signing of the Indus Water Treaty in 1960, water from the three
eastern rivers was shared with India. The entire irrigation system in Pakistan
was redesigned which led to the construction of Tarbela dam in NWFP,
Mangla dam in Azad Kashmir and a large number of barrages and link canals in
Punjab and Sindh. Watershed Management in catchment areas suddenly
received higher priority and three watershed manage nent projects were

consequently launched in 1965:
 
- Mirpur district of Azad Kashmir and Gujar Khan Tehsil of Rawalpindi

district by the Watershed Wing of WAPDA. 
- Murree hills and Kahuta tehsil of Rawalpindi by the Forest Department,

Punjab (defunct West Pakistan).
- Daur and Kaghan watershed of l-lazara by the Forest Department,

N.W.F.P. (defunct West Pakistan). 

For implementation of these projects, separate watershed extension wings werecreated in WAPDA, Rawalpindi and Abbottabad Forest Circles with identicalaims and objectives but with different approaches. The Watershed Project ofWAPDA gave priority to concrete structures on cash payment whereas tile
Forest Department in Murree hills placed emphasis on I lanting trees and
consolidating slopes with grasses and brushwood. 
 The tcthinique in Hazarawas the same as in Murree hills except that instead of cash payment, foodration of wheat, sugar, butter oil, tea and powdered milk donated by the WorldFood Programme was given to labourers in lieu of cash wages. 

The project in Murree hills was closed on the conpletion of the first phase
(1960-65) because Government of Pakistan (GOP) finds were not available;
the project staff was reluctant to disburse World Food Programme (WFP)
commodity assistance, and the labour was unwilling to accept wages in kind
 
instead of cash. 

The WAPDA project also tapered off with gradual reduction in budget.Available funds were spent on the salaries of staff and very little was left forafrorestation, soil and water conservation works and other measures of 
improvement. 

The Watershed Management programme in ltazara, however, continued fromphase to phase. Due to its success, the programme was expanded andextended to Malakand in 1970. Since then both the programmes are runningsuccessfully. In total more than 300,000 acres of privately owned barren hillslopes have been brought under tree cover in Hazara and Malakand and by the1998 this area is likely to have increased more than twofold. 
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Irrigated plantations in Punjab and Sindli: 
The whole of Sindh and southern and central parts of Punjab have arid climate 

with rainfall less than 250 mm per annum. Because agriculture is not possible 

under this type of moisture regime development of irrigation facilities was 

given high priority after independence in 19,17. Consequently, barrages and 

canals were constructed in Punjab and Sindh provinces which brought more 

than 50 million acres of land under irrigation. 

vell endowed with natural forest resources, itSince Punjab and Sindh were not 

was decided that 10% of the command areas Would be set aside for raisir'g
 

trees with canal irrigation. Although decision was not implemented in letter and
 

spirit, still the Punjab and Sindh Forest Departments succeeded in raising
 

irrigated plantations over more than 260,000 acres.
 

Riverine forests in iPunjal) and Sindli:
 
The river Indus is flowing on its present course since time immemorial
 

-depositing heavy loads of silt brought from catchment areas in the Ilimalayas 

Karakuram - Ilindu Kush region in the north. Consequently, the bed of the 

river, in a wide belt, is higher than the surrounding areas on both sides. Slight 

rise in water level causes overflowing ofbanks. Flood protection 

embankments (bunds) have been constructed on both sides. At places these 

bunds are seven (7) miles apart enclosing vast areas in between which is
 

inundated duritig the monsoon season. These conditions have favoured natural
 
means
growth of Kikar/Blabul (Acacia nilotica) supplemented by artificial 


through simple techniques of broadcasting Acacia seed from a small boat at the
 

time of receding of flood water. Beautiful plantations of Kikar have been
 

raised on both sides of Indus over extensive areas in Sindh and Shishal
 

plantations in lPunjab.
 

Forestry Plannling and )evelopment Project:
 
The Forestry Plahining and Developn-.A Project launched in 1985, was the first
 

project of its kind which incorporated farm forestry training, research,
 

extension and outreach as itnecessary tool to disseminate tbrestry principles
 

and technology for raising nurseries and planting trees to the private sector so
 

that it could successfilly use tree crops in a manner thit suits its specific
 

interests. Tihe success of the project through mass motivation, raising nurseries
 

through education and training, planting trees through incentives with full and
 

willing participation of lthe farmers is encouraging and remarkable. Some 114
 

million seedlings have been raised in 4000 kissan nurseries, 91.8 mill'
 
Land devclopnlco and soil
seedlings have survived cover;ng 90,000 acres. 

Short coursesconservation operations have been carried out on 17,000 acres. 


on raising nursery seedlings and planting trees have been held lbr the arirmers as
 

well as for lower cadres of forestry. But the most remarkable achievement is
 

the commencement of specialized degree courses in social tbrestry at Pakistan
 

Forest Institute, Peshawar where 196 graduates including women have been
 

awarded B.Sc. and M.Sc. degrees in Social Forestry.
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Another achievement is the creation ofa non-Government Organization (NGO)
Unit to take the programme to the private sector on a self sustainability basis in 
the years to come. So far, about 20 NGOs have been induced through the 
award of grants to increase tree growth and create awareness among school 
and college students. The most striking achievement of this project is tile 
transfer of technology from the public to private sector for raising nurseries 
and planting trees. This hopefully will lead to privatization ad
commercialization of forestry. Thus some farmers will raise nurseries whereas 
others purchase saplings at prevailing market rates and cariy out planting
without any support from the Forest Department to meet their own needs and 
for sale to wood based industry. 

2.3 INTENSIVE FOREST MANA(;ENIENT 

Kaghan project:
Forestry in Pakistan has remained primitive for a long time. With increase in 
timber prices and rising demand of wood for construction and industrial 
purposes, it became necessary to intensify forest management and introduce the 
multiple use concept in forestry. For this pt, rpose, a pilot project was started in 
Kaghan Valley in 1980 which involved: 
- Modification of the management plan to incorporate the concept of 

multiple use and intensive forest management.
 
- Administrative units were reduced and the staffwas increased to ensure
 

better management and protection.
 
- Centralized nurseries were established for production of qLuality stock afler
 

collecting seed from elite mother trees.
 
- Concentrated mechanized felling were carried out in suitable areas with
 

100% restocking with quality planting stock 
 .nd better protection.
 
- A road net work was es!,ilished to open up tie forests and facilitate
 

management, protection and reduce timber wastage. 
 200 K.M of new 
roads were constructed and 150 KNI of the existing roads were 
improved, in addition to constructing bridges, 

- A medium size Saw Mill was established to cater to the specific needs of 
Gov'riment departments like, POF Wah, Telephone Industries of 
Pakist,1n, Karachi Ship Yard. 

- A field workh!lop was established to carry out repiiirs lhr efficient use of 
machinery. 

- Labour training school was established to impart training to labour to 
handle heavy etipment. 

The pilot project was continued in three phases of 5 years each 
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Siran valley project: 
The Kaghan pilot project produced excellent results in all aspects of intensive 
forest management and multiple land use concept. The project was extended 
to Siran Valley aiming to implement concentrated felling, road construction, 
mechanized extraction, artificial restocking, training; and an expanded scope to 
include Social Forestry particular strengthening Multip:'rpose Forest Co
operative Societies, planting on private lands, and preservation of nature and 
natural resources at a total cost of Rs.237.884 million from 1991-92 to 1994
95. It is intended to prepare land use plans after conducting detailed 
inventories of 90 villages in the project area. Approximately 50 per cent of the 
land identified for tree plantation in the trial villages will be utilized for raising 
trees with fruit, fuel or fodder values. 

A natural forest reserve will be established in and around Chor to conserve 
natural and protect flora and fauna in the bio-diversity rich moist temperate 
forests of Pakistan. 

Forest co-operative societies: 
Private forests in Mansehra district commonly known as "Guzara Forests" have 
been brought under intensive management by setting up Multipurpose Forest 
Co-operative Societies which are the present number of these cooperative is 33 
in number and it is still increasing. Currently the societies have more than 3,000 
members who control a total area of 128,000 acres from which some 27.979 
million cubic feet of timber have been extracted. It is generally believed, and 
rightly so, that the rate of exploitation of trees by the Forest Co-operative 
Societies has been much faster than tht rate of re-forestation with the result 
that forests are being denuded and the resource is being depleted rapidly. 

2.4 INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT 

Kalam valley project: 
Forestry is, no doubt, a major land use in the high mountains ofKalam and 
adjoining areas but it is not the enly use. Other sectors of the local economy 
i.e. agricultu,'e, livestock, range etc. are equally important because of their 
influence on and inter-action with forestry. Efforts to develop forestry in 
isolation from the allied sectors may be successful but not sustainable. The 
Kalam Project is the first attempt to integrate forestry practices with 
agriculture, livestock, management development of infrastructure, social 
welfare activities and judicious use of natural resources to attain eco'-lgical 
equilibrium. 

The project has been implemented in four phases with emphasis on: raising of 
nurseries; planting of trees; construction of roads and bridges; harvesting of 
trees; training of staff, introduction of improved varieties of fruit & vegetables; 
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and training of women in fruit preservation and other rural development 
activities. 

The project has been evaluated from time to time by local and foreign agencies.
The success has been rated quite high on account of participation of the local 
community in the integrated development of resources. The model is now 
being replicated by extending the area of the on-going project and by starting 
similar projers in other areas. 

Malakand social forestry project: 
Malakand Social Forestry is based on the realization that all land suitable for 
forestry and range management in the mountains is privately owned either 
individually or jointly by the village community. The wasteland resources are 
used by all inhabitants regardless of their ownership. Any meaningful
improvement in the forestry situation can only be brought about by active 
participation of the local people. The Malakand project is a blend oftraditional 
forestry involving raising of nurseries and planting of trees with social ibrestry
involving community organization, range land improvement, extension and out
reach. 

After initial success of the project over a limited area in Malakand agency 
during tho first of 5 years from Ju!y 1987 to June 1992, a follow-up project has 
been started with an expanded scope and extended jurisdiction The iiew much 
bigger project of Rs.4 11.880 million has been approved for July 1992 to June 
1997 and covers the whole of Malakand agency and all of Dir district. The 
new projeci hinges on participation of communities in planning and 
implementation ofactivities. The project has four main which include; 
improvemeilL of vegetation on hillsides, farm forestry, women in forestry, 
training and environmental awareness raising. 

AKRSP experience: 
Agha Khan Rural Support Programme (AKRSP) is a unique experiment started 
in Gilgit and Baltistan Districts (Northern Area) and Chitral District (NWFP). 
So far, 1035 projects have been initiated at an estimated cost of Rs. 178.9 
million. In the process, 21357 ha. of land have been brought under canal 
irrigation where 1.881 million fruit trees and 7.891 million forest trees have 
been planted to provide fruit, fuel and fodder through the involvement of 1343 
village organizations including 390 Women's organizations. 

One of the principal objectives of this programme is to develop institutional 
and technical models for sustained development in the remote and inaccessible 
areas of Pakistan. This objective is achieved by persuading small farmers to 
organize themselves into broad based multipurpose Village Organization
(VOS). All development programmes are conceived, formulated, appraised 
and implemented through a series of interactive dialogues between villagers
and AKRSP professional staff. The success of the programme lies in the 
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involvement of the people at all stages of formulation and implementation of 
development activities. 

2.5 	 INTRODUCTION OF SPECIES THROUGH ADAPTIVE 
RESEARCH 

Besides programmes for reintroduction of mangrove forests, research and
 

establishment of Paulownia, research into water requirements of various
 

drought i, sistant species and development ofsericulture, the planting of
 

poplars and eucalypts have received major attention. The following describes
 

some experiences regarding the latter two.
 

Poplar planting in NWVFP:
 
Planting of hybrid poplar (Populus eu-americana) in Peshawar and Mardan
 

Valley got a boost in 1071 for three reasons. With the loss of East Pakistan,
 
tile supply of match boxes in West Pakistan was cut off over night.
 
Entrepreneursi were in search ofsuitable tree species for setting up a match
 

Industry in Wcst Pakistan. The Pakistan Forest Institute Peshawar through
 
adaptive research successfully introduced clones of hybrid and deltoids poplars
 

from Italy, U.S.A. and Turkey which did well and showed promising results in
 

Peshawar and adjoining areas. The farmers were looking for suitable species
 

for planting on ownership boundaries, water channels, and nooks and corners
 

of cultivated fields to give them extra income through sale of wood. Poplar
 
was well sailed for all these needs and was, therefore, readily adopted by the
 

farmers. Billions of trees have planted between 1970 and 1980. Tile demand
 
for poplar wood increased further when millions of Afghan Refugees took
 

shelter in Peskg'var and adjoining areas. Except for fast growing poplars in
 
NWFP, tle wcod based industries of sports goods, crates, matches and
 
sheltering for building construction would have faced a wood crisis.
 

Poplar trees grown on private farmlands in Peshawar and Mardan Valleys are
 
producing enough wood to meet all local needs for industrial and domestic
 

consumption in NWFP in addition to an export of around 50 truck loads to
 
Sialkot and othCL industrial towns of Punjab and Sindh Provinces on a daily
 
basis. The research staff of Pakistan Forest Institute, Peshawar and territorial
 

staff of NWFP Forest Department played a remarkable role in the propagation
 
of poplars on farmlands which is a success story ofun-parallelled n.wire
 

Eucalyptus planting on stress sites:
 
Pakistan has a dry climate with 60% of its areas receiving less than 250 mm of
 

rain per annum. An additional 25% is semi arid where rainfall ranges between
 
250 and 750 mm per annum. Only 15% of the area, mostly located in the
 

active monsoon area of the Ilimalayas, receives adequate rainfall to qualify as a
 
semi humid temperate climate.
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In order to provide food for a staggering population of teeming millions, 
development of irrigation facilities was a pre-requisite which has given rise to 
twin problems oCsaliniy and waterlogging over extensive areas in Punjab and 
Sindh. Identification ofsuitable trees species for dry, saline and water logged
sites remained a subject of research in Pakistan Forest Institute. It succeeded 
in intioducing about a dozen species of Eucalyptus from Australia but tile 
species which has done well under difficult conditions is Eucalyptus
camaldulensis It has been extensively planted on stress sites in all provinces 
particularly Punjab and Sindh. Planting ofEucalyptus has restored greenery to 
dry sites and is helping to reclaim waterlogged and saline sites by pumping 
excess water through the evapo-transpiration process. 

2.6 EDUCATION AND TRAINING 

Forestry Education and training is the responsibility ofPakistan Forest Institute 
which is a premier organization in the country and is the only one of its kind in 
Pakistan. It provides trained manpower to Provincial Forest Departments, 
Azad Kashmir and Northern Areas and autonomous and semi autonomous 
organizations at the level of professional and sub-professional staff. 

The institute came into being in 1947. Since then it regularly passes out one 
batch of M.Sc. and one batch of B.Sc Forestry graduates every year who are 
provided jobs in tile Provincial Forest Departments. Tile institute is a successor 
to the Indian Forestry Institute, Dehra Dune from where muslim members of 
the staff migrated to Pakistan and set up the institute in 1947. Initially the 
institute was aw'2,, ding degree in general Forestry and so far 1484 officers have 
been trained. Moreover since 1985, specialized a degree courses have been 
started in the following areas. 
- Logging and Forest Products Engineering. 
- Watershed Management. 
- Farm Forestry. 

A fourth specialized course in Range Management is under active 
consideration and may be sarted from next year with the financial and 
technical support of FAO/UNDP. 
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3 OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS 

3.1 OPPORTUNITIES 

The Fcrestry sector is largely untapped. This is particularly true with respect 
to farm forestry, social forestry, industrial forestry and amenity planting which 

can be expanded in horizontal and verically directions through forestry 
extension approaches. This cal!s fnr' 
- development of a separate extension service by posting fully trained and 

adequately equipped staff to promote tree culture in the country; 
- intensification of management on public and private lands to realize full 

potential of site quality; 
- creation of NGO's to promote tree culture and spread environmental 

awareness. 

Although a large number of professional foresters are engaged in forestry 
cxtension on public and private lands, they are not trained in the art of forestry 
extension which requires specific techniques, and different temperaments, and 

working relation between the forest dwellers, the right holders, the farmers and 

the field foresters. The present relationship is far from being satisfactory. It 
can be improved by creating a cadre of extension specialists and outreach 
experts in the Provincial Forest Departments. The concept of an Integrated 
Social Forestry programme has created a new set of challenges and 
opportunities for professional foresters to focus on PEOPLE instead of TREES 
and to consider the present needs of farmers as well as long term future 
benefits to the community. 

Due to varied climate and changing topography, Pakistan offers great potential 

for increase in farm forestry and dry afforestation in Punjab and Watershed 
management through social forestry in NWFP. The real scope and vast 
Untapped potential of forestry lies not in the 4.5 million ha. of state laad but in 
the 20 million ha. of irrigated farmlands in Punjab and Sindh and 30 million ha. 

of mountain slopes in Hazara, Malakand, Murree hills, Azad Kashmir, 
Northern Areas, border along Afghanistan and Suleiman range and Ziarat 
Valley in Baluchistan. 

Edaphic, biotic and climatic factors are extremely favourable in the Himalaya, 
Karakuram and lindu Kush region for tree culture. The importance of trees to 

sustain water and maintain its quality, and conserve soil in the catchment area 
of Mangla and Tarbela needs no emphasis. Several Watershed Management 
projects are being implemented in the region but so far they have covered only 

a fraction of the area (120,000 ha. in NWFP, 20,000 ha. in Punjab and 10,000 
ha. in Azad Kashmir). The area covered is hardly 5% of the total area 
requiring bio-cultural treatment. 
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The Indus basin in Punjab and river delta in Sindh have fertile soils and 
adequate irrigation facilities but still they have an in adequate number of trees 
on irrigated farmlands as compared to NWFP, Azad Kashmir and Northern 
Areas. The survey conducted on 3594 randomly selected sample plots on 
farmlands has shown that Sindh and Punjab Provinces despite being better 
placed in terms of agricultural land, fertile soils and adequate irrigation facilities 
have fewer trees per ha. There is a lot of potential fer increasing tree growth in 
these provinces. Similarly, NWFP and Azad Kashmir have a lot of potential
for tree growth due to their climate and topography. The results of the survey
indicate that the potential tbr tree growth on farmlands has not been fully 
tapped. 

Through another survey conducted by the Household Energy Supply Strategy
(HESS Project) all trees tallied on farmlands and converted into fully stocked 
area at the rate of 800-1200 trees per hectare, works out to 466,000 ha. or 
2.3% of the total farmland in Pakistan. 

Considering the land and water resources, low level of farm income, and the 
higher prices of timber and fuevood, the opportunities to increase tree growth 
on non forest areas, to generate interest, to train staff and motivate farmers are 
tremendous and the limit is the sky. 

3.2 CONSTRAINTS 

Traditional forestry and social forestry are two separate and distinct branches
 
of forestry requiring different specialties, approaches, aptitudes, knowledge,

extension and outreach. In traditional forestry a forester is dealing with state 
property, utilizing public funds taking important decisions himself and 
measuring success on the basis of trees planted and survival achieved. In social 
forestry, the ownership is private, decisions are taken by the farmer himself 
involving risks and benefits. The forester is acting as teacher, guide, helper and 
the agent of change. ilis success is measured by the number of persons
motivated and trained in the art of tree culture. The diflerence in job
requirements between social and traditional foresters is illustrated in figure I. 

The present cadre of fbresters in the lProvincial Forest Departments is by and 
large educated and trained for traditional protective functions through the 
application of law, prosecution of offenders and observance of rules and 
regulations. The system is rigid and inflexible and the operator of the system is 
not tuned to implement a social forestry programme. 

Forestry in Pakistan is being developed through a project approach. Life in 
projects is difficult and the job is arduous and challenging. With no extra 
facilities or visible additional perks, the best talent is not aitracted to project
posts. Job requirements are different and an average traditional forester does 
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not fit in that position. Ifhe is put in charge to guide farmers it would amount 
to a blind leading .he blind. It would be like reaching a place without knowing 
the shortest routL and the most efficient mode of transport. At the end of the 
day, the destination may be found but with higher cost in terms of time, money 
and effort. It is like playing a match without adequate knowledge of rules of 
the game. The match may be won but not without injuries and bruises. 

Figure 1.Job Requirements in Social Forestry 

SOCIAL FORES1E _<< _ >> TRADITIONAL 
FORESTER 

M.Sc. Social Forestr-y Degree M.Sc. General Forsrtry 

Sociology Management; 
Anthropology Courses Silviculture 

Extensicn Protection 
Agroforesrry Systrems Utilization 

leaching Forest Management 

Guiding Responsibilities Public Administration 
Changing Foresc Development 

Humane Attitude Bureaucratic 

Change Result Status uo 
People Focus Trees 

Individual Benefit Community 
Unlimited 

Satisfaction 1 
Scope 

Reward 
Limited 
Salary 

(spiritual) (material) 

Provincial Forest Departments, Azad Kashmir and Northern Area have 
ambitious programmes ofsocial forestry but none has a separate service or 
wing of social forestry except Punjab which has a circle headed by a 
Conservator of Forests stationed at Lahore. But the staff is not trained in the 
art and science of social forestry. They stay on the job for a short time and are 
transferred back to nornial territorial jobs. This neither solves the problem nor 
serves the purpose. 

The project approach has other shortcomings as well. When a project is 
formulated for the first time, due to inadequate knowledge and expertise, and 
the newness of the field, inappropriate organizational structure, staff positions 
and strength are provided in the PC-I. Once the project isapproved it is 
difficult if not impossible to incorporate change or rectify the errors or 
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omissions due to inflexible rules and regulations. A few example will illustrate 
this point: 

In the Forestry Planning and Development Project, one (I) post of Project

Director, eight (8) D.F.O's and fifleen (15) 
 Forest Rangers were provided in 
PC-I for Punjab against a provision of three (3) D.F.Os and three (3) Forest 
Ranger for NWFP. It was subsequently realized that the staff for NWFP was
grossly inadequate. Keeping in view the scope of work the farmers' response
and interest shown in tree planting. Repeated eftorts were made to increase the 
staff for NWFP hut without any success. 

The Forestry Planning and )evelopment Project envisages specialized courses
leading to award of M.Sc. and B.Sc in Social Forestry. In order to strengthen
staff in P.F.I. one (1) post of Additional Director General and three (3) posts of
Associate Professors were provided in the PC-I but since nomenclature of the 
new posts were not included in the Recruitment Rules for gazetted oflicers of 
P.F.I. they were not sanctioned. Efthrts to change the des;gnation and
 
nomenclatures of these posts to bring them at par with the service rules was
 
unsuccessful even after protracted correspondence. 

The Forestry Planning and Development Project envisages inter-active research 
between agricultural crops and forest trees. This required association of
agricultural graduates since foresters have little knowledge of cereal and cash 
crops. But since the posts of agricultural assistant and Range Specialists were 
not provided in PC-I due to an oversight, they could not be posted in the 
project although the need was badly felt. 

Another project envisaging strengthening of forestry education at P.F.I. was
 
sanctioned but when implementation started the posts of teaching staflfwere
 
not sanctioned in spite of' continuous lobb" 
 g for the full five yea] sof tie
 
project.
 

In watershed managerient projects in la, .r, id Malakand, similar anomalies 
of inappropriate structure and inadequate stiai .xist despite their realization 
during tile last 15 years. Nangla/Tarbela Watershed Project in I lazara and
Nialakand watershed project in Dir and Swat have more or less identical targets
but have altogether different structure and strength of'staft The same holds 
true for the Kaghan Intensive Forest Management Project and Siran Intensive 
Forest Management Project. 

This is partly due to the tact that adequate thought was not given at tile time of' 
preparation of the project and lessons have not been learnt fironl past mistakes. 
Primarily it is due to the fact that the project has to be cleared at so many
stages and several cuts are imposed in the process, so tile project is sided when 
it isfinally approved. 
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In all development projects, it is a rule rather than an exception that the entire 
staff is provided through the development budget and they stay as temporary 
project staff even though the project iscontinued for 10, 15, or 20 years. On 
conclusion of the project, the staff may or may not be transferred to the normal 
budget and if they are not, the activity which has been continued for a long 
time isterminated. 

The provision of staff for projects of social forestry through tile developmental 
budget has other disadvantages as well. It is true without exception or an iota 
of doubt that funds are not provided in the ADP according to the phasing given 
in the PC-I when tile budget ispassed and printed. Across the board cut of 10

20% is imposed on the development budget which keeps on increasing with the 
occurrence of every disaster like floods, earthquake, political crisis within 
country or outside, price'hike ofgasoline in the international market and other 
happenings of similar nature. The staff has to be paid and no cut ispossible in 
their salaries. Tile result is that afler payment of salaries, office rent, POL, 
contingencies etc. nothing is left for works, extension and outreach activities. 
The projects continues but their benefits and effectiveness are reduced. 

3.3 CONCLUSIONS 

In conclusion, it can be stated that forestry extension has a great scope and 
potential for improvement in quality and outreach. Adequate funds through 
approved and pipe line projects for social forestry are available. A little 
improvement in training, change in organizational structure and a little more 
emphasis ov specialization rather than generalization can improve the 
effectiveness of the forest service a great deal. The staff has only to learn and 
follow the outreach strategy ofworking with tile people, involving them to 
help each other and themselves to increase their income through use of 
appropriate farm forestry activities and practices. Tile forester has to work as 
a catalyst. Their real contribution and accomplishment will be measured on the 
basis of private individuals who are motivated to learn, share new ideas and 
take steps to further their interest and enhance their income through tree 
culture. 
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5. FORESTRY-EXTENSION IN TIlE MASTER PLAN FRAMEWORK 

Dr. Muhanmmad Ashraf 

1 NEED FOR FORESTRY EXTENSION 

There are two compelling reasons to have a strong and effective forestry 
extension. First, a much greater peoples' participation will be needed in future. 
The Forestry Sector Master Pin (FSMP) proposes to plant trees on 3.6 million 
hectares of private farmlands and watersheds against less than I million 
hectares of public lands. For the first time, area under private forests and trees 
is expected to increase from the present 14 percent to almost equal to the area 
of public forests. People will not only have to esteem and protect trees and 
forests; they will have to grow them. That will need a massive educational and 
extension effort. 

Second, the old system of seeking public support through legislation has to be 
replaced. Law alone is no longer effective. peoples' participation will have to 
be secured through persuasion and education. 

2 PROPOSED EXTENSION MODEL 

The FSMP envisages quite a different form of extension service model than the 
existing one. Some essential characteristics are discussed below. 

2.1 REORIENTATION OF A'I1'TUI)ES 

The future extension service would be friendly, least officious and non 
intrusive. The basic plilosophy would be to arouse peoples' interest in forestry 
and initiate their participation rather than to control their actions. Least 
authoritati,,e, the extension organizations would motivate people and render 
technica! advice only. All actions like rasing nursery stock and use of inputs 
will be controlled by the people themselves. As commanding behaviour 
antagonizes people, the extension personnel would be devoid of unnecessary 
bureaucratic ornamentation an powers. The government departments will have 
to change their attitudes to accommodate these modern day extension needs. 
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2.2 MULTIPLE APPROACHES 

The strategy ofeducating people on the importance of trees and forests alone 

will not work. It has not worked before. Forests and trees mean different things 

to different people. A farmer would grow trees primarily to earn more money, 

a watershed inhabitant would protect forests to get more fuelwood and fodder, 

an environment conscious citizen would like to preserve forests for better 

living. Each has to be rLdched differently. The fiture extension service model 

will therefore have Multiple approaches and will be target oriented. It will be 

linked with the local culture. 

2.3 STRIIC'IJRE ANI) ST l'FING 

The organizational structure would be a mixture of public representatives and 

public servants. This would provide a wider forum and physical check to the 

dominating bellaviour of the officials. 

The structure of field organizations will depend oil specific needs of each 

province and area. The future extension set up at the central base level will 

need adequate, varied and qualified specialities. To cater for the needs of 

different groups, expertise in economics, marketing, comuunication and 

sociology will be needed in addition to agronomy, crop husbandry, forestry, 

range and livestock Management of trees and forests, marketing of wood and 

other products and crops, protection against diseases and pests and similar 

other aspects will become important concerns for extension. The staff will have 

to be properly trained for that. Training of social Foresters should be opened to 

qualified universities. Advisory and research component will have to be greatly 

strengthened. Well staffed, equipped and organized non-governmental 

organizations (NGOs) will be the ultimate ideal extension platforms. 

2.4 DIRECT BIENEFIT APIPEAL 

The appeal of direct personal economic and other benefits would be an integral 

part of the Iture education and extension programmes. Advocating of the 

doctrine of national wcliire will have a limited response in a developing 

country. Avenues of direct individual benefits related to forestry will have to be 

searched and drawn attention to. People involved in forestry, watershed and 

range development will have to be provided with the same incentives and 

privileges as are piovided for other economic activities in the area. It should be 

ensured that local people share the benefits resulting from their participation. 

The basic strategy will be to develop natural and hunan resources together. 
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2.5 ROLE OF WOMEN 

Women will be effectively involved in all future forestry extension. They will 
play important roles as field motivators and as specialists. 

2.6 EVALUATION AND RESEARCiH 

Extension units will have an in-built arrangement for evaluation of their 
performance and will bc willing to make amendments. There will be close 
linkage and communication between the existing models like the US-AID 
Forestry Planning and Development Project, the Malakand Social Forestry
Project in North West Frontier Province, Suketar Watershed Project inAzad 
Jammu and Kashmir and the Farm Forestry Project in the Punjab. This will help
to gain form experiences and not repeat mistakes and weaknesses. 

Much of the success ofexten,:ion work will depend upon the strentgth of 
research. A strong information and research data base vill be essential. 
Pakistan Forest Institute will be main centre of research for forestry extension. 
Local issues and problems will be researched at the provincial research station. 

3 STRENGTII ENING EXTENSION CAPABILITIES 

The FSMP proposals to strengthen the extension capabilities are as follows: 

3.1 GOVERNMENT FORESTRY DEPARTM ENTS 

Azad Janiniti and Kashmir:
 
There is no regular extension section. Some forestry staff is seconded to on
going development projects to carry out extension duties. The arrangement in
 
temporary and weak.
 

The FSMP has proposed the creation of a Forestry and Range Extension Cell
 
under aConservator of Forests.
 

Baluchistan:
 
There isonly one Public Relations Officer, a post created under the US-AID,

Forestry Planning and Development Project Obviously this is inadequate.
 

Tile FSMP has suggested that the existing office of the Project Director, [Farm

Energy Forestry Project should be made responsible for providing extension
 
services to farmers, livestock owners and local people in juniper forest tract.
 
This office should be headed by a Conservator of Forests.
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Northern Areas:
 
There is no formal arrangement for forestry extension in the Forest
 

Department.
 

The FSMP proposes to create a new Forestry Extension Division to begin
 

with. It will be headed by a Divisional Forest Officer.
 

North West Frontier Province:
 
The Conservator of Forests, Social Forestry Project, Malakand is responsible
 

for extension work in the project area. Sonic extension services are rendered
 

under other projects also. There is no formal extension arrangement in the
 

Forest Department itself.
 

The FSMIP proposed that a separate independent extension wing should be
 

created for the province and a Chief Conservator of Forests should be placed in
 

charge of it. Peshawar, Ilazara, Malakand and Kohat Forest Divisions should
 

be placed under this wing in order to facilitate experimentation on extension
 

work and to develop suitable extcilsion models for the rest of the province.
 

Punjnb: 
Conservator of Forests, Extension Circle at Lahore and Conservator of 

Forests, US-All) at Rawalpindi are taking care of extension work at present. 

Given the magnitude of farm forestry programme envisaged for the Punjab, the 

FSNIP proposes to create a full fledged Farm Forestry and Extension Wing. It 

will be head by a Chief Conservator of Forests. The offices of Conservators of 

Forests Extension and US-AID Circles will be attached with this wing. Field 

staff'will comprise 4 Conservators of Forests, Farm Forestry and 16 District 

Farm Forestry Officers. 

Sindh: 
Sonic extension work is done by Conservator of Forests, Social Forestry 

Circle, Karachi, It is inadequate. 

The FSMIP has proposed that this office should be expanded to include a strong 

extension section and renamed and Social Forestry and Extension Cell. Each 

civil district with potential for farm forestry should have a District Farm 

Forestry Officer. 

3.2 NON-GOVERN NIENTAL ORGANIZATIONS 

Forestry extension receives little support form non-governmental organization. 

Sonic which do assist, like the Aga Khan Rural Support Programme, have 
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emerged recently. The FSMP considers that NGOs could be the link between 
communities and the Forest Departments. It recommends encouraging
formation of new environmental and Forestry NGOs and assistrng social NGOs 
to include forestry and its extensior, in their programmes. Forest Departments
would strengthen their generally weak technical capabilities. 

3.3 FUNCTIONS OF EXTENSION UNITS 

The general responsibilities of extension units will include:
 
- Determining peoples' concerns and obtaining consensus on 
 actions 

needed;
 
- Initiating target oriented education and extension programmes addressed 

to landowners, tenants, graziers, rural uncmploycd,community groups,
general public and wood-using indUstries; 

- Arranging workshops, talks, forest visits and meetings of the people with 
foresters arid other experts; 

- Encouraging formation of environmental and fore.-try NGOs and
 
providing technical assistance to them; liaisoning with the existing
 
NGOs and other government and semi-government organizations;
 

- Developing a strong technical and marketing information base.
 
- Training and educating extension personnel;
 
- Suggesting extension p.LCies, strategils and lcgislation; and
 
- Monitoring and evaluating extension methods and techniques.
 

2. MAJOR FOREST POLICY "I'lRISTS 

One constructive way to plan fbr the fliturc isto take stock of the current 
status of fnrestry extension in NWFP and from there on move toward shaping 
our future based on projected requireinents. Although this could be done ill 
many difierent ways, one of which is to analyze and compare forestry extensioi, 
approaches adopted by various projects, I find it useful and fiuitful to take a 
diflferent and broader view of tile forestry extension situation in .IWFI, so as to 
relate forest policy and fbrestry extension. The situation analysis presented
here is, therefore, in the lorni of major policy thrusts, which could be 
categorized into the following: 
- resource protection and conservation, 
- promoting etincient and equitable resource use; 
- resource improvement and development; 
- research and demonstration; 
- strategic planning, execution, monitoring and evaluation; 
- institutional development. 
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2.1. RESOURCE PROTECTION AND CONSERVATION 

Resource protection and conservation for watershed, amenity, ecological and 

environmental reasons is an important forest policy objective. But protecting 
and conserving our existing forest resources and other ecosystems against the 

ever-increasing human and livestock populations, urbanization, rising standards 
of living and attendant expectations is a formidable task indeed. The prevailing 

attitudes of people in general toward quick liquidation of forests is a direct 
derivative of the resource being DISPERSED, REMOTE, OPEN, and 

VALUABLE ("Green Gold"). Such being the case, measures for ensuring 
resource protection and conservation have to be based more on promoting 
"Social Responsibility" and less on adopting "Punitive Measures", the latter 

being expensive, ineffective and hence unsustainable given the ,bove 
characteristics of our resources. The emphasis in forest policy therefore has to 

be shifted from exclusion through coercion to acceptance and contbrmity 
through better public relations and inculcating responsible behaviour with 
respect to resource protection and conservation. 

2.2 PROMOTING EFFICIENT AND EQUITABLE RESOURCE USE 

Wise and just use could relieve a substantial part of the increased stress to 
which our forestry and allied resources are subjected. Given the present state 
of technology in wood use for fuel, construction, industries etc., and the high 
degree of asymmetry and skewness in forest land ownership and access, 
improvements on both counts -efficiency and equity- are possible. Recognizing 
this efficient and more just resource use is being promoted in tileProvincial 
Forest Policy. 

2.3 RESOURCE IMPROVENIENT AND DEVELOPMENT 

But no matter how well do we protect, use and manage our forests, a simple 
statistical fact is:-it is not going to be enough. The need for resource 
improvement and development is an imperative that is inescapable. Large-scale 
afforestation and improvement efforts have to be undertaken with public and 
private initiatives to expand the resource base and thus satisfy the ever gowing 
requirements of timber, fuelwood, fodd( r and other products and 
environmental needs. 

2.4 RESEARCH AND DEMONSTFATION 

Although both basic and applied research is needed in forestry, the former is 

usually done by academic institutions such as the Pakistan Forest Institute. 
The departmental research thrust is therefore on a problem-solving oriented, 
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adaptive research such as the one done by the ILO-assisted project, " 
Technology and -Training in Afforestation and Soil Conservation", and various 
Harvesting Technique Improvement measures. 

2.5 STRATEGIC PLANNING, EXECUTION, MONITORING AND 
EVALUATION 

The successful translation of policy declarations into workable programmes,
projects and plans, and their efficient execution, monitoring and evaluation are 
pre-requisites for optimizing achievement of organizational objectives. Tihese 
also provide a framework for managerial decisions and serve as basis for 
control and as an input for future decision making. That is why in the 
Provincial Forest Policy, strategic planning, execution, monitoring and 
evaluation have been given due priority. 

2.6 INSTITUTIONAL I)EVELOPMENT 

To operationalize the policy statements made above, an adept institutional 
mechanism in terms of organizational structure and culture is needed for clarity
of purpose and strategy, efficiency, and coordination between the
 
interdependent parts of the organization 
 to ensure organizational effectiveness.
 
A proposal for re-organizing the NWFP Forest Department 
so as to give it the
 
structure and therefore nurture an organizational culture that is conducive for
 
peoples' participation has been put forth before the provincial government.
 

3. DISCUSSION ISSUES 

A number of issues need to be discussed so as to facilitate the adoption of 
effective forestry extension in the province. The purpose in identifying these 
issues is twofold: to serve as flash lights or alert points and to sharpen our 
understanding of these issues for better tackling. 

For convenience these issues have been lumped together into three broad 
categories: 
- issues for policy makers; 
- issues for programme planners; 
- issues for field project managers. 
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3.1 ISSUES FOR POLICY MAKERS 

Policies, legislation and regulations: 
What kind of policies, type of legislation, and set of regulations do we need so
 
that the forestry extension strategy trajectory or flight plan follows the course
 
envisaged for it?
 

Institutional and organizational issues:
 
Based on available evidence, an organizational structure for the NWFP Forest
 
Department has been proposed to the government to further the cause of social
 
forestry in the province. Similarly different institutional mechanisms at the
 
community level are being tried toward the same end. However, we need to be
 
open and learn to work in an evolving process mode. Therefore,
 
organizational structure and institutional structure have to be periodically
 
reviewed and evaluated for needed changes.
 

Investments:
 
Are the present investment trends in forestry extension of time horizons, of
 
magnitudes, from sources, and directed toward activities to build the needed
 
extension capacity?
 

External assistance:
 
Where is the external assistance -technical, financial, intellectual- going to? Is
 
it better utilized for producing direct results or for strengthening local
 
capacities for initiating, managing and sustaining activities with respect to
 
income generation, resource management, productive physical infrastructure
 
creation, and enh'ancing quality of life?
 

3.2 ISSUES FOR PROGRAMME PLANNERS 

Project and programme planning: 
How should the social forestry and forestry extension projects and programmes 
be planned for the various physical, biological, ecological, land use, land 
tenure, and socio-economic situations that are encountered in the province? 
Could we or should we follow and replicate the Malakand Social Forestry 
approach for institutionalizing social forestry through a three phased strategy 
comprising of a Trial Phase, Development Phase and Expansion Phase, each 
with a 5-year time horizon. 

Monitoring and evaluation: 
What should be monitored and evaluated, at what stage, how, with what 
frequency, and how to incorporate monitoring and evaluation results into 
forestry extension projects and programmes? How to deal with qualitative 
variables that defy measurement such as social and attitudinal variables? All 
these questions rbquire discussion, investigation and elaboration. 
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Coordination and collaboration: 
Now that the informal networking of forestry extension projects in Pakistan 
and NWFP has taken a step further and formalized in the form of holding the 
present workshop, what next is needed to further build on the on-going
coordination and collaboration? Shall we continue with the same approach or 
give it a different direction for developing and re-enforcing horizontal and 
vertical linkpges? 

Training and education: 
Most of the social forestry projects in NWFP are inter-disciplinary and 
there'bre involve many technical skills such as forestry, agriculture, 
horticulture, livestock husbandry etc. So shall we adopt the Integrated
Extensioti Unit approach to do the job across the board or try something
different? How lo inform the policy makers about forestry extension efforts? 
Through workshops like this? And how to increase the capabilities and skills 
ofproject planners and project managers? What kind of training and education 
will be needed for these? What about the adequacy and relevance of trainers, 
training institutions and training materials? 

Research and demonstration: 
How to identify relevant research needs, and assign priorities and 
responsibilities for implementation? How much of physical and biological
research and surveys vis-a-vis socio-economic research and surveys? In the 
same context, how much time and money be spent on issue analysis? 

3.3 ISSUES FOR FIELD PROJECT MANAGERS 

Project and programme implementation:
 
How should forestry extension be implemented? Shall we integrate forestry

extension and activity execution in promotional forestry, but separate extension
 
and protection in conservation forestry? In a nutshell how to operationalize the
 
extension strategy?
 

Awareness raising:
 
Are the present public awareness campaigns of forestry extension adequate,

relevant, realistic and appropriate? How to link and weigh raising
awareness 
and attitude changes? 

Peoples' participation: 
The present approach of village development committees is a "Representational
Model". Shall we equate this representation with participation? Do village
representatives on these committees represent all interest groups? Or shall we 
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go for a much larger participation in the form of village assemblies to qualify] it 

for "Participation Model"? And then the basic questions of participation in 

what, where, how and at what time? 

Field :ncentives: 
How t, motivate field workers and village communities? What incentives 

should be given, in what foria, how much, when etc. so that the incentive 

achieves what it is intended for and does not promote dependence of village 

communities on the project? 

Field coordination: 
How to coordinate various project activities in the field so that these contribute 

to the stated objectives individually and in combination rather than countering 

each other? 

My intention in presenting these forestry extension related issues has been 

analytical rather than historical or narrative. By so doing I tried to avoid giving 
and thus hope toindividualistic definite answers (of which there are not many!) 

invite discussi' n and thus eventually some form of consensus. 

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

While I have posed too many questions and raised too many points to ponder 

on, I am glad to share with you that the NWFP Forest Department has 

conceived a comprehensive 20-years Forest Resource Conservation and 

Development Programme under the banner of "FOCUS GREEN SARIIAD" 

(FGS). The programme runs across the board and involves both private 

(farming communities, business community, religious institutions, NGOs and 

public representatives) and public sectors (government departments, academic 

institutions, uniformed forces) to further the cause of forestry and allied 

resources in the province through developing extension approaches for the 

various actors and factors involved. 

For any forest development programme it is important to remember that 

experience in general rural development has shown that neither the "top-down" 

nor the "bottom-up" strategy of development is as promising as the "Assisted 

Self-Reliarce" approach that transcends both approaches. The underlying 

principle of Assisted Self-Reliance is working with, rather than for the people. 

This strategy, which is being adapted and adopted for FGS, "implies no fixed 

design but a host of elements to be combined in appropriate sequences and 

zmounts". Just to give an idea, a quick run through of the elements of the 

strategy is given below: 
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Loca! organizations:
 
Creation, strengthening and involvement of local organizations that establish
 
both horizontal and vertical linkages should be pursued.
 

Multiple channels for action:
 
Rather than rely only on just one form of institutional linkage -whether
 
bureaucratic, co-operative, NGO, etc.- it is more conducive for resoui ,e

conservation and development to involve multiple channels for action thereby
 
fostering competition and complementarity between the channels.
 

Blending "indigenous" and "modern" technologies:
 
Many of the traditional technologies and resource management systems (as

exemplified by various grazing systems in Dir Kohistan) 
are not static and in 
fact represent an empirical adaptation to prevailing conditions and thus could 
be upgraded with some outside inputs for a better fit. 

Sustainable resource mobilizatioi:
 
While 
some external assistance is likely to be needed and appropriate , sole 
dependence on outside sources is unsustainable and outright risky. Local 
resource mobilization mechanisms therefore have to be designed. 

Use of paraprofessionals:
 
Paraprofessionals from within the communities have to be trained 
so that the 
services are available within the villages at the programme conclusion. 

Organizational re-orientatlion:
 
A full-fledged organizational re-orientation is a long and time taking

phenomenon and therefore hns to come in increments rather than in an instant.
 

Evolving process approach:
 
Extension is a process that evolves over 
time and the main building blocks of 
which are human and social capabilities and not material or mechanical. Even 
the latter capabilities come into being and use only through peoples' ideas and 
motivation. The key to the "safe" therefore lies inihuman ingenuity, which it is 
hoped will be available in plenty in the discussions! 
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Intenational Experiences in Forestry Extension 
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6. COMMUNITY FORESTRY: PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES
 
FOR EMPOWERING AND MOBILIZING PEOPLE
 

FOR RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
 

Dr. Narayan Kaji Shrestha
 
Jane Gronow
 

1 INTRODUCTION 

This paper describes some principles and practices in community forestry,
based on the experiences in Nepal. It starts with an analysis ofsocial and
political history of change in fPrestry inorder to understand the evolution of
the current institutional structure and its possible future shape. It is realized 
that the forestry sector in Nepal has come to a critical jun~cture where it can go
any direction from centralized bureaucratic or feudal control to decentralized
consensual management by local users. It is acknowledged that the changing
role of forestry in development ofNepal is result and impact of changing
international development policies which seem to be precarious and very
vulnerable against poor, women and ethnic groups living in the remote hills. 

2 BRIEF IIISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

Not much study is done about hunter-gatherer groups in Nepal, but customs of
Chepang, Raute, Kusunda, Tharu, Dhimal, etc. indicate that such people
existed and still exist in Nepal. In medieval times when forest resources were
abundant these people moved around and also practised slash and bum 
agriculture. However these indigenous groups were gradually displaced by
organized Tibeto-Burman and Indo-Aryan immigrants. Forest resources during
this period were used for gathering of fodder, firewood, timber, medicinal 
herbs, tuber, animal bedding, etc. Because of the gradual population pressure,
clearing of the forest area for agriculture purposes was also practised, and
tenurial rights over the land and an informal system of forest use evolved 
among the local groups. The leaders of the groups even started their own
principalities, fieftoms, and kingdoms depending upon organizationai power 
and strength. 

In 1768, the process ofunification of Nepali fiefdoms was started by the Shad 
dynasty of Gorkha and a new nation, Nepal, was horn. As the Gorkha dynasty
started taking shape and expanded, it had to be very careful with tie expanding
East India Company. For this reason, the Terai forests were maintained as a
physical barrier against possible invasion from the South (Regmi, 1984). Also 
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forest resources were distributed as kipat, birta, jagir etc. to secure local 
landlords' loyalty toward new nation, to maintain their control and exploitative 
authorities over the mass, and to pay for their services to the new government. 
As the state bureaucracy started growing, the state started asserting ownership 
ov'er natural resources like forest and minerals, and transferred ownership to 
individuals and institutions as privileges. However, village people had free 

access to forests for fulfilling their daily forest product needs. During the Rana 
hegemony (1846-1950) the government used forest resources mainl'v for 
exploitation and conversion into agricultural land. A number of riles to 
regulate access to forests and removal of forest products (Mahat et al., 1986) 
mainly for sale to British India were drawn up. Moreover a forest office was 
established in Kathmandu, along with a forest inspection office with a number 
of check posts to regulate the sale of forest products and the hunting of game 
(Bajracharya, 1983V. The forests of the Terai were recognized as valuable 
source for timber .id railway sleepers to be exported in India, and advice to 

regulate their extraction was sought from British Foresters. Thus, forest 
product extraction from tile Terai was dominated by the Indian demand. It 
became a big source of illegal income through timber export and of creation of 

birta land by clearing the forests. Thus all those in power, had vested interest to 

exploit and clear as much forest as they could. 

A forest service was created in 1942 along in the lines of the Indian Forest 

Service and its officials were trained at tile Imperial Forestry School, 
Dehradun. The department had three regional and 12 divisional forest offices. 
Their main job was to conduct forest exploitation according to a series of 
workin&. plans prepared following patterns established in British India. The 
forest service was shaped in the colonial mould but very much understaffed. 
Forests in the hills remained under control of landlords, local fiefs and cronies 
of the Ranas. Gradually, they started to transfer tenurial authorities in their 
own name. 

The democratic set up e'stablished after 1951, recognized the importance of 

forests in the national economy and development, and decided to transfer 
privately owned forests such as birta, jagir to the state. It had become 
imperative to repeal power of dominant land-owning gentries over forestry 
resources which were being used for exploitation and control of the mass. For 
this, "Private Forests Nationalization Act 1957" was introduced. The Act could 
however not be implemented properly, and powerful elites managed to keep 

the forest area under their control and use it according to their wishes. Since 
the forestry officials could not assert their authority, the forests saw the 
'tragedy of commons' and became a free resource for all. Even some people 
destroyed forest and trees on their private land to save them from 
nationalization. People were kept in dark about legislative provision so that 
only bureaucracy and elites could use it for their own benefits. Forest resources 
became a sourceof income for bureaucrats and politicians. 
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One former old forest guard told during one of the orientation workshops:
"Now you people are asking me to change and become people-oriented, how 
can I believe you? When I was working as a forest guard in the Terai,
Conservators and other forest officials used to visit and ask for thousands of 
rupees, goat or deer sukuti (dried meat), even sometime girls. Where did I get
them? I had to exploit the forest to fulfil their demands. How can I believe that 
they have all become benevolent now? I know if I do not fulfil their demands 
and question them I will either lose my job or I will be in trouble somehow" 
(Pers. Comm.) This situation has not changed significantly until now. 

A Forest Act (1961) was formulated with a view of reversing the effect of 
nationalization and soliciting support of locally sponsored organizations like 
village panchayats and district panchayats for protection and creation of 
forests. This act made provisions of national forests (degraded natural forests),
private forests, lease forests and religious forests. It was, in fact, a ploy to 
hand-over forest resources back into the hands of those people from whom 
authorities were taken away in 1957. Because by then most of those powerful
village elites were enjoying power in different level ofpanchayats. Inspite of 
lack ofprovisions for the hand-over to local organizations, wherever forestry 
officials had not reached, the panchayat leaders decided to protect forests 
within their panchayat boundaries, which they had been doing anyhow 
(Gilmour et al., 1991). The Forest Protection Act (1967) laid down guidelines
for taking sever punitive action for forest offenses, which strengthened the 
policing role of the Department of Forests and effectively initiated a process of 
alienation of local people from utilization and management of th, forest 
resources. 

A government policy of involving local institutions in the protection and
 
utilization of forests was proposed in the National Forestry Plan of 1976: "A
 
public cc )peration and participation programme will be carried out to involve
 
the public in the use and management of local forests" (Anonymous, 1976).

However, wider powers were also received by the District Forest Officers
 
under the plan to formalize the transfer of nationalized deforested land to 
panchayats for the creation and protection of forests. The then government and 
donors perceived that over-population and forest nationalization were 
hastening forest destruction causing environmental degradation and a short-fall 
in the supply of forest products. The proposed panacea was to reverse the 
Nationalization policy and conduct a programme of"motivation and education 
activities to promote people's interest and participation in community forestry 
activities" (Manandhar, 1982). It took 17 years to bring legislation regarding
above provisions. Even after promulgation of legislations with provisions of 
handing over management rights to the village panchayats, the forest 
bureaucracy was, to a certain extent, unwilling to share "gold laying" hen. 

Community forestry development began in the mid I9 70s partly as a response 
to the deteriorating condition of the country's forests. The National Forestry 
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Plan of 1976 recognized that "the Forest Department has been ignoring the 

forests in the Hill regions and this has led to the deterioration of the watershed 
which are now in very poor condition." One solution was seen to be to 
encourage the conversion of Government land to Panchayat Forest with trees 

being raised by the Panchayats. External donors played a critical part: "and in 

that year (1977) there were visits by the World Bank Forestry Sector Survey 

Mission, the FAO's Technical Cooperation Programme Mission and a number 

ofFAO/Asian Development Bank Missions. Internationally, FAO had 

published its landmark paper on forestry for local community development" 

(Griffin, 1988). Massive donor support started pouring in form the late 70's to 

reforest the hill sides. The programme was launched as the 

HMGN/FAO/UNDP Community Forestry Development and Training Project 
funded by the World Bank and other bi-lateral forestry projects. The 

Community Forestry Development Project (CFDP) was to be the flagship, 
however the project missed to analyze in depth the real nature of the local 
forestry use and it associated problems or the social and political context of the 

country. Rathcr FAO advocated the same type of objectives and largely 
technical activities for Nepal as it was promoting throughout the third world: 
nurseries, smokeless stoves, plantations, forest protection committees, 
extension programmes, etc. "Plant tree, protect forest" was its slogan. 

By the mid 1980s a few socially oriented Government and project officials 
began to seriously question the preoccupation in resource creation and 
protection. They had by now seen that despite the generous budgets, plantation 
targets were rarely achieved, seedling survival was abysmal and forest 
management plans prepared by technicians and written in English were left to 

rot in Panchayat office cupboards. 

A few of these people spent time in the villages and initiated a dialogue with 

people. Soon they learned that local forestry was much more complex and 

often quite different from the accepted wisdom. People could articulate many 
of the real reasons for forest degradation: removal of the jimmawals without 
creating a new institution in their place; exploitation of forest resources and 

embezzlement of funds by contractors, Pradhan Panchas and forestry officials; 
and their own helplessness. People could articulate importance and need of 

forests. Their level of indigenous technical knowledge was also high. Where 

plantations had been established it was without local involvement often using 

species no one wanted. Villagers were not aware that the panchayat forests had 
been handed over to them, committees had no mandate within which to operate 
and whole panchayats had been designated as the managerial unit of forests 
used only by a few small hamlets 

Gradually, these people in Nepal and indeed worldwide, have advocated a shift 
from a "tree" to a "people" focus in forestry development programmes. 
Similarly the perception of the villagers as the problem shifted to viewing 

people as the solution. In November 1987 a national workshop was held to 
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discuss community forest management. The workshops confirmed that 
community forestry had "got off to a false start" and proposed a new model 
with "the transfer of responsibility for forest protection and management from 
the central government to the users" (Banko Jankar, 1987) as its focus. The 
most important development initiative in Nepal's forestry sector from all this is 
the Community and Private Forestry Programme which aims to "develop and 
manage forest resources through the active participation of individuals and 
communities to meet their basic needs" (Master Plan, 1988). 

There is however a lag between the development theories and the actions of 
most practioners on the ground. The lag is in part due to inertia and vested 
interests (Leach and Mearns, 1988) and institutional incompatibility (Fisher,
1990) but also lack of exposure of the forest technicians to these development
theories. There is a need to marry development theories with forestry practices
and to make the new concepts more accessible to foresters, to strip them of 
their obscure jargon and make them sound more like common senre. "The 
obstacles to restoring and maintaining adequate forest cover in Nepal are not 
technical, but socio-political: how to make rural people aware of their rights
and how to encourage them to exercise these rights and to make their own 
decisions" (Westoby, 1989). The problem still exists relating how to enable a 
forest service to change its role from policing the forests to serving the local 
communities. 

Community forestry development will not come about by following a particular 
act, legislations, fnaster plan or blue print. A major problem in the community
forestry initiative was that successfully completing programmes often took 
precedence over the way in which they were implemented. The most important
factor is to decide upon a set of principles such as participation and 
sustainability, not a list of activities such as user group organization and
 
management plan preparation. Then only this problem can be minimized.
 

CIIARACTERISTICS OF COMMUNITY AND PRIVATE 
FORESTRY
 

Until now in many places social forestry or community forestry refers to a 
programme of plantation establishment (and protection) by the Forest 
Department, the products of which are then distributed (by the Department) to 
the nearest village rather than to the nearest saw mill. However, leading
practitioners would certainly reject this notion of community forestry: for 
people but not directed by them. The Nepal Australia Forestry Project is quite
definite that "community forestry refers to the control and sustainable 
management of local forest resource by the users" (Trainers handbook, 1989). 
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The Master Plan (1988) also states that there will be a "phased hanoing over of 
all the accessible hill forests to the communities." 

Although in much of Nepal community forestry is still practised as it was in the 
early 1980s the "real" community forestry is characterized as a state in which: 
- All the forest users are participating in the creation, protection and 

utilization of the forest. Major decisions are taken with consensus of all 
the users by a full assembly, relying primarily on indigenous rather than 
outsiders' knowledge. 

- All the forest forest. E nefits areusers are receiving beiiefits from tile 
being shared in and equitable way and as far as possible basic needs of 
the foresfry products are being met. 

- The institutional arrangements are sustainable, the users can depend on 
their own resources (financial, physical, knowledge) to sustain their 
activities, they are self-reliant. 

- Environmentally the resource is being managed in a sustainable way. 
- The role of the Forest Department is restricted to facilitating the process 

and supporting the users, the role of the users, the role of the user 
group is (through their assembly) to direct local community forestry 
developments. 

In practice, this will usually mean an arrangement in which user group members 
come to an agreement with consensus on a forest management plan over a 
period of months. An assembly of users then endorses the plan as does the 
DFO. The assembly also may elect a committee to oversee implementation of 
its plan. The committee is wholly accountable to the users' assembly and it can 
formulate its own; rules. The users receive benefits from the forest according to 
their plan while at the same time contributing to its development. The Forest 
Department supports the users with technical advice when necessary. 

The characteristics of evkctive private forestry are analogous. The owner of 
the land should be able to take decisions about the establishment, protection 
and utilizatin of trees without interference from the Government officials. The 
role of th rorest Department should be to provide die private owners with 
advice it'and when asked and services such as seedlings and registration: not to 
police the movement of forest products form the private land. 

PRINCIPLES BEFORE PROGRAMMES 

Community forestry initiatives in Nepal have invariably been planned, 
implemented and monitored in terms of targeted physical activities; 
construction of so many nurseries, production of this many seedlings, 
establishment of so many hectares of plantation, etc. With the exception of the 
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Operational Guidelines (1990), little attention has been given to the way in 
which the activities are carried out, often with absurd results. One example is 
the way in which community plantations are established: afler selecting a 
planting site in consultation and collusion with a few prominent local figures a 
comrlittee is formed, the committee chairman cajoles local villagers to provide
voluntary labour to plant the site, tile ranger then employs a watcher (often
relatives of the prominent figures) to keep people out and erects a signboard 
with the name of the local Range Office on it. The committee chairman signs
the bill and gets his share. No wonder local people perceive the initiative as a 
Government enterprise and take no interest in protecting the seedlings, or go 
so far as to chase the assistant ranger off the planting site. 

This situation is perpetuated by the demand from the centre for information on 
"inputs" and "outputs" only. The Department of Forests (DoF) and oflen 
donors too want to know only how many hectares of forest have come under 
user group management not how this happened or who benefited. It is in
 
evidence that under political pressures large patches of forests are beng

handed 
over to a few local powerful elites in the name ofconimunity forestry.
The notion still exists that community forestry is "to educate and motivate 
ignorant villageri" with a slogan "plant trees, protect forests" or "form forest
 
you can get tLielwood, fodder, leaves."
 

Even those people who do have a clear idea about their goal often have no idea 
how to reach it. This happens at all levels. The silviculturist knows the nursery
is in poor condition but does not know how to improve it other than by writing 
a "nursery manual." The assistant ranger knows that the local people should 
protect the forests but other than by instructing them to do so lie doesn't know 
how to make this happen. The villagers want to see their bare hill side planted

but don't know how to do so and where to go. These are all due to lack of a
 
development strategy facilitating the technical prescription. Without a clear
 
conceptual framework clarifying the nature of "real" community forestry and
 
the development processes by which it can be facilitated, the programme will
 
never shake off its physical target mentality.
 

GUIDING PRINCIPLES 

It is clear that thd community forestry situatin in Nepal is still vulnerable. It is 
being practised niany ,,ays as forest and project officials see desirable. 
Variations are not problems but should be encouraged. However, commitment 
and intent are the problems, and processes and practices must be directed by a 
set of guiding principles, not by a pre-determined blue-print. The principles
must, of course, be in line with our vision of community forestry. When trying 
to decide "what to do next", how to "muddle on through" the following seven 
principles may be applied. 
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Creation of an environment facilitt!ng real participation 
.......
"Participation is considered to be an active process meaning that 

the group in question takes initiatives or asserts its autonomy to do so" 

(Rahman, 1981). 

There are many interpretations of participation. Too often in the forestry sector 

passive activities such as voluntary labour or listening to officials making 

speeches are also called "people's participation." Participation often means 

getting people to agree with what we want hem to do: "you must plant trees on 

your land (Tapaaile rukh ropnu paryo hoina ta)." However, "the idea of passive 

participation which only involves the people in actions that have been thought 

out or designed by others and are controlled by others is unacceptable" 

(Bhaduri and Rahman, 1971). Because passive participation will not encourage 

users for decision making and engender commitment it will not lead to "real" 

community forestry. Such groups and committees do exist in Nepal, invariably 

on paper only. Sustainable groups are active not passive. 

Participation has different connotations at different level. For users it means 

that the field staff should respect their rights to take decisions, for example, to 

prepare managemenit plans. Where the weaker sections are conceraed, 
participation in decision making can be a goal in itself: a change from being 

marginalised or excluded to being equal, respected and included. Where the 

authorities are concerned participation means that their dealings with the 

juniors which must be through dialogue, not directives, through workshops not 

training. Where the District Forest Officer isconcerned, participation means 

that all the field staff should be involved in defining and solving problems not 

just the DFO. For example staff meetings should be conducted to encourage 
discussion, dialogue and refection; not just boring monologu es (from DFO 

only), directives and threats on dictatorial lines. 

Community forestry must be geared towards fulfilling basic forest needs 

on an equitable basis 
"Vilkgers must use forest products to survive. Village forestry is not 

concerned with protection of forests for its own sake, but the need to 

provide a sustainable souice of forest products to the people ofNepal" 
(Fisher and Malla, 1987). 

A tendency is in evidenced in community forestry to propose a blanket ban ,)n 

harvesting of forest products for a while, This certainly makes forest protection 

easier and increases the commercial value of the resource, but the 
consequences for tlWise people dependent on the community forest can be 

disastrous. The principle should rather be one ofbenefit sharing not just forest 
protection. 
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Users are rarely made up of distinct, socio-economically homogeneous
communities, rather they tend to be a mix of different ethnic and caste groups, 
a mix of wealthy and impoverished families. A basic principle of community
forestry development must be that all members of a group can receive a share 
of the benefits of forest management; not just those who by virtue (ftheir 
position in society are more able to exploit the resource. The piecedent has to 
be clearly set that community forests are truly common not private or 
committed resources. To bring this about may involve making a special effort 
to empower the poorer groups. 

The needs of different "interest groups" within the user group will also vary
(Fisher and Malla, 1987). Those people with large private forests may not need 
daily products fohi the commor forest, rather they see it as a source of 
occasional high-value products such as timber. The needs of the poorer
sections vis a vis the community forest may well be for more basic needs such 
as fuel, grass, thatching materials. If a choice has to be made between the two 
management objectives then the fulfilment of basic needs has :o have priority. 

Sustai lbility is not a slogan but a practice to become independent and 
self-reliant 
In ordcr to be sustainable action initiated at any level must try to be dependent 
only on the resources available at their own levels, not on external inputs. The 
exceptions can be one-off inputs that are used to start-up a process, for 
instance a single payment into a user committee account to create a revolving 
fund. Paying the user group for every activity it carries out will lead to 
corruption and dependence, not self reliance. 

Self reliance does not only refer to financial self reliance it refers also to 
decision-taking. If the official insists on taking decisions on a group's behalf, 
the users will never build up their own self confidence: "don't ask us, ask the 
ranger sahib." The way a project vis a vis the implementing organization 
operates, also affects the likelihood of sustainability. If the project chooses to 
operate by carrying out the field work itself, or hands out large "incentives" 
then the work will collapse on the projects's departure if not before. If however 
the project restricts itself to a supporting role, provides competent assistance 
and necessary field equipment, activities may continue after it has finished. 

Sustainability also refers to the environmental as well as institutional aspects of 
social forestry. The forest resource is limited and should not be over-exploited. 

Flexibility is needed to accommodate variations and learning from 
processes 

"Evaluations are beginning to indicate that flexibility in planning and 
design, opportunity to adjust plans as projects progress, and continuous 
redesign during implementation, are essential for success" (Rondinelli, 
1983). 
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Situations vary from country to country and place to place. No two districts, 
r two sets of field staff are the same. One district may be blessed with a keen 
young officer full of new ideas and energy, another district may have been 
landed with and "old-style" officer, never before exposed to community 
forestry and more interested in directing territorial activities from his office 
chair. In either case the project will have to modify its original intentions, the 
same strategies will not work in the two districts. 

Similarly, every user group is different - it isnot possible to follow the same 
series of steps at each site. New problems will be left undiscovered and new 
issues unresolved. Often where user groups are concerned "each step is an 
experiment" (Griffin, 1988). 

"Tile basic concept which has come out of 10 years ofexperience is 
that implementing community forestry involves mutual learning by 
forest department field staff and village users. This process does not 
lend itself to implementation by blue print. This isparticularly relevant 
where blue prints are designed at tilecentral level by people who lack 
relevant implementation experience" (Rai et al., 1990). 

The first word in community forestry iscommunity then only conies 
forestry 
In "Management of Forests for Local Use in the lills of Nepal: Changing 
Forest Management Paradigms", Gilmour, King and llobley (1989) propose 
that "the notion of a changing paradigm has great importance in determining 
appropriate strategies for providing development assistance in the forestry 
area." They go on to explain that in the late 1970s to late 1980s "community 
forestry was operating from within a very traditional, western influenced 
paradigm. In this particular paradigm of forest development, the forests are the 
central focus with everything else being peripheral." 

Furthermore the "new paradigm puts people at the centre of the 'forestry 
problem' and makes everything else peripheral. While this sounds somewhat 
trite, by making this shift one adopts an entirely new and different perspective 
of decision making and action in solving problems". 

There is a huge role to be played by technical innovation in community 
forestry, but only as a service to local people, not as an end in itself.A classical 
example of the old paradigm is the f,';hion for creating model forests and 
demonstration plots. The technicians create the plots without considering the 
institutional aspect who they are to be a model for. No prior effort is made to 
involve local people who view the plots as concerning only the Government 
not themselves. But if local people are made the focus of the work, and an 
effort made to create local institutions that will manage the forests (user 
groups) then demand soon comes in from the new groups for advice on 
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technical aspects - "we want to learn how to cut the tree properly, please come 
and teach us." This is the time to make a model forest, together. 

Outsiders such as forestry and project officials are not community
members, so they can just facilitate and support
If it isaccepted that the role of the users is to take decisions, then what are the 
roles of the line agency and project staff? As they are not users they have no
rights to make decisions. They can be facilitators who support, assist and 
encourage the community. 

"We need outside help for analysis and understanding of our situation 
and experience, but not for telling us what we should do" (Rahman, 
1980). 

Outsiders such as tile field and project staff can help communities bring about 
their own development. Freire argues that this is only possible if they have"respect for the knowledge and experiences of the people worked with. The 
outside expert is not there to fill them up with his or her knowledge, instead 
there must be dialogue so that the relationship becomes one ofco-learners and
co-teachers. The work is "with" people not "on" them. The substance of the 
dialogue isbuilt on the themes and problems of the people in the area. Its aim
is for them to speak their voice; and ultimately their empowerment. Freire 
argues that the means used to achieve this must reflect the ends. For example,
he insists it isn't enough for tile worker genuinely to intend working towards 
people's empowerment - she or he must not mislead or manipulate them,
steering them towards agoal chosen by the worker but hidden from them." 
(Stanton, 1989). 

Don't flicker with easy way, be consistent with principles

Oxford dictionary defines consistency as "being constant to the same
 
principles" and "being compatible with."
 

All too often we agree on a way forvard during a wo.kshop or staff meeting
only to carry on with the same old activities in tile field not caring that they are
incompatible with our new found principles. The same applies to tile above 
principles. If they are to have any effect they must be consistently applied, not 
just when it suits us to remember them. 

INITIATION OF COMMUNITY FORESTRY ACTIVITIES 

In many countries the first step towards community and private forestry would 
still be to push for a favourable government policy and accompanying
legislation. In Nepal this hurdle has already been passed with tile approval of 
tile Master Plan and the new Forestry Bill (1992). However, it is also seen that 
rules, legislations and programmes are not the main bottlenecks, rather 
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commitment to implement them honestly is the main hurdle in community 
forestry development. Operational Guidelines (1990) for the implementation of 
the community forestry programme have also been prepared but certainly this 
has not made rangers' job easy. 

In all likelihood the situation we may encounter that the DFO may have had the 
Master Plan or Operational Guidelines for some time but has probably not 
digested their contents. The DFO does not have the experience to lead his staff, 
he has sent them out to form groups and they have come back with the names 
of a few "instant" committees. There is no local capacity to implement the 
programme, and with little support form the centre no commitment either. In 
tle villages people seem to be hacking away at the forests and grazing dol ,n 
the regeneration the same as ever. 

6.1 TECHNOLOGY FOCUS 

Faced with this situation a lot ofprojects decide to tackle it head on, with the 
latest technology, money, education programmes and incentives. The project 
draws up a programme focusing heavily on creation ofnew forest resources: 
spending money on raising and planting trees for some amorphous group of 
village beneficiaries, who never find out that the seedlings are meant for them. 
This kind of project oflen tries to improve the condition of the existing forest 
resource by setting up demonstration plots. The prescriptions carried out in tile 
fenced off plots ufortunately neglect to explain how local people could also 
obtain the rights to do this. A few committees are organized to manage 
community forests, but without a mandate under which to operate. Education 
programmes are run to give people all the knowledge about the forest they 
already possess, that it is important and supplies them with fuelwood and 
fodder. To involve the DFO staff, the project runs skill training courses, hands 
out equipment, manuals, incentives and targets. The underlying inertia and lack 
of interest in the DFOs is never tackled. 

The end result ofall these costly activities is..... nothing (figure 6.1). No 
change is engendered in the District Forest Office. No linkages are set up 
between the different activities and with the local communities. Any short term 
gains are lost when tile project leaves. 
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ACTIVITIES RESULTS 

*Reforestation ------------- > 
*Demonstration plots -----> 
*Seedling distribution ------> 

Forest protection 
PROGRAMME committees --------------- > NOTHING 
PREPARATION * Private planting campaigns -> REMAINS 
BY PROJECT Study tours ------------------ > ONCE PROJECT 
(iniplemented by/ S LEAVES 
with DFO) * Skills training, incentives 

and targets for field staff---> 
*Monitoring and evaluation --> 
uEducation programmes for 

I villagers 

Figure 6.1: One way of initiating community forestry 

6.2 INSTITUTION BU!LDING FOCUS 

The primary task in community forestry development is to create the 
institutions that will establish and manage the forests; the user groups. Only 
once these groups are in place, any progress be made on improved forest 
management, widespread reforestation, private planting or benefit distribution. 

Going back a step we must ask "who is going to organize and support the user 
groups?" In the beginning this role belongs to the field staff, who, as already 
discussed, are neither committed to, nor conceptually clear about this job. 
Tackling this blockage must then be our starting point. Figure 6.2 depicts an 
alternative process to develop a community forestry programme. The different 
steps are highlighted in figure 6.2. 
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----------------- 

PROCESS --------------- > RESULTS 
RESOURCE INCREASING 
CREATION RESOURCES 

BENEFITPROGRAMME 
> DISTRIBUPREPARED 

BY DFOs and INSTITUION INSTITUTION TION 
PROJECT 	 BUILDING IN BUILDING IN 

DFO: VILLAGES: --------------- > PRIVATE 
FIELD STAFF USER 	 FORESTRY 

(implemented REORIEN GROUPS 
by DFO) TATION -----------------> 	 SELF 

RELIANCE 
IMPROVED(supported by 	 RESOURCE 

MANAGE 	 RESOURCEproject) 
MENT MANAGE 

MENT 

Figure 6.2: A new way of initiating community forestry 

Progranme preparation 
This is a team building exercise among and between the project and the DFO 

staff to agree on initial strategies, activities and roles. The programme should 

be flexible and should change as the work progresses. It is not ablue-print. In a 

later phase, organized users must be included in such programme planning. 

The outputs of the discussions should be abrief overall strategy paper for tihe 

whole project area and general programmes detailing goals, areas of pilol 

activity, responsibilities, review and risks. The programmes should leave the 

finer details e.g. sites to work on, to be decided by the field staff at 

reorientation workshops. 

A learning process approach to programme development should be adopted. 

The learning process approach begins with the assumption that tile action 

agency is unclear on how to implement the new intervention strategy, but its 

top officials believe that the new strategy is worth pursuing. The agency's 

intention is to learn about, the field intervention methode!ogies through action 

and to determine the implications for the agency's existing policies and 

procedures. Ifthe agency expects the adoption of the new intervention strategy 

on a large scale, changes may be required within the agency including the 

development of new capacities. 
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Field staff reorientation 
An attempt at solving and tackling fundamental problems through workshops, 
field exercises, follow-up support and change in the working environment, 
reorientation leads to the building of institutions with the DFO that can support 
community forestry at the district level'. 

Reorientation which encompasses change in value systems and attitude is 
different form retraining; it attempts to tackle the fundamental issues, not just
acquisition of knowledge. Reorientation is possible only through deliberately
sympathetic approach to the field staff. There is no other way of enabling the 
field staff to become dedicated to community forestry and become professional
in their job than for those in positions of authority to trust them, support them 
and treat them professionally. Participatory workshops can be used to begin the 
process of reorientation. The workshop is essentially a series ofdiscussions on 
aspects of Community Forestry. In these discussions there is no teacher-pupil
relationship, rather it is accepted that everyone has something to contribute 
from their own experience. 

"It seems obvious that to 
bring about participatory 
development we need a 

Sharing 
Experencer, 

participatory approach to 
training" (Bhasin, 1989). 

Practice Reflectlrn/ 

This learning model can C r 
Dicurion 

also be successfully used at 
District Forest Office staff Canclu~ion 
meetings, seminars of local 
leaders, and during 
extension work in the 
villages. The model is 
useful in any situation where open discussion or team building or reaching a 
consensus is needed. 

Often the facilitator will have to challenge the views of the participants during 
the discussion; for instance on the reasons for forest degradation. Invariably 
most rangers re-assess their stance and often decide to change to a more honest 
one; for instance that forest destruction is due to the policies of the 
Government and the actions of the local leaders: not just due to villagers 
ignorance. In this way attitudes slowly change. The role of the workshop 
facilitator is essentially the same as that of the facilitator in the village: to help
people analyze their situation. During the discussions the field staff also 

Isee Shrestlia, N.K. & Grono,', IV. (1990). (1992a) and 1992b 
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develop their ideas. By the end of the workshop they should have developed 

both a conceptual framework, a set of practical -,uidelines and commitment for 

the initiation of community forestry. 

Institution building: user group organization 
It is important at the initial stage that user group organization proceeds on a 

restricted rather than an extensive basis. Although the actual process of user 

group organization is different at each site five distinct phases can generally be 

recognized: 
-Commitment from the DFO staff. 
-Preliminary investigation of the forest and its possible users. 

-Investigation and interaction with all the users. 
-Consensus building of the users about forest management. 
-Formalization of consensus and handover of forest. 

The output of the process is usually an organized group, a management plan 

and a user committee. 

It is important that stages are seen as a process rather than as physical activities 

such as house to house visits and group meetings. Equally important, the 
asinvestigation and consensus building work should not be approached 

extension work, there are no new ideas to be "extended" to the villagers, rather 

the work is compatible with community organization or participatory planning. 

Throughout the process the equity aspect, must be addressed; the ideas 

proposed by one or two member of the community may be technically sound 

but will everyone be able to benefit from them? Where an local management 

system is already in place It is STRONGLY recommended that it is also 

investigated before being formalized. It is very dangerous to legitimize existing 

systems without confirming that everyone is happy with them. 

Another feature of pilot user group organization is the limited importance place 

on technical advice. Technical innovation is important but only once there is an 

institution in place to use it. Often it is better to encourage the users to rely on 

their own (perfectly adequate) indigenous silvicultural knowledge at this stage 

so building up their confidence, leaving (marginal) technical improvements to 

later. 

A very important feature of a successful pilot stage is that it will set the right 

precedents. If the first user groups have the characteristics of "real" community 

forestry described above, then the groups that come may be similar. Likewise if 

the wrong precedents are set. This is particularly important where the only 

local precedents for common property resource management have been those 

set by the jimmawals or panchas. Once the pilot groups are in place a staff 
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meeting should be held to review the work and suggest changes in the 

guidelines. 

Resource management and benefit distribution 

The resource management activities the use;s intend to carry out will be 
specified in their management plan. Most plans cover a similar range of 
activities which can be grouped into physical activities, non-physical activities, 
and management of private tree resources. Groups do have the ability and 
commitment to manage a resource, as evidenced by the fact that they have 
prepared management plans. The groups are particularly strong in the following 
aspects of resource management: 
- Indigenous silvicultural knowledge: The groups knowledge is invariably 

greater than that of the DFO staff and certainly adequate to enable them 
to devise sound silvicultural prescriptions. 

- Institutionally: Tile group is in a stronger position than the DFO staff to 
manage forests, the group has a mandate from both the users and the 
Government to go ahead. 

- Motivation: Motivation among group members to improve the resource is 
generally higher than among DFO staff. The users motivation is that 
they will benefit from the improvements. 

Although users as individuals do have very good silvicultural knowledge gained
from managing trees on their own land and from observing the forest, this 
knowledge may never have been applied to management of a common resource 
before. To date the community forest will probably have been under either a 
blanket protection "regime", an unregulated "free for all", or the control of one 
or two individuals. 

To implement its plan, the group may well have specified that it needs certain 
external inputs: seedlings from the DFOs nurseries, office equipment, advice on 
landslide control techniques, help with calculating stocking or demarcating the 
boundary of the forest. If these inputs are not forthcoming the group is going 
to become demoralized, gradually moving from an "everything is possible" 
stance to a feeling that "nothing is going to change." One by one the ambitious 
plans will be shelved. Some problems may be built into the structure of the 
group itself. Those gioups that are small and made up of say, thirty inter
related Rai families are more likely to succeed than large groups which have to 
accommodate and reconcile different ethnic, political and economic factions. In 
addition the homogenous groups are more likely to have worked as a 
community before. The factions have different, often conflicting needs and in 
the case of political factions will probably not even trust each other. In these 
groups the onus is very much on the committee to implement the plan. 

The mechanism by which management activities are carried out is dependent on 
two implementing institutions; the assembly and the user committee, (a third 
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institution - the Forest Department will also be called upon to provide support). 

It is important that the first institutions are active. The assembly to take the 

decisions that will act as both mandate to the committee and a check on it; the 

committee to ensure the wishes of the users it represents are carried out. To a 

large extent the success of the user group depend on the strength of these two 

institutions. Regular user groups networking will strengthen groups morale. 

Forest resource creation 
The creation ofuser groups will proceed slowly at first. Reforestation will 

probably continue through the Forest Department but with a gradual transfer of 

responsibility to user groups. 

Private forestry 
Many of the blockages in private forestry are caused by lack of trust in the 

government, lack of supporting services, and protection problems. Rangers 

reorientation and user group forestry should have a positive impact on private 
planting too. 

Monitoring and evaluation 
Most of these activities will be uncharted territory for project, field staff and 

users. On-going monitoring and evaluation will be an essential learning and 
management tool. 

6.4 	 CONCLUSION: INSTITUTIONAL CHANGE AND 
INSTITUTIONALIZATION 

"A major challenge over coming decades is bureaucratic reorientation (Korten 

and Uphoff, 1981) including a change form authoritarian to participatory styles 

and a shift in responsiveness from orders from above to demands from below 

(Chambers, 1983)." 
The working environment in which the field staff find themselves must also be 

conducive to their new role. It will be difficult for the field staff to adopt a 

service-oriented role when the value system they work within encourages them 

otherwise. Change in the value system of the Forest Department needs to come 

from the higher levels first - senior officials and senior project advisers. 

Furthermore, the present hierarchical working style of the Forest Department is 

not suitable for sustaining community forestry development. An example on 

one area in which change is needed is field staff meetings. These are at present 

often in the style Chambers (1983) describes: 

"In meetings subordinates are upbraided, cajoled and given orders. They are 

asked for reports or targets achieved, not for problems encountered. Poor 

performance or deviant initiatives are rewarded by punishment or posting. 

Promotion come, if at all, through compliance or through working in 
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headquarters. Real problems of implementation or impact are repressed; 
appearances of achievement applauded. Senior officers do not learn from their 
subordinates and subordinates do not learn from their rural client." A more 
appropriate style of working would be stimulative and supportive rather than 
directive and punitive. 

In order to implement the process described in this chapter the various levels of 
institutions needs to be strengthened for decision making, effective 
management, planning and monitoring. For a project this could be achieved 
through experience sharing as well as team building exercises. However, a 
project will have to transfer skills and technologies to the DFO staff as well as 
the users so that those institution are strengthened. Slowly and gradually, the 
project should move from an active to supportive role and eventually pull out 
its support so that other institutions can try to build on their own confidence 
gained during the project period. 

The DFO as an institution is strengthened by the workshops, participation in 
decision making, and field practices so that the district staff are able to initiate a 
user group organizing process and continue to support and strength user 
groups. As soon as the user groups become confident and skilful the DFO staff 
will have to move to another area. In this way, a sustainable process of 
enabling users to manage their community resource will evolve. 

Eventually, users' assemblies will be making decisions about the types of 
development activities they want to initiate in community and private forestry. 
The users' committee will translate these decisions to user level planning. The 
user group networking workshops will collect and compile such plans from all 
the user groups and collect as district level plans which will be forwarded to the 
concerned District Level Committees. Compilation of the plans by the Project
Level Committees will become the project pl,,nning which will be fed into 
national planning mechanisms. Thus a bottom-up planning process may be 
initiated. 
This will initiate 4 bottom-up planning process which should be viable in the 
current political climate in Nepal. To build support for the process, networking 
of users at the nati .nal level will be required. Publicity to raise awareness about 
the process will create sympathy and support. Various visits from and to 
projects will develop networking relationships and such interaction will effect 
changes in the process itself 

This change in the planning process will be possible if various committees, 
meetings, and workshops initiate a participatory process and delegate decision 
making authority to lower levels. All the meetings and assemblies at the user 
level, the DFO level, the project level, and higher planning level need to be 
conducted regularly on the proposed experiential model then only will this 
kind of planning process emerge and empowerment of users take place. 
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7. EXPERIENCES AND STIU TEGIES IN
 
FORESTRY EXTENSION
 

IN TIHAILAND
 
Pearmsak Makarablironi
 

Technical Forest Officer, Royal Forest Department 

INTRODUCTION
 

During the last centnry forests in Thailand belonged to the local governors. 
During that period Thai forestry aimed at timber extraction and benefits were 
mainly shared among people who were trading timber and wood prducts. 
Only few benefits reached small groups of local people and mostly in the form 
of employment. As a result local communitics were left with deteriorated 
forests, and groups of landless and unemplo ed labourers scattered in the 

forests The establishment of the Royal Forest Department (RFD) in 1899 and 
its operation for aThost a century could not sustain the productivity of forests. 

Since then various measures have been applied to maintain existing forests. 
First, conservation to keep forests from being destroyed and second, 
development to restore forests. I lowever, both forest conservation and 
development undertaken by the government have proven to be not entirely 
successful due to constraints of manpower, budget and its bureaucracy. 
Extension is an approach that may be able to overcome the limitations of forst 
conservation and development work by the government. 

After giving a brief introduction on the forest situation, forest policy and some 
forestry prograimies, this paper presents experiences arid strategies of Thailand 
in solving foi estry problems particularly related to the implementation of 
community forestry and agrofoi estry extension, and the institutionalization of 
extension in the Royal Forest Department. 

FORESTRY SITUATION 

Except for a few very small woodlands privately acquired, all forest areas in 
Thailand could be said to be state-owned. Figure 2.1 shows the tremendous 
deforestation rate. In 1961 the forest area covered still more than 53% of the 
total area against 28% in 1988. Whereas a total area of approximately 12.9 
million acres of forest was lost over this period, the average deforestation rate 
amounted to 480,000 acre per year. 
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In order to address the problem of deforestation, the RFD has implemented 
forest plantation programmes since 1906. In the late sixties private
organi:-ations, like Forestry Industry Organization (FIO) and the Thai Plywood 
Company Ltd., have also started establishment ofplantations. At a national 
level the importance of afforestation was realized and the National Social and 
Economic Plan no.5 (1982-1987) and no.6 (1988-1991) set afforestation 
targets of 48.000 acres annually emphasizing the role of the private and public 
sectors. From the inception of its retbrestation programme until 1989, the RFD 
planted trees in an area of more than 2.2 million acres. In addition, state
 
enterprises and private sector entities planted a total of 89,000 acres as
 
fulfillment of the conditions for grantih; ,ogging concessions.
 

Forest Area by Region, 1961- 1992 
(Forest as %of total land area) 

I 1111 

60
 

%forest 

North Northeast South Central East 

Figure 2.1: Development of Thailand's forest areas by region (1961-1992)
 
Source: Aerial and Satellite Photo Survey Section, RFD
 

3 POLICIES AND APPROACHES 

3.1 FOREST POLICY 

In the past, the determination of forest area was made arbitrarily without taking 
into account the relevant facts. This has led to persistent disputes between 
people and agencies concerned and has caused the lack of cooperation from 
them. Consequently, the Forestry Development Plans under the National 
Development Plans were not successful and the RFD was accused of not being 
effective in managing and protecting the forests. 

In order to overcome that problem, the government formulated the "National 
Forest Policy" in 1985 with the purpose of managing and developing forest 
resources continuously and consistently with other natural resources. 
Guidelines for forestry extension were included, like: (i) giving education to the 
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people and (ii) encouraging the private sector to invest in tree planting 

activities. The policy aimed at a long-term and coordinated national forest 

administration and development and a creation of a better understanding 

between state and private sector. Further it suggested the establishment of a 

National Forest Policy Committee for policy formulation, supervision and 

management of national forest resources. Also it specified criteria and targets 

for protection and conservation forests (40% of the total land area). Moreover 

it called for amendment of forest acts and development of technical guidelines 

to support efficient forest resources conservation and utilization. 

The disaster resulting from a sudden flood and landslide causing severe 

destruction to lives and property in the south of the country towards the end of 

1988 spurred the authorities into action. It was clear that the disaster was 

brought about by forest destruction and misuse of forest land. The government 

therefore amended the Forestry Act and the National Park Act, with the view 

to terminate logging concessions throughout the country. Wood consumption 

substitution schemes were planned and timber was imported from neighbouring 

countries. Existing forests were to be consolidated, while encroached forests 

were classified for agnrian land reform and private tree planting promotion 

under the project of "Forest Land Zoning." 

Industrial forest plantations have also been emphasized in the government 

policy for instance through the Forest Plantation Act (1992) to stimulate tree 

growing. This plantation scheme mostly aims at producing wood chips for 

export. After some time, it is planned to establish a local factory to produce 

paper pulp and other related products. A clear policy on industrial use of 

plantation products is however still to be worked out. 

3.2 FOREST DEPARTMENT'S APPROACHES FOR MANAGING 

AND RESTORING FORESTS 

Various approaches have evolved in the Royal Forest Department (RFD) to 

manage existing forests or restore degraded areas. The following gives an 

overview of three approaches, i.e. conservation approach, economic and social 

production approach and watershed management approach. Each of these 

approaches is applied for different areas, The following gives some parameters. 

The conservation approach aims at conserving existing forest resources. These 

are classified as: 
- National park area 
- Wildlife sanctuary area 
- Other conservation area (i.e. botanical garden, forest park) 

The RFD so far has designated 63 national parks and 33 wildlife sanctuaries. 
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The economic and social production approach mainly aims at increasing the 
countries forest resources, and recognition of the changed status of forest lands 
converted to agricultural use, through: 
- Forest plantation 
- Forest village 
- Community forest 
- Land use rights for cultivation 
- Land for lease 
- Land reform 

The management of forest area to increase economic benefits comes in the 
forms of forest plantations, forest villages, community forests and permitting
farmers to rent forest area for agriculture. So far, the RFD has established 
plantations with an approximate area of 1.6 million acres, the village forest 
project established an area of 13,500 acres and the S.T.K. project (project to 
provide usufruct certificates) an area of 2.9 million acre. Moreover an area of 
1.7 million acre has been leased to farmers. 

The watershed management approach aims at conserving and managing 
watershed areas for water conservation. For people residing in the highland 
watershed conservation and the cultivation are integrated. In this approach 
"Watershed an6 Permissible Land Use" is classified and divided into five 
categories based on the values of various factors such as soil, slope and 
vegetative cover. At present, watershed management has to face the problem 
of hill tribe resettlement in the first class (most critical) watersheds. As a result, 
watershed management has developed rather slowly. 

It is increasingly realized that extension support and approaches may be 
required in all three approaches, in all areas where rural people live in or nearby 
the forest areas concerned. 

Experiences with a range of pilot activities, by a variety of international, 
government and non-government organizations, under a valiety of conditions 
and in support of all three types of approaches have contributed much to the 
continuing process of institutionalization of forestry extension in the Royal
Forest Department. The Community Forestry Extension Division is the result 
of both the pilot activities in the field and a systematic training programme of 
officers in the division. 
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4 EVOLVING STRATEGIES IN FORESTRY EXTENSION 

In the context of the Thai Royal Forest Department forestry extension has been 
assigned three major roles: 
- as a learning process to understand people and their working environment; 
- as a tool, to build up cooperation with the people concerned, and 
- as a catalyst to promote the establishment of community forestry and 

agroforestry systems for accomplishing widely accepted aims. 

Extension is a collective means for achieving increased protection and 
production of forests through mass participation and for raising the social and 
economic well-bqing of the rural community. Forestry extension cannot claim 
to deal with all obstacles to development, but it can promote an interest in the 

close examination of local problems and a spirit of -.-f-reliance in tackling 
them. !t must be viewed as the whole process by which the public and 
appropriate agencies concerned combine their skill and resources to achieve 

certain forestry development objectives with the intention to assist people to 
bring about improvements in their economic, social conditions and 
environment. 

Forestry extension has been targeted to various people in different situations. 
Various extension approaches such as commodity specialized approach, 
training and visit approach, participatory extension approach, project approach 
and cost sharing approach are being implemented. According to site specific 
problems, an effective extension approach should be chosen. In the case of 

conservation and community forestry which emphasize sustainable environment 
and social benefits for people usually the participatory forestry extension or 
"bottom tip approach" is preferred. While for the strong promotion of 

commercial farm forestry a commodity development and production extension 
approach is followed in order to get quick returns. 

In all cases the common element that makes forestry extension diff.rent from 
the more policing oriented, conventional forestry strategies in dealing with 
rural people, is that in forestry extension it is attempted to influence people's 
behaviour by offering them a more attractive alternative to their present 
behaviour. 
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5 EXPERIENCES GAINED 

Extension strategies have evolved (and still are evolving) through a number of 
conspicuous forestry projects and/or programmes in Thailand. These are the 
following: 
- first attempts, through the forest village project and village woodlots, 

followed by:
 
- rural development through watershed management;
 
- community forestry projects;
 
-
 a variety of projects supported by (international) NGOs, such as SAVE, 

CARE and international organizations (FAO, WWF, etc). 
- participatory forestry development through extension; and related support 

to institutionalization of extension in the Royal Forest Department. 

This chapter seeks to offer some brief notes and experiences of some of these 
projects and/or programmes. 

5.1 TIlE FOREST VILLAGE PROJECT & VILLAGE WOOI)LOTS 

Both programmes were initiated in the 19 60s; the forest village project was 
concerned with tile people living dispersed in degraded forest lands. It was 
attempted to resettle them in villages, on sites that were more suitable for 
agriculture, provide support in village development (schools, water supply.
electricit":, allocate forest land for farming, provide agroforestry extension 
support and offier employment to villagers in plantation establishment and 
maintenancL. 
Many of these villages were initiated by the Forest Industries Organization to 
improve the living conditions of the villagers employed by it. 

Altogether, households in 104 villages have been allocated 2.5 ha of forest 
lands for farming and homestead, and provided with amenities (electricity, 
water supply), oflen afler resettlenient. 

Extension in the Forestry Village Project has emphasized land use promotion 
for complementary income and sustainable farming systems. Agroforestry and 
tree planting have been introduced in order to get full utilization of the land for 
increase in production and income and diversification of products. 

The village woodlot project was a component of a rural energy development 
project, in which villages with a shortage of fuelwood and other forest 
resources were assisted to plant village woodlots, to be used for fuelwood. 
Ettcat/)7)1t1s Ca(naktlutlhenis plots were established in about 20 villages, on 
village lands, but not always in the villages that had been identified as having a 
fuelwood problem. It was found that these villages oflen did not have the land 
resources for tile establishment of 10 to 20 ha plantations. The woodlots were 
oflen established, upon agreement with the village headman, with little 
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involvement of other villagers, except for the wages they received for their 

labour i,. the establishment of the woodlots. 

In some villages the woodlots have been successful in that the sale of poles and 

to pulp and paper companies did boost village income to be used for village 

development purposes. 

Experiences with both approaches, however, also demonstrated the need for 

more active participation by the villagers. This was now perceived as a major 

task of forestry extension, and ways and means to achieve this were developed 

in a range of'second generation' pilot projects. 

5.2 	 RURAL DEVELOPMENT TIIROUGlIWATERSIIED 
MANAGEMENT 

The project, the "Rural Development Through Watershed Management in the 

Nam Phong Basin", was initiated by the RFDiUNDP/FAO in 1982 with the 

active involvement of the local people, as part of the Integrated Development 

of the Phu Wiang Watershed in the Northeastern part of Thailand. The project 

originated from the need felt by the RFD of deforestation and degradation of 

uplands in the Northeastern region of the country. The project's objectives 

were threefold: 
- to stabilize the forest boundary and prevent deterioration of the upland 

catchments. 
- to promote rural development by diversifying the economy and creating 

new sources of income based on the sound use of forest land and water 

resources. 
- to strengthen the capacity of the RFD to replicate its experience in the 

planning and management of integrated watershed development. 

The project was implemented from early 1987 until the end of 1989. The 

,, tershed rehabilitation was done through reforestation and agroforestry. Its 

activitics rould be grouped as follows: 
- awareness raising campaign 
- establishment of Village Contact Volunteers (VCVs) 
- village workshops 
- involvement of village leaders, religious leaders and local schools 
- training in income generating activities and leadership skills 
- intensification of productive activities on private and community land 
- introduction of credit schemes or a revolving fund to support the villagers 

in diversifying their income 
- strengthening the coordination among organizations and agencies for the 

benefit of the villagers. 

The project recommended that to be successful in watershed management the 

long term ecological and socio-economic aspects need to be emphasized. It 
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was concluded that in participatory extension, especially where the aim is to 
involve disadvantageous groups like the poor and women, it takes quite a long 
time to reach an appreciable level of impact. The project also concluded that 
the time required for accomplishment of extension activities such as group
formation, fruit tree improvement, integrated farming and effective use of land 
varies and ranges from 2-6 years. 

5.3 COMMUNITY FOREST PROJECTs 

Traditionally the rural Thai communities conserved land and forest for their 
own use such as for conslruction timber, firewood, raising livestock, 
cemeteries, watershed protection and collection of minor forest products. The 
rapid development of the rural area together with the urbanization and 
industriaiizarinn creatt-d tr ous demands for land and wood from the 
forests. The newly established communities need land to establish forests to 
cater for their needs, while the existing communities lost their communal land 
for cultivation to the younger generation and disadvantageous groups like the 
landless poor. 

In northern Thailand, various cultural minorities have their own indigenous 
systems of forest management. 
In one pilot project, in which Chiang Mai University, Kasetsart University, the 
Public Welfare Department, and the Royal Forest Department (with support
from the Ford Foundation) have collaborated since 1987, a 'participatory land 
use planning' approach has been developed in which the development of local 
management institutions is taken as a major objective in the land use plannirg 
process. 
This approach has been adapted and adopted by an increasing number ofother 
projects and has demonstrated the type of skills and institutional changes 
required to plan and implement land use improvements with villagers. 

Apart from its own community forest programmes, the government also 
encouraged and supported NGOs in helping rural communities to formulate 
village groups and organize community forests. A Community Forest Act is 
being drafled to secure the right of the community and the sustainability of the 
forest and to facilitate the collaborative efforts of concerned agencies. 

5.4 INSTITUTIONALIZATION: PARTICIPATORY FORESTRY 
DEVELOPMENT TIHROUGH EXTENSION AND RELATED 
SUPPORT 

To enable the incorporation of the lessons learned from the pilot activities it 
has been found important that there is a core group of people in the forest 
department actively involved in these pilot activities, and with access to further 
training to build an extension capacity in the Forest Department. The 
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Community Forestry Extension division, repi esents one of such core groups, 
with good linkages to universities, NGOs and other government departments 
as well as other divisions in the Forest Department. 

Also, to institutionalize forestry extension approaches in the Forest Department 
in the regional, provincial and district offices, special efforts are needed. One of 
these efforts was the 'participatory forestry through extension' project with the 
following objectives: 

-Establishment of effective forestry extension capabilities and 
services at the central and territorial institutions of the RFD; 
-Integration of community forestry methodologies into the RFD 
extension system; 
-Acceleration of reforestation by small farmers, school children 
and through production of seedlings and technical advice, and; 
-Generation of information anid capabilities within the RFD to 
promote investments by small scale wood based enterprises in 
tree growing. 

The forestry extension component of this project has three main elements:
 
- the forestry extension office;
 
- tile forestry extension plans and methods;
 
- the territorial forestry offices with three special units, i.e. Forestry
 

Extension Officer (FEO), Mobile Unit 'Team (MUT) and Forestry 
Extension Demonstration Centre (FEDC). 

The FEO is a person equipped with a motorcycle who is supposed to interact 
with farmers on a person to person basis for tree planting promotion. MUT 
teams are two-person teams, equipped with 4-wheel drive vehicles and audio
visual tools who are assigned to undertake public information and forestry 
awareness campaigns through group or community meetings in 47 provinces. 
FEDCs were established at strategic locations to provide further support to 
extension. The FDCs undertake surveys and document agroforestry systems of 
progressive farmers; illustrate selected agroforestry systems in demonstration 
plots in a centre for training farmers; provide production data; and conduct 
agroforestry study tours and training for target farmers. 
Some indicators of the project are shown in the following table. 

Table 5.1: Extension units and their tar-ets 

Type of Unit Number of Units Coverage 
District Forestry 100 5 villages per FEO 
Extension Officer 
Forestry Extension 10 depending on area 
Mobile Unit 
Forestry Extension 7 depending on area 
Demonstration Center 
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Because of the immense number of farmers and expansive operation area, the 
project divided the target farmers into four categories and the target area into 
two by the following priority. 

Target farmers: ' 
- The group of farmers dwelling in the National Forests Reserve Area who 

have received the usufruct certificate (S.T.K.). The emphasis of 
activities should be on extension and public relations. 

- The forest encroachers who stay illegally in the National Forest Reserve 
Area. The extension activities should be the provision of the public
information in order to make them follow the rules and regulations, for 
example the legal permission for use of the forest land. 

- The group of farmers who, with land ownership title, stay ne2ar the forest 
area. The extension activities must stress on public information in order 
to establish forest as a buffer zone between forest and permanent 
cultivated area. 

- Village leaders such as Tambon council, village committee, religious 
leader and teacher. 

Target areas: 
- Private lands with farmers that fully cooperate with the extension officer. 

They should be considered as potential contact farmers for expansion of 
extension in the future. Extension should reduce activities in areas 
where the farmers did not actively cooperate. 

- Reserved forest with emphasis oil areas where the forest is degraded, and 
where government projects such as forest village project, land 
allocation project, land development project operate. The emphasis
should be on fragile land which is vulnerable to damage by soil erosion. 

The forestry extension strategies of the project can be divided into three modes 
according to differences in extension objectives and activities. 
- The extension which emphasizes on conservation for example, the 

extension work of the National Park Units, Wildlife Conservation 
Units, and Watershed Management Units. 

- The promotion which emphasizes on the social and economic henefits of 
forestry foi icfaner and local community. 

- The promotion which emphasizes the economic value of forestry in areas 
where the commercial return is good. 

To make the structure of forestry extension more efficient the field extension 
units had to be localized at every level of the government structure, for 
example region, province, district, tambon and village. 
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The extension office consisted of the following organizational units: 

General Affair Section. Functions: finance, accounting, store, and-

equipment of the office. 
- Coordination and Planning Sub-Division. Functions: liaise with local 

agencies, national and international organizations; plan activities as 

stipulated in the Project, prepare master plan, annual work plan, annual 

budget; monitor budget expenditures, the use of equipment and 

supplies; and organize meetings of project committees. 

Media Production and Publicity Sub-Division. Functions: produce audio

visual aids, art-work, technical papers, guidelines, printed materials for 

participatory forestry extension; information on technology for studies 

and research; render technical services; maintain relations with the 

public; cooperate with 'Divisional Forest Offices, Provincial Forest 

Offices, and District Forest Offices in the dissemination of printed 

materials. 
Extension Development Sub-Division. Functions: implement annual work 

plan and budget; draw up training plan, training curricula of forestry 

extension for FEOs, MUTs, FEDCs, develop curricula, training 

techniques, training materials and methods in accordance with the intent 

of the forestry extension. 
-Monitoring and Evaluation Sub-Division. Functions: undertake 

monitoring and evaluation on implementation of forestry 

extension; coordinate with the extension implementation, 
monitoring evaluation of the activities of FEOs, MUTs, FEDCs; 

analyze and recommend reports; analyze and evaluate forestry 

development and extension and project management 

information services system by computer hardware. 

It is obvious that the attitudes of those working in an organization are of prime 

importance for reaching its objectives. A study on job satisfaction and attitudes 

was conducted in three regions (north, northeast and central regions) by means 

of interviews and questionnaiies. The respondents were extension officers of 

the forestry extension mobile unit team, district forestry extension officers and 

forestry extension demonstration officers. 

Most extension officers who currently work on forestry used to be forest 

rangers or chiefs of forestry projects. They used to treat villagers like 

encroachers or labourers. Although they have already changed to a new line of 

extension work, it turned out to be difficult to change their working behaviour. 

In the government bureaucracy, although some authority has been given to the 

local governor, the personnel administration still remains with the central head 

office. A big gap exists between extension officers and administrators. 

Moreover, there is no controlling system to judge the performance of field 

extension officers, so that they could get promotion. 
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[ AND RELATED FIELDS IN ASIA-PACIFIC 

Chun K. Lai
 
Regional Coordinator, FAO-APAN
 

1 BACKGROUND 

In thc Asia-Pacific region, the Food and Agriculture Organization of the 
United Nations (FAO) works primarily with 30 member countries that range 
from Iran in western Asia to several countries in the South Pacific. 

FAO member countries work together through global, interregional, regional 
and country-level programmes and projects that cover various sub-sectors or 
aspects related to agriculture, fisheries and forestry. At the end of 1990, there 
were nearly 600 FAO projects, including 80 regional ones, operating in Asia-
Pacific, with a total budget of almost US$ 500 million and representing 25 
percent of FAO project activity worldwide. 

In the forestry sector, FAO projects have been evolving from solely country
level activities to a mix of both national and regional project/networks. In 
1980, there wereabout 40 FAO-executed national projects in forestry in Asia-
Pacific. Since then, several networks starting with RWEDP in 1982, have 
been launched to focus on specific priority areas on a regional basis, and in 
collaboration with national institutions and projects. Hence, all regional 
projects and networks are part of a unified regional core programme built up 
and supported by FAO-RAPA (Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific 
Region) during the past decade). 

1.1 WHAT IS A NETWORK? 

Most importantly and essentially, networks are about people and the 
institutions in which they work. Many international and regional organizations, 
including ones in the private sector, are supporting network development 
activities in a wide range of fields such as rural credit, NGOs, fisheries, 
integrated pest management, community forestry, wood energy and 
agroforestry. 

FAO has considerable experience in the initiation, development and support of 
networks. Some of these experiences and lessons learned have been distilled in 
the "Guidelines for the establishment and support of technical cooperation 
networks" issued by FAO's Evaluation Service in 199 . A study undertaken by 
FAO in 1990-91 found come 135 networks in agriculture, fisheries, forestry 
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and rural development supported by FAO within the framework of technical 
cooperation among developing countries (TCDC). 

The FAO Guidelines defined a technical cooperation network as "a voluntary 
cooperative arrangement among institutions in two or more countries, set up 
for a period of at least several years, to carry out jointly certain specified 
activities (information exchange, research, training, exchange of personnel, 
etc.) for the purpose of direct exchange of relevant technologies, experience 
and information to address common development problems." A network must 
include the concept of membership which makes a tangible contribution to its 
programme of activities. An es! ential characteristic, which distinguishes 
networks from regional projects, is that they set out to maximize the use of 
indigenous Lxpertise and resources available in the countries themselves and 
thus rely less on external inputs. 

Effective networks do not operate in isolation. Depending on subject matter, 
geographic coverage and focal institutions, there are natural, "organic" areas 
where different networks converge. These present excellent areas of 
opportunity for collaboration, complementarity and synergism. "Overlap" and 
"duplication" are oflen used in a negative context, and probably justifiably so 
when various networking activities are not properly coordinated. However, 
organic areas of overlap and duplication can be used effectively to strengthen 
and reinforce common processes (e.g., training, inter-institutional 
mechanisms) supponed by related networks. In the words of the late Dr. Y.S. 
Rao, former FAO Regional Forestry Officer and FORSPA Programme 
Advisor: "each regional network should occupy its own ground but should not 
cast a shadow on other networks." 
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2 

Presently, there are eight FAO regional projects/networks operating in Asia-
Pacific that have direct or indirect bearing on agroforestry. These are: 

Acronym Full Name Secretariat 
Location 

APAN Asia-Pacific Agroforesiry Network FRDC 

FOCSPA 
-- _ 
FPPA 

(GCP/RAS/133/JAP) 
Forestry Research Support Programme for Asia 
and the pacific (GCPRAS/134/RAS) 
Forestrv Planning and Policy Assistance in 

13ogor 
FAO-RAPA 
Bangkok 
FAO-RAPA 

FTrPP Forests, Trees and People Programme in Asia Bangkok- Asia and the Pacific Region (GCP/RAS/137/JAP) RECO17C 

_dn ,kok
IPMP l1ipr.-icd Productivity of Man-made Forests ERDB 

(RAS/91/004) LosBanos 
RWEDP Regional Wood Energy Development Programme FAO-Rapa

inAsia (GCP/RAS/ 131 'NET) Bankok
SPFDP S6uth Pacific Forestry Development Programme Suva, Fiji 

WMT 	 Watershed Managcm,-nt Training in Asia and the Katmandu 
Pacific Re'ion (GCPRAS/129/NET) 

The genesis of APAN can be traced to the 19th Regional Conference held in 
1988, when Dr. Rao presented a paper on "Agroforestry for improved land 
husbandry" to the Ministers of Agriculture and Forestry present at the 
conference. The Ministers endorsed the development of a regional initiative in 
agroforestry 	because they felt it could address three sets of pressing problems:
marginal lands and marginal people; shifling cultivation; and sustainable 
development. 

RWEDP, FTIP, APAN: LIKE MINDED NETWORKS IN ASIA-
PACIFIC 

Some positive experiences to support individuals and institutions working in
natural resource management in the Asia-Pacific region have emerged from 
networking activities supported by FAO and many other organizations. The 
following sections examine the ongoing efforts of three FAO-fcilitated 
networks, to support, strengthen and collaborate on related activities and 
processes. 

Regional Wood Energy Development Programme in Asia (RWEDP)
This is a regional cooperative project for the development of fuelwood 
resources to meet the energy needs of house hold and small scale processing
enterprises. In the first 4-year phase a network of forestry and energy
institutions (governmental and non-governmental) actively involved in wood 
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energy development was established. Tra,.'.ing, information exchange and 
technical assistance in social forestry, tree production and energy conversion 
techniques were the main activities in the first phase. The second phase (1989
1993) focuses more attention to improved planning and intersectoral linkages. 
The project has followed an integrated approach for the development ofwood 
energy production, processing, trade and u,;e. Better integratica of the socio
economic and technical dimensions of wood energy systems in policies and 
strategies has been emphasized. Also, ways to improve the linkages between 
these systems in tile flow of wood from resources to end-use have been 
developed, documented and disseminated. 

Forests, Trees and People Programme (FTPP) 
This programme started in 1987, concentrated on the generation of relevant 
knowledge and the development of appropriate approaches and tools tbr the 
planning and implementation of community forestry activities. This has 
contributed to a better understandino of community forestry issues, as 
documented :n over 30 Community Forestry Notes, Manuals and Case 
Studies. The present emphasis in this phase is on dissemination of new 
concepts and approaches, through information dissemination and training, as 
well as more intensive collaboration with other national and regional 
institutions such as RECOIFTC, RWEDP and APAN. RECOFTC (Regional 
Community Forestry Training Centre) will assume many responsibilities for 
facilitating FTPP activities and information exchange in Asia. 

Asia-Pacific Agroforestry Network (APAN) 
This network was established in May 1991 by the FAO Regional Project on 
Agmforubeiy Systems Research and Development in Asia and Pacific Region 
(GCP/RAS/133/JPN). The first 20-month phase of APAN focuses on 
defining, then supporting priority agroforestry activities of its 10 member 
countries: Bangladesh, India, Indonesia, Lao PDR, Nepal, Pakistan, 
Philippines, Sri Lanka, Thailand and Vietnam. Four areas of support are being 
provided to strengthen: agroforestry coordination mechanisms; information 
exchange; training; and innovative field activities. 

One of FAO's comparative advantages in network development is its 
intergovernmental nature. Because all the countries involved in the three 
networks described above are also FAO member countries, the sense of 
membership is reinforced, and network entry/participation protocols and 
procedures with individual governments are usually simple. 

Given the many common objectives and interests, and the close professional 
relationships between staff of the RWEDP, FTPP and Apan Secretariat, many 
networking activities have been, are being, and will be carried out jointly, 
some with the support of other collaborating organizations such as ICRAF 
(International Centre for Research in Agroforestry). Some characteristics of 
networks are presented below: 
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Networking activities occur at many levels: 
- global/interregional 
- regional 
- national 
- provincial 
- grassroots 

They can employ common or different modalities at each level: 
- working groups 
- information/publication exchanges 
- expert consultations 
- training courses 
- workshops/seminars 
- farmer cross visits 
- study tours 
- support/documentation of iunovative field activities 

And they involve many types of participants: 
- government research and extension agencies 
- national and international NGOs 
- universities 
- local organizations 
- farmer groups 
- international support organizations 

2.1 COLLABORATIVE APAN ACTIVITIES 

Over the past two years, considerable efforts have been made to coordinate 
FTPP, RWEDP and APAN activities, and pinpoint specific areas for 
collaboration. The table on the following page shows some of the completed, 
ongoing or planned collaborative activities. 
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Collaborative APAN Activities
 

Locatiords/ 
Time frame Activity 


Pune, India 	 International 

Workshop on the 

Role of NGOs in 

Promoting On-Farm 


24-27 Sept. Tree-Growing 

1991 Technologies
 

Chiang Mai, Regional Expert 

Thailand Consultation on 


Local Organizations 

7-11 Oct. in Forestry 

1991 Extension in Asia 


West Java, Refresher Course 

Indonesia for Agroforestry 


Trainers in Asia-

26 Apr.- Pacific 

9 May 1992 


E. & N. Lao-Thai 

Thailand Agroforestry 


Technology 

2-12 July Exchange Visit
 
1992
 

Cebu, 	 Regional Expert 

Philippines 	Consultation on 


Farmer-to-Farmer 

Adaptive 

Agroforestry 


4-10 Oct. I Research 

1992 


Forestry 1lational

College Agroforestry 


Xuan Mai, Seminar 

Vietnam 

29-31 Oct. 

1992
 

Katmandu, Second Proje:t 


Nepal Advisory 

Committee (PAC) 


1-8 Nov. Meeting 

1992 


Ho Chi Minh Regional Expert 


City, Consultation on 

Vietnam Participator9 


Agroforestry and 

15-21 Nov. Silvofishery
 
1992 Systems
 

Chiang Mai, National 

Thailand Agroforestry 


Workshop 

1-3 Dec. 

1992
 

Host 
Organizations 

BAIF 

Development 

Research 

Foundation 


Chiang Mai 

University 


Agency for 

Forestry 

Research and 

Development 


Thai Royal 

Forest 

Department 


Ecosystes 

Research and 

Development 

Bureau (ERDB); 

Mag-uugmad 

Foundaticn,
 
Inc. (MFI)
 

Forestry

College; 


Forest Science 

Institute of 

Vietnam 


HMG Ministry 

of Forests and 

Environment; 

FAD
 
Representation
 

Forest 

Research 

Institute 

of Vietnam
 

Royal Forest 

Department 


Participants 


NGO leaders, scientists and 

g,,ecrment officials from 

India, Philippines, 

Sri Lanka and Thailcnd; 

international agencies
 

More than 50 experts from 

11 Asian countries and 

international organizations 


22 Participants from 

government research and 

extension agencies, N'Os 

and universities in 10 

Asia-Pacific countries 


6 Lao forestry officials; 

Thai RFD HQ and field 

staff 


37 participants from 8 

countries representing 

GOS, NGOs, universities
 
and international
 
organizations
 

50 participants from 

Vietnamese agriculture 


and forestry institutions;
 
selected international
 
NGOs workin6 in Vietnam
 

National Coordinators 

from APAN member countries; 

collaborating organizations 


12 from Vietnam; 12 from 

other APAN countries and 

collaborators 


40-50 participants from 

national GOs and NGOs; 

international organizations 

and NGOs; LAO colleagues
 

Collaborating 
Institutionts/ 
Netuorks
 

F/FRED
 
IDRC
 
RWEDP
 
NFTA
 

RiEDP
 
FTPP
 
APAN
 
NFTA
 
F/FRED
 

APAN
 
ICRAF
 
RWEDP
 
F/FRED
 
USDA-FS
 

APAN
 
FAO-RAPA
 
FTPP
 

APAN
 
FTPP
 

RWEDP
 
APAN
 

APAN
 
RWEDP
 
ICRAF
 

APAN
 
RWEDP
 
ICRAF
 

APAN
 
FIPP
 
ICRAF
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2.2 NETWORK SUSTAINABILITY 

The aforementioned FAO "guidelines" also stated that initiating a network "is 
a long-term endeavour requiring ;ontinuing support. There are as yet no 
examples of networks initiated by FAO which have become entirely self
financing." Therefore, in the long run, one possible pathway ofensuring 
network sustainability would be to locate a suitable institutional home; to 
integrate the network functions (and perhaps also structure) into an 
international or regional centre/organization/association with compatible 
mandate and operational philosophy. Network sustainability issues must be 
considered and acted upon by its membership early on in the network 
development process. 

3 APAN STATUS 

The following sections summarize APAN accomplishments during 1991-92, 
and also presents the tentative plans for an APAN Phase II. 

3.1 APAN ACCOMPLISHMENTS 1991-1992 

Activities 
 Dates
 

1. Coordination mechnism for agroforestry R & D 

a. Convene two PAC Meetings

* Bogor, Indonesia November 1991
* Katmandu, Nepal November 1992 

b. National agroforestry seminars/workshops
 
* Lao PDR. 
 January 1992
 
* Indonesia October 1992 
* Vietnam 1992October 
* ThaiLand Deceeber 1992 

c. TCP prop:-al for LAO PDR nationat agroforestry approved in prin.

action programme 
 by FAO July 1992
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d. Linkages with existing agroforestry working groups:
 

* Bangladesh Agroforestry Working Group 

* Nepal Fodder & Agroforestry Working Group
 
* Philippine working groups (UDWG & UNAC)
 

2. Information and technology exchange
 

a. Reprint 500 copies of Agroforestry in the Asia and 

Pacific for distribution
 

b. Partial support for RWEDP publication of Chiang 


Mai report on locaL organizations
 

C. APANews (periodic newsletter) - 3 issues 

d. Asia-Pacific Agroforestry Profiles (Field 


Docuent No. 1)
 

e. APAN Reports on:
 
* first PAC meeting 

* regional agroforestry training course 

* Lao-Thai AF information & technology exchange 


visit
 
* Cebu Consultation on farmer-to-farmer AF research 


* Other planned meetings, workshops and 


consultations
 

f. Co-sponsorship of a national agroforestry workshop 


for rural workers organizations (1iM, Ahmedabad,
 
India)
 

g. Organization of Lao-Thai agroforestry information 


technology exchange visit
 

h. Organization of expert consultation on farmer-to- 


farmer adaptive agroforestry research (Cebu,
 

Philippines)
 

i. Organization of regional expert consultation on 


participatory & siLvofishery systems (Ho Chi Minh
 

City, Vietnam)
 

3. Agroforestry Training
 

a. Organization of Refresher Course for Agroforestry 


Trainers in Asia-Pacific (Cisarua, Indnesia)
 

b. Publication of a sLamiary report of training course 


& a resource book on agroforestry training 


approaches in Asia-Pacific 


4. Innovative Field Activities
 

a. Two agroforestry demonstration in West Java, 


Indonesia 


b. Documentation of agroforestry innovations by 


farmers in Asia-Pacific
 

on-going
 

June 1991
 

October 1992
 

March, June,
 
October 1992
 

February 1992
 

December 1991
 
June 1992
 
October 1992
 

October 1992
 
on-going
 

January 1992
 

July 1992
 

October 1992
 

November 1992
 

April/May 1992
 

summary report
 
published June
 
1992; resource
 
book early 1993
 

to be established
 
Nov./Dec. 1992
 

on-going
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A prominent area of APAN activities is in the establishment of agroforestry
working groups, or the support of existing ones. The table on the next page
provide a quick assessment of the status of agroforestry or related working 
groups in each of the APAN member countries. These groups are pivotal for 
fostering a positive interdisciplinary forum for coordinating agrororestry
activities. In many countries, it is the APAN national Coordinator or Focal 
Institution who is responsible for the development ofagroforestry working 
groups. 

Cesntry Status of Agroforestry or ReLated Working Groups 

Bangladesh 	 Bangladesh Agroforestry Working Group (coordinated by

Bangladesh Agricultural Research Council)
 

India 	 National Joint Forest Management Support Groups
 
(coordinated by Society for Promotion of Wasteland
 
Development)
 

Nepal 	 Nepal Fodder and Agroforestry Working Group (coordinated
 
by Forest Research Division)
 

Pakistan 	 Forest Extension Coordinators Network (informally
 
facilitated by several organizations, c.g., Aga Khan
 
Rural Support Programe)
 

Sri Lanka 	 None, in progress
 

Indonesia 	 Establishment of Agroforestry Working Group being
 
considered; National Agroforestry Seminar held October
 
1992
 

Laos 	 Process of establishing Lao Agroforestry Working Group
 
initiated by Department of Forestry and Environment;
 
National Agroforestry Workshop held January 1992
 

Philippines 	 Upland Development Working Group (coordinated by
 
Department of Environment and Natural Resources);
 
Upland NGO Assistance Committee (coordinated by
 
Philippines Upland Resource Centre)
 

Thailand 	 Thai Agroforestry Working Group (coordinated by Royal

Forest Department); National Agroforestry Workshop held
 
October 1992
 

Vietnam 	 Process of establishing Vietnam Agroforestry Working
 
Group initiated by Forest Science Institute; National
 
Agroforestry Workshop held October 1992
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3.2 APAN PHASE II PLANS 

Specific APAN activities in Phase II will focus on: 

I. 	 Coordination mechanisms: PAC meetings, national agroforestry working 
groups and workshops/seminars, national APAN secretariats. 

2. 	 Information services: APAnews; field documents and reports; 
commissioned studies; agroforestry databases (e.g., ICRAF MPTS 
database) regional and national documentation centres. 

3. 	 Training: training courses at regional and national levels; development of 
agroforestry training' materials and curricula. 

4. 	 Innovative field activities: farmer-to-farmer research sites in ;the 
Philippines; agroforestry demonstrations in Indonesia; successful GO-
NGO programmes; scaling-up pilot efforts. 

Documentation for a four-year second phase have been completed and sent to 
prospective donors. It ishoped that APAN Phase II will be operational by 
April 1993. There are indications that APAN will work closely with the 
UNDP-supported Farmer-centred Agricultural Resource Management 
(FARM) Programme in Asia, which features agroforestry as one of its seven 
subprogrammes. 
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9. FORESTRY EXTENSION DEVELOPMENT: 
SOME PRINCIPLES, ISSUES AND IDEAS 

Cor Veer & Vitoon Virayasakultorn
 
FAO-RWEDP/i'TPP & RECOFTC/FTPP
 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Involving rural people in the management of forest and tree resources has
 
been rising on the global forest policy agenda since the 1970s.
 

Social, agro-, and community forestry projects, programmes and their written 
spin-off have since then boomed, particularly in Asia. A comprehensive and 
detailed review of the experiences with these activities is impossible and 
probably undesirable for the purposes of this paper, and many exist already' 
(including the ones displayed during the workshop, than can be ordered free 
ofcharge). 

The aspect on which we propose tofocus is on the nature of the 	 From Tofousisonthntue f .heConventional Joint Forest Mgmt
changes in forestry practices that
 
are implied in the 'new forestries'. central nignit dccentr. mgmt

Some knowledgeable and revenue oriented resource oriented
 
experienced authors feel that production motive sustainability
 
nothing less than a 'paradigmatic single products multiple products


large working plans micro planschange' is involved 2, the magnitude 	 target oriented process oriented 
ofwhich is illustrated on the right, unilateral decision participatory

by the differences between punitive roles 
 self abnegation

conventional and joint forest govt. department peoples institute
 
management in India. 	 homogeneity diversity


single pre set obj. many need based
 
area mgmt site specific
Other authors feel that sketching timber multiple products

the changes in such dramatic terms single techn. pack. menu ofoptions 
does not help much in clari.ying the fixed procedures experiment./flex.
issues involved and that much of plantations regeneration 
the time tested forestry strategies single species multi species + tier 
may well be valid, also if other from: SFWP, 1993 
objectives are to be achieved.. This 
demonstrates the need to define the 
type ofchange that is involved, in more accurate terms. 

1 
See the overview of documents presented in Annex I 

2 
Gilmour, D.A. and R.J. Fisher. 1991. Villagers, Forest and Foresters: The Philosophy, Process and 

Practice of Community Forestry in Nepal. Sahayogi Press, Kathmandu3 
Roach, L 1992. The Profession of Forestry Now and in the Year 2C00. In: Commonwealth 

Forestry Review, 70 (1), p. 13-19 
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The title of this workshop seems to suggest that it is the use of extension that 

is new in forestry and promises that we may get a clearer idea ofwhat 

is new, by focusing on this aspect. In the following we propose to investigate 

this promise by: 
- reviewing what can be learned from experiences with extension in 

other rural resource disciplines, that have a much longer history and 

from which we may learn what it is,what it can do and what not, and 

how much we would be helped in forestry by learning from them, also 

in the planning and implementation or our social, community or 

agroforestry activities in the field, in the training of our staff and in the 

shaping ofour organization. 
- this is followed by a review of some of the experiences in social or 

community forestry development in Asia, and discussion of the actual 

and potential role of'extension' (as earlier defined) in these activities. 
finally some ideas on strategies for forestry extension development will 

be presented, that are only summarily described in the paper, but 

discussed in some more detail during the presentation. 

-

WHAT I.S EXTENSION: LESSONS FROM AGRICULTURE 

AND OTHER RURAL RESOURCES 

Roling, in the only publication I could find with the title 'Extension Science'4 

defines extension as "A professional communication intervention deployed by 

an institution to induce change in voluntary behaviours with a presumed public 

or collective utility." Such definitions are of little help, unless one takes a bit 

of time to ponder on the elements in it and their implications. Then it may 

become possible not only to better understand what extension can do, but also 

and particularly what it cannot do, and what it takes to let it do its best. The 

following is a crude summary of Roling's much more elegant discussion of this 

definition and its practical implications: 

Professional intervention 
Formulating objectives, designing and testing strategies, deploying resources, 
implementing and evaluating by people who are employed for the purpose. 

Now what about the farmer who advises his neighbour on a new crop variety 

over a cup of tea? Well we usually do not think or talk of that as extension (do 

we?), until somebody comes along and decides that farmer-to-farmer 

extension is a good idea. But then tile farmers become volunteers or para

professionals5, and are often supported by hired full time professionals (see 

also the later discussions on 'extension system management'). 

4Roling, N. 1988. Extension Science, information Systems in Agricultural Development. Cambridge 

lgnivarsity Press 
in the Philippines and the Nepal Agro-ForeetrySee the example of Mag-ugmaad Foundation 

Report of the Regionl Expert Consultation onFoundation in Nepal. In: APAN. 1992. Summary 

farmer-to-farmer adaptive Agro-Forestry research
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Communication based 
The instrument used for inducing change is communication. There are many 
other instruments that may induce such change: subsidies or legal coercion or 
regulations. Extension is a communication intervention just as advertising, 
public relations, adult education, or political propaganda. But it differs from 
these processes in terms ofobjectives and target processes. It must be 
emphasized that p communication intervention aims at changing people not 
things. 

Voluntary change low do I get them where I want 
The impact ofcommunication is limited them? 
to voluntary change (unless one has other 
derived sources ofpower to coerce The original question inextension 
people into compliance). Extension is not science and the one with which every 
an instrument which can force people to student of extension starts all over again 
do things against their will, however is: "How do Iget them %here I want

them?" One recognizes those who havemuch one would like to do so. not gone far inextension studies. 
whether because they have just started or 

Another implication of the necessary because they have never got anywhere, 
reliance on voluntary change is that by the fact that they ask this question. 
extension alone is oflen not enough to 
induce change. Unless prices, markets, (Roling. 1988, p. 22) 
legal arrangements, etc. are right such change may not be expected. Also and 
particularly for forestry this is a crucial aspect as we shall elaborate later. 

Objectives 
Many definitions mention that extension aims at transferring information, 
knowledge or technology or at the promotion of utilization of the same. As 
indicated earlier this would lump extension with public relations, and 
marketing. The diflerence is to be found at societal rather than individual 
level. Rather than increasing one's share of the market (as in advertising) or 
enhancing the reputation of one's company (as in PR), the focus of extension 
is on presumed public or collective utilities. 

Institution 
Extension is usually deployed by an institution. It requires money, and the fact 
that institutions are involved introduces an organizational element. As 
extension is an instrument to induce voluntary change, this iequires special 
organizational and management arrangements. 

The above set of elements contains an important contradiction, not a logical 
one but a practical one, that needs to be addressed and dealt with in the 
planning and implementation of extension activities: that extension is an 
intervention which can be effective only through inducing voluntary change 
necessitates careful maneuvering between using extension as a policy 
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instrument and as a client service. If one overdoes the policy instrument side 

ofextension, one introduces change to no effect. If one overdoes the client 

service side one can be effective but often does not achieve the desired 

change.
 

Ilow one deals with this contradiction depends on the similarity or overlap 

between these objectives. Itpoints at the need for the intervening agency to 

identify these, and to a role of extension that is often overlooked: to ensure a 

flow of information from and about the target clients to the intervening party. 

With regard to the identification of client problems as a task for extension, it 

can help the client in becoming aware of symptoms of problems, in 

formulating the problem, iii identifying the causes (diagnoses), in generating 

alternative solutions, and in choosing an(! implementing one. And extension 

can finally help in evaluating results. 

In general terms the above description points at the heart ofextension: the 

analysis of the determinants of voluntary behaviour precedes the production of 

messages and the deployment of methods. 

2.1 INSTITUTIONAL ASPECTS 

Citing our favourite author once more: "The evidence from across the globe is 

similar: wherever rural low-access categories have been effectively reached, it 

has been on the basis of a specific kind of intervention, often carried by a Non-

Government Organization (NGO), which focuses on the creation of small 

organizations of rural people which function to provide services directly, to 

pull down services from government technical agencies, and to link small 

producers to formal agricultural informaa',on systems"...."The basic lesson in 

country after country is that effective intervention requires: 
-effective intervention power of development change agencies, 
but also; 
-an effective 'countervailing power' by target clients." (Roling 
1988, p 150). 

Intermediate parties are needed and hence a tripartite arrangement needs to be 

developed in which the following parties are involved: I. rural people and 

their organizatio-is, 2. technical agencies and 3. some intermediate party. 

Such intermediate organizations can contribute to planning and goal setting, 
conflict management, resource management, provision of services, integration 

of services, control over bureaucracy and claim making. 

The creation of'effective demand' on government agencies makes them more 

effective. Increasing countervailing power of utilizer constituencies and 
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thereby improving the balance between 'apparatus and network' is one sure 
way of improving the output of the whole system. 

This leads to the 'five essentials' for making The Five Essentials for
 
such tripartite arrangements work: Effective Extension
 
mobilization of all three parties, of the
 
outsiders in analysis of the local situation and 1.MOBILIZATION
 
of the rural people in informing them of the Analysis & Information
 
options regarding outside interventions; 2. LOCAL SUPPORT
 

ORGANIZATION
organization, in which the community decides 3. TRAINING of LOCAL 
on some form of organization to support the CADRES
 
innovation; training of local cadres who can 
 4.External TECHNICAL 
play technical roles for its utilization; technical SUPPORT 
support in the form of assistance of an 5.SYSTEM MANAGEMENT 
external apparatus with the resources ant (intcrmediate orani, ation) 
technology to make the innovation work. The fiftl, essential is the one of 
system management: to install the mix of four functions described above,
maintain the balance the apparatus and the network, and ensure a self
sustaining system, it is here where the intermediate organization plays a crucial 
role. 

Another important institutional aspect refers to the relationships between
 
extension and policies, as earlier stated extension is very much a 'two-way'
 
policy instrument, implying that its objectives are guided by more general

objectives set at policy level. As demonstrated below, one has to keep the
 
hierarchy of objectives in mind in the
 
planning and implementation of
 
extension activities. Tile ultimate Hierarchy of Extension
 
objectives are those to which extension 
 Objectives
 
may contribute, but for which many
 
other conditions and/or activities need ULTIMATE OBJECTIVES
 
to be undertaken as well. The (from analysis of societal problem)
INTERVENTION OBJECTIVES
intervention objectives are the ones (baEd OfJCausES(based on analysis of causes)
which the extension intervention is CONDITIONS for EFFECT 
supposed to achieve as a direct result of (based on detcrminants of 
its own effort. For extension these voluntary behavior) 
objectives are to be phrased in terms of ACTIVITIES 
changing some voluntary behaviour (programming, implemientation) 
which is seen as the cause of tile MEANS(resources,management,
problem. Here caution is warranted, and organization) 
oflen analysis required: E.g. non
adoption ofan innovation may be (and (Roling, 1988, p. 60) 
often has been) falsely attributed to a 
behavioral issue, rather than to 
inappropriateness of the technology, or inadequate access to resources, or 
prices, etc. The conditions for effect are those which must bc satisfied to 
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affect the voluntary behaviour in a manner that the causes of the problems as 

identified earlier are addressed. Activities are the usual extension activities, 

that often receive much attention and often much more than the analysis at 

'higher' levels in the hierarchy. And this may even more apply to the lowest 

level, the means: staff houses, organizational clinge of a cosmetic nature, etc. 

are often easier to effectuate with more visible effects than 'analysis of societal 

problems'. Using he above concepts for the clarification of social, community 

or agroforestry activities, the following points emerge: 

-the need for a clear definition of what the 'professional intervention' 

part in community etc. forestry is, and what the role of the rural 

managers. E.g. when we speak of'agroforestry systems' do we mean 

theirs or ours? Or: if the community does the forestry, what do the 

foresters do? What is the role of the professional and what means are 

available for 'intervention'? 

-also in view of the great degree ot'overlap between extension and 

social etc. forestry, it nay be beneficial to perceive extension as the 

core of these activities, so to be able to more clearly communicate in 

our organizations what it is that we are dealing with. But also so as 

to be able to more clearly plan and implement our activitier based on 

a clearer awareness of the need for proper understanding and analysis 

of'the problem in its local context', and what we foresters can do 

about that, as a prerequisite for the planning and implementation of 

our support activities. And thereby also identify what the other 

prerequisite,; ior voluntary change are, i.e. conditions that cannot be 

changed by communication. 

The following brief overview of the evolution of social forestry in Asia may 

illustrate that we are indeed moving in the direction sketched above, including 

the 'five essentials' as presented above. 

SOCIAL FORESTRY IN ASIA 

In the following we present a simplified sketch of the evolution of social
 

forestry in Asia, in which we suggest that the change in perception of the
 

problem, has contributed to changes in intervention objectives, and in new 

ideas of the required conditions that need to be in place to achieve the desired 

effects ' . This is now in many programmes leading to a change in activities for 

which other means are required than in the first (1970s-1980s) generation 

programmes. 

6See for a more solid account Arnold, J.E.M. 1991. Community Forestry, Tan Years in Review. 

FAO Rome 
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It will be shown that there is indeed an increasing 'extension content' 
discernible in many social and agroforestry programmes, in which particularly
the capacities to analyze the local interactions between rural people and their 
natural resources are being developed. This forms the basis for better 
informed assistance to rural people planning for the management of their 
natural resources. In which it is increasingly recognized that the fidl range of 
resources used in a particular situation needs to be considered, in non-forest 
lands the niches for trees in the agro-ecosystem need to be identified, and in 
forests the importance on -improved management fbr- non-timber products is 
increasingly realized. 

3.1 	 SOCIAL FORESTRY AS A RESPONSE TO TIlE FUEL WOOD 
CRISIS; TREE PLANTING OUTSIDE TIlE FORESTS 

The energy crisis in the early seventies 
and the drought in the Sahel did much 
to attract (international) public 
attention to forestry, leading to an 
increase in the resourceF available for 
new forestry activities. The problem 
seemed to be obvious: lack of fuel 
wood, and other subsistence produce 
form forest areas, forcing people to 
cut the las trees, contributing to 
further environmental degradation 
(such as drought and floods) and 
thereby leading to one of the many 
vicious cycles that poor rural people 
seem to have a tendency to keep on 
being trapped in... why else would 
they be so poor. O)bvious problems 
have obvious solutions: If there is a 
lack of trees, plant more. 

Initial Social Forestry Programmes 

PROBLEM: F(,rct and other land 
degradation bccaL;,; people lack fuelwood 
and other subsistence products. 
INTERVENTION OBJECTIVES: Plant 
more and faster growing trees. 

CONDITIONS for EFFECT: Availability of 
more fuclwood and reduction of use. 
ACTIVTIES: Nurseries, Plantation 
Establishment in Forest and Non-forest 
lands. Seedling and stove distribution, 
propaganda and publicity. 

MEANS: International Funds, Expansion of 
Forest Department 

Accordingly most social forestry projects of the 'first generation' (and in some 
cases in quite a few generations afler that) emphasized seedling production 
and planting of fast growing trees in rural areas 7 . 

According to some calculations the total reported production of scdlings in 
all social forestry projects in India would have been enough to plant the whole 
country... more than once. Also in other countries it was found that in reality 
such replanting oftlen proved to be necessary, as protection (or more general
management) received less attention than planting. The bulk of these 

7 See Shingi, P.M., Patel, M.S. & Wadwalkar, S. 1986. Oevelopment of Social Forestry in India. 
IIMA 
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plantations were established according to time tested forest establishment 
techniques, and institutional arrangements. Targets for areas to be planted 
were seldom as ambitious as the 5 millions acres per year that were mentioned 
until recently in India, but they often left little time to 'analyze the societal 
problem'. 

In addition, 3eedlings were often provided free of charge or at heavily 
subsidized cost to villagers, including larger and medium farmers who 
recognize an interesting cash crop when they see one. Those who saw it first 
benefited much, whereas the 'pig cycle' hit the farmers who brought their 
Eucalyptus poles and pulpwood on the market at the same time everybody 
else did. 

Extension had a very limited role, public relations (posters, tree planting 
campaigns etc.) and propaganda were often much better represented in these 
strategies. 
One Reviewer's Asscssmcnt of the Results With the benefit of hindsight it is now 
of Social Forestry 198( -1990 easy to be critical of the (simplified 

representation) of a simplistic analysis
2.Tres ameuip otnc cdcd of a rather complex set of problems.
2. Farmers disillusioncdl 

3.Forest lands starved for funds This may however not prevent us form 

4.Village lands still dcgradcd r,:cognizing the great importance and 
5.Pressure on forest lands unabated the major achievements (whatever the 
6. Complementary agroforestry models failures may have been) that were 
lacking produced by people who worked under 

(Saxena,1993) very difficult and often unfamiliar 
conditions. These achievements point at 

the great potential and efficiency of those departments that achieved them: the 
Forest Departments. 

Another major achievement of the first generation social forestry projects is 
the opportunity they provided for a profession and their institutions to learn 
the rules of a new game: forestry for rural development. As we'll discuss in the 

presentation of our 'present generation social forestry projects' the initial 
experiences have in many cases contributed to a considerable growth of a 
sound body of understanding and practices the benefits of which are being 
reaped right now. 

3.2 AGRO-AND FARM FORESTRY 

The problems of land degradation outside forest lands, and production of tree 
produce were also addressed by the proponents of a more integrated land 
resource management strategy emerging in the 1970s under the label of 
agroforestry. The establishment of the International Council for Research in 
Agroforestry (ICRAF) provided an institutional basis for an approach to 
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applied research and extension in land development, that was adapted from 
the Farming Systems Research and Development Approach prevailing at many
of the international agricultural research institutions in CGIAR system:
Agroforestry Diagnosis and Design. One of the problems with this approach
(as also experienced in other CGIAR 
institutions) is that such interdisciplinary OBJECTIVE: improve marginal land use 
approaches are difficult to institutionalize &improve farm inconmes 
in national research networkL,. In INTERVENTION OBJECTIVES:
 
agroforestry this is compounded by the 
 develop and introduce farming systems
need to involve both forestry and with trees 
agricultural institutions. 

CONDITIONS for EFFECT: land lenurc 
One contribution resulting from the security, minimize 
initial activities in agroforestry is the compecition/nia.Mnize synergy 
rediscovery of tree management ACTIVITIES: research & extension,

practices and traditions by farmers markets, inputs/seedlings
 
ranging from complex agro-ecosystems

with a tree component such as 
 MEANS: NGOs and research extension 
homegardens in the humid tropical
lowlands, to farm forestry practices such as the hurries in Pakistan. 

To support development and expansion of such systems, strategies vary and
 
range from on-station 'component research', on fhrm adaptive research,

classical extension approaches, the provision of improved germplasm 
or
 
seedlings of preferred species, and farmer-based extension strategies.
 

In many cases, agroforestry type of activities are a component in the strategies 
discussed earlier. 

It seems that in farm and agroforestry, more than in other strategies, there is a
need to improve the research support for extension programmes. In view of 
the complexity of such systems this type of research may require different 
approaches from the prevailing ones and involve farmers 8 Marketing of farm 
'agroforestry produce is another crucial dimension. 

3.3 	 SOCIAL FORESTRY AS STABILIZATION OF SHIFTING 
CULTIVATION AND CONTAINMENT OF ENCROACHMENT 

Another set of social forestry activities attempts to address the problem of the
millions of rural people living in forest lands. In the Philippines estimates of 
people living in the forest areas range form 6 to over 10 million9 (20% of the 
population) in Thailand similar numbers are mentioned. 

8 
See Raintree, J.B. & M.W. Hoskins. 1988. Appropriate R&D support for Forestry Extension. In:

FAO-RWEDP. 
9 

1988. Planning Foresty Extension Programme in Asia. Bangkok
Cruz, 	 W. and Cruz, C. Information requirments for assessing upland population pressure and 

evaluating conservation programmes 
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Though the absolute or proportional numbers may be smaller elsewhere, it is a 
common problem in Asia, often inaccurately referred to as the problem of 
shifting (or as some would prefer to say: the shifted) cultivators. In many 
countries in Asia, action is now taken to address this situation, in which the 

core of the activities issome form of legalization of the control over tile land 

resources. In Thailand, the Philippines, and Vietnam rural households receive 

the usufructuary rights on pieces of forest land, ofa period between 20 and 60 

years. Often there are certain conditions farmers have to comply with, such as 

the duty to keep a certain part of the farm under trees. 

In other countries such as Bangladesh and Indonesia, shorter term ',,ntracts 
are offered to families alloving a specified part of the prodjiic. 

Though this type of'resti icted land reform' may involve large areas such as the 

over 5 million ha. of forest lands that have thus been 'handed over' in Vietnam 
in 5 years, the processes involved often take a long time, and in countries like 

the Philippines and Thailand the pace is such that it will take well into the next 

century to settle tile issue Extension support isoften important in these cases, 
both in the local olanning activities such as in the survey of the land and in tile 

follow up support for die development of the production system, including 

soil and water conservation activities. At 
pilot scale there isincreasing attention to People in Forests 
the support of development of local 
organizations. 	 PROBLEM: Illegal settlers with nowhere 

else to move 

The problems in 'analysis of societal 	 INTERVENTION OBJECTIVE: 
problems' in such cases have been best to stop thlem moving on and around, or 
expressed by the King ofThailand in his others from moving in 
oft (but never often enough) quoted 
address to recently graduated lawyers in rONDITIONS: legalize access to 

cefined part of the resources1973: "it seems rather odd for us to 

enforce the reserved forest law on ACTIVITIES: identify people and 
people in the forest which became resources, process documents, provide 
reserved only subsequently by the mere technical advice and monitoring 
drawing of lines on pieces of paper. The 
problem arises inasmuch as with the 	 MEANS: stewardship certificates & 

other contracts
delineation done, these people became 

violators of the law. From the point of 
view of law it isviolation because the law was duly enacted. But according to 

natural law thle violator is the one who drew the lines, because people possess 

the right to live. Thus it is the authorities who encroached upon the rights of 

individuals and not the individuals who transgressed the law..."(Luoted from: 

Rao, 1992). 
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Particularly cultural minorities practicing resource management strategies that 
differ considerably form the rigid agricultural practices in the valleys where the 
majority lives, could benefit much from a better informed 'analysis ofthe 
societal problem' at hand. 

3.4 	 FOREST RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PARTNERSHIPS AND 
COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT 

The nationalization of forest lands in Community or Joint Management 
Nepal in the 1950s was in the 1970s 
found not to have had the effects that OBJECTIVE: arrest dcgradation of forest 
were expected. If anything it was found lands &rural poveny alleviation 
that it may have had the opposite INTERVENTION OBJECTIVES: give
effect, and there are indications that nral neighbors/inhabilanis of forests a 
locally it contributed to accelerated stake intheir prescation
 

o
degradation offorest resources 
In the initial attempts to hand back the CONDITIONS for EFFECT: ensure 
control over forest areas in the hills of controlled acces to benefits and local 
Nepal to the local government capacity to organize management 
authorities (the panchayats), problems ACTIVITIES: legal change, pilot projects, 
were experienced in the identification of sites, community forestry 
implementation of the management extension 
plans that were drawn up at the time of 
handing over. Also, the preparation of MEANS: universities, foreign funding (7), 
such plans according to the best forest NGOs 
management traditions proved cumbersome and oflen unduly sophisticated.

Resulting delays were compounded by the paperwork involved and the
 
commutication problems in the type of terrain prevailing in Nepal.
 

In many of the (well funded, foreign assisted) ,ommunity forestry pilot
projects it was found that less formal approaches and particularly the 
recognition of the informal local technical and institutional arrangements,
could be more effective. Ilence, arrangements have been developed in which 
the roles bet veen the various stakeholder are clearly identified: the 
government remains the owner of the forest land, the users are the managers,
the local authority (village council) acts as the steward, and the Forest 
Department as the adviser to all parties. 

This is complemented (particularly in the pilot projects) by a local planning
procedure, in which the users of a particular patch of forest are identified, 
their uses and the rules they follow investigated, the various management
options discussed and negotiated. This forms the basis for a simple operational 
management plan, with which users agree, the local authorities are informed 
of and the DFO sanctions. 

1 0 
Banko Janakari: A journal of Forestry tnformation for Nepal, Vol I No. 4, Community Forestry 

Managment. 1987. Kathmandu 
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Similar approaches are being pursued in the Indian Joint Forest Management 
Programme, in which experiences in states like West Bengal have inspired the 

national and II cther state governments to encourage the Forest Department 
to involve local villagers in the management of existing (degraded) forest 

areas allowing them specific parts of the produce of these lands for their 

benefit" . 

Extension activities in this type of approach are crucial, in the identification of 

users, usage patterns, and rules to which the users adhere, as these form the 

basis for the management plan. Also in the design and implementation of such 

plans various forms of extension support are required. Increasingly the need 

for such support in the processing and marketing of the produce is also 
recognized. 

New solutions (such as these management schemes) also bring new problems: 

the legal status and authority of many of such users groups or forest 

protection committees is uncertain, equitable distribution of benefits is hard to 

achieve, and the ecological principlr ,nd techniques in managing such multi

species forests for a variety ofproduce are often unknown. 

3.5 DISCUSSION ...... OR WtHAT'S IN A NAME 

The above sketch of various social forestry situations demonstrates a number 
of issues: 

1. There is in all Asian countries a growing awareness that a few thousand 
professionals cannot effectively control land areas of millions of hectares, on 

which many more millions of rural people depend. There is simply not enough 
power around, and therefore the increased use of non-coercive strategies is 
not a matter of preference, but of lack of viable alternatives. 

2. Increasingly it is realized that the core of community or social forestry is 
'extension'. In terms of'essentials': extension is the first essential in community 

or social forestry. However, in view of the specific history of forest policies, 
there are many legal, and administrative constraints that need to be alleviated 
to enable extension to become effective. 

If we prefer to continue to use terms such as community forestry to express 

the awareness of the need to combine alleviation of these constraints with our 

extension activities, then that may be justified. It is however difficult to see 
how such terms could be justified in trying to express that social forestry is 

somehow different form extension. It is important both for ourselves, for our 

1 1 SPWD. 1993. Joint Forest Management: Concept of Opportunities, Proceedings of the National 

Workshop at Surajkund, August 1992. New Delhi 
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clients and for our colleagues working in the same villages on other rural 
resources, to clarify this matter. 

For ourselves so that we may find it easier to learn from them and form
alliances with them, and for them and for the villagers to better inform them of 
what they can expect from us. 

3. Another issue, also raised in our discussion of extension in general and 
emerging from the more successful community forestry programmes in Asia,
is the great need for more attention to the 'top of the hierarchy ofour 
extension objectives'. 3oth at national (policy) level, at programme 
management and at -,he level of forests, forest patches and village 
communities. 
As the initial efforts insocial forestry have demonstrated, we urgently need 
better understanding of the interactions between villagers and their natural 
resources as abasis for planning and implementation. We do need much better
information that allows us to select priority areas at programme level, and as a
knowledge base for the integration of new experiences, for monitoring and 
evaluation of what we learn in villages and forests. 

We do need concepts, methods, techniques and organizatioral principles for
 
such analysis, and we do need to consider a much wider range of issues in

such analysis than we used to do in our more conventional forestry 
approaches.
 

If Rapid Rural Appraisal, Participatory Rural Appraisal, Microplanning and 
similar approaches can avoid the pitfalls of the fads and fashion modes that 
seen to plague rural development efforts more than other human endeavors,
then the institutionalizati )n of these approaches should receive first priority in
the development of ext ision capabilities in our regular implementation and
 
training programmes12
 

4. This could indeed take care of the most important part of the first of the 
five essentials for effective extension.... but what about the other four? 

12We are not entirely impartial in making this recommendation: FAO has supported two six-weeks
international training courses on Rapid Rural Appraisal. For the report on the first course, see FAO-RWEDP. 1992. Wood Fuel Flows. Rapid Rral Appraisal in Far Asian Countries. Participants in thecourse held in October-November 1992, are presently in the process of doing their fieldwork as partof the training. Their reports will be published later this year. The training material developed atKhan Keen University, is presently using compiled and expected to be published next year.For experiences with these methodologies in community forestry planning see also: SFWP. 1992.Diagnostic Tools for Supporting joint Forest Management Systems, JFM Field Methods Manual, No.1 and Field Manual No. 2, Community Forestry Economy and use Patterns: Participatory RuralAppraisal (PRA) Methods in South Guirat (India).


For an overview of principles and applications of PRA in a wide range 
 rural resource settings, seeGrandstaff, T.B. & Masserschmidt D.A. (in press). Manager's Guide to the use of Rapid Rural 
Appraisal. FAG, Rome 
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4 DEVELOPMENT OF FORESTRY EXTENSION: 11OW? 

In the learning process approach'3 , three phases in the development of 

organizational capacities are distinguished, in which new participatory 
approaches are developed and tested in a few communities. During this 

process the agency learns how to adapt its operational procedures and rules 

and regulations insuch a manner that budget and human resources are 

efficiently allocated to such new activities. 

In the last stage both the new field level approaches and the new 
administrative procedures are introduced to other staff in the agency. 

A simplified model for Agency 
In the case of the social forestry Change 
development programme in Southeast 
Asia it was found that small working PHASE 1: 

*learning to be more effective throughgroups comprising concerned agency 
staff and outside resource prsons action research,' in small number of 
coulad otieffesoure guidi s communities:n newv approaches for planningcould be most eflihctive in guiding thle adipcctt 

learning process... if the right persons 

were selected by a 'Tacilitator' (see also PHASE II: 
the earlier observations on the need for •learning to support and integrate these in 

general organi7mitional and administrativean intermediate agent, in tile 
procedures

extension presentation). 

The importance of such an PHASE lit: 
intermediate, was also illustrated in *expansion: introducing new approaches 

Southeast Asia (Philippines, Thailand and procedures to other staff 

and Indonesia) in that the choice of the 
'insiders' isjust as important as that of the 'outsiders'. 

Tile insiders (people working in the Forest Department) must be risk-takers, 
but also be respected as knowledgeable, loyal members of their agency. They 

are the ones who best understand their agency, its problems and how ideas for 

improvement can be incorporated into existing procedures and policies. 

Tile 'outsiders' are usually people form universities and NGOs with relevant 
expertise and experience as well as interest in participation in the working 
group. 

Though working group members may all be experienced, it was found to be 

absolutely essential that tilegroup establishes regular communication with the 

field, and finds ways to learn form villagers and field staff. 

1 
3 

From the description in Poffenborgor, M. 1990. Facilitating change in forestry bureaucracies. In: 

1990. Keepers of the Forest. Land Management Alternatives in SoutheastPoffenberger, M. (edl 
Asia. Kumarian Press. West Harford 
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The following strategies have proven to be effective:
 
-fielding diagnostic research teams, including case studies of
 
nianagement problems;
 
-routine review of field reports, including process
 
documentation, from the pilot projects;
 
-involvement of field staff in working group meetings; and
 
bringing senior members into the field to talk with local staff
 
and community members. 

In moving through the Phases from diagnostic research to pilots to expansion, 
the importance of proper management of the expansion by the working group
has become apparent. There was oflen considerable pressure form senior 
management to move 'too Cast', e.g. to expansion before approaches at field 
level had matured sufficiently. Crucial elements in the expansion are the 
careful selection of field staff and the adaptation of field staff training through 
the change of curricula of technical training institutes. 

Also criteria for hiring staff may need to be adapted, in many cases women 
need to be hired, and/or people with a non-forestry background. If these do 
not have any career prospects in the agency it may be hard to keep the good 
ones. Similarly new staff roles need to be formalized in job descriptions, new 
critei . for prom6tion applied, etc. 

In the management of the expansion form pilot activities it was found to be 
important to coordinate the rate ofpolicy change with the capacity to 
implement. If a program moves too quick, the quality of management may be 
affected, if it moves too slow, the program may lose momentum. 
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10. CLOSING STATEMENT 

E. Pelinck 
Chief Technical Advisor


FAO Regional Wood Energy Development Programme In Asia
 

Your Excellency Minister, Mr. Secretary, Distinguished Guests, Participants, 
Colleagues and Friends. 

It is a great pleasure for me to be back in Pakistan and in NWFP in particular. 

Though I am speaking here on behalf of my present employer the UN FAO, I 
request your indulgence in expressing satisfaction arising from activities in my
former job, when I was still with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the 
Netherlands. 

It was in that capacity that I got impressed by the initiative at professional
renewal undertaken by foresters in Pakistan, and had the pleasure of being
associated with the arrangement that ultimately led to support activities such 
as the Malakand Social Forestry Project. 

I may have changed jobs, but I have definitely not changed interest. It is 
therefore not just the involvement of the Malakand Social Forestry Project in
this workshop that contributes to the satisfaction that I earlier referred to, it is 
particularly the active participation of so many of the best that Pakistan
Forestry has to offer, including its senior officials, in this workshop that I note 
with great appreciation. 
This confirms the impression we had, now almost a decade ago, that the 
commitment to change, not for change's sake, but as a professional duty, is
indeed taken seriously in forestry in Pakistan. It is this type of commitment 
that induces other people's commitment, as eypressed in the various types of
international support and cooperation in which Pakistan's foresters participate,
including FAO's Regional Forestry Programme being present here. 

We foresters, as applied ecologists, know that systems at whatever level of
integration, are not going to survive unless they adapt to the changes in their 
environment. The good old forest management principle and practices and 
particularly its institutional arrangements were developed at a time when not 
only the poiitical situation was different, but particularly our rural neighbours
also lived in different conditions. Now, with the type of population pressure 
on the forest resources as we experience them in many areas in Asia, including
Pakistan, we have to adapt to these changing conditions. We need the rural 
neighbours of the forest as oui partners in its protection and development, as 
much as the rural neighbours neLJ our support in their quest for a decent 
standard of living. 
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I take it that your participation in this workshop may be seen as a token of 
agreement with this general principle. Reading some of the papers presented 
earlier, made me aware however that translating zuch laudable principles in 
effective practices is indeed a challenge. A challenge that can be defined in 
meetings such as this workshop, and in which partir.l answers can be 
exchanged as well. We have developed a common understanding and a 
common language when addressing issues of people's participation in forestry. 
As such I was pleased to note that extension is not considered by this 
workshop an objective in itself but a tool to achieve the dual objective of 
reducing poverty and improve tilesustainable use of the community's 
resources. 

But as the experiences from our colleagues working in other rural 
developmenit areas demonstrate, meeting this type or challenge is not a matter 
of one meeting, its require,. a long term institutional learning process, in which 
as many different type of agencies and persons should be involved as possible 
and feasible. 

Hence the initiative of creating sonic sort of forestry extension development 
forum as discussed in this meeting, is of great significance. We, working in the 
United Nations are particularly well placed to warn you of dangers of "Yet 
another committee", which isso often the preferred medium for deferring 
painful decisions. We also know that this risk is always present, and cannot be 
ruled out in forestry extension development either. 

Ilowever, as I ealier indicated, "commitment generates commitment". 
The composition and tileintended activities of such a working g:'oup should 
indeed demonstrate aserious commitment to change. If a serious effort were 
made to allow such working group to run its course as avehicle for 
institutionalizing field tested participatory approaches in the operations of 
relevant agencies, I am confident that then commitment to support may be 
counted on. 

Obviously I am not in the position to promise such commitment from the side 
ofFAO, at this stage. However, we have earlier demonstrated our interest in 
this development, also through our support to this workshop on the invitation 
from the Government of Pakistan. So let me just say that we are very grateful 
for this opportunity and that we do look forward for invitations for future 
cooperation. The promise and commitment that I can make here also on behalf 
ofmy colleagues from sister regional projects in FAO present here, is that 
such invitations will be accorded the highest priority in our decion to allocate 
our limited resources. 
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One more remark on follow up, I think this workshop rightly emphasized
sustainability at village level. However I am pleased to see here representatives
of the Federal Government, the senior advisor to the Forestry master planprocess and representatives of a number of donor agencies. 1hope and expect
that the result of this workshop through their institutions can leave an impactalso on national policies and budget allocating. Shortly, decisions will be made 
on three major policy documents impacting on forestry, the 8th 5 year plan,
NCS and FMP. These can be mechanisms through which the results of this
workshop can have policy and institutional sustainability. 

On behalf of FAO I wish to thank you all for your participation, I wish tocongratulate the organizers for organizing this workshop anid thank them forgiving us the opportunity to be associated with it, and we look very much
forward to meet you all again in the follow up activities to implement the 
recommendations of this workshop. 

Thank you 
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